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Moving Beyond the Coulson–Fischer Point

Hugh Graham Alexander Burton

Summary

Molecules with multiconfigurational wave functions play a key role across chem-

istry, including excited states, dissociating bonds, and reaction pathways. Recently,

nonorthogonal configuration interaction (NOCI) using a basis of multiple Hartree–Fock

(HF) states has been proposed to predict electronic energies in this type of system.

However, NOCI has previously been hindered by the disappearance of HF states as

the molecular structure changes, creating kinks and discontinuities in the energy. This

thesis develops a new theory — holomorphic Hartree–Fock (h-HF) — to analytically

extend HF states across all molecular structures. By removing the complex-conjugation

of orbital coefficients from the conventional HF equations, h-HF theory forms the

complex-analytic continuation of real HF theory. When real HF states disappear, their

h-HF counterparts continue to exist with complex orbital coefficients and provide a

continuous basis for NOCI.

To rigorously underpin h-HF theory, it is mathematically proved that every two-

electron h-HF state must exist for all molecular structures. It is then shown that h-HF

theory provides new insights into the nature of HF states in general. For example,

enforcing particular symmetry conditions on the h-HF wave function is found to guar-

antee real h-HF energies even for a non-Hermitian effective Hamiltonian. Furthermore,

by analytically continuing the electron-electron interaction itself into the complex plane,

discrete h-HF states are shown to connect as multiple sheets of a continuous Riemann

surface. These theoretical insights open entirely new avenues of research for electronic

structure theory.

The guaranteed existence of h-HF states across all molecular structures now allows

a general NOCI approach to be developed for computing potential energy surfaces.

This NOCI approach is shown to provide a similar accuracy to state-of-the-art mul-

tireference methods for predicting static electron correlation, while requiring simpler

computational optimisation. Finally, a rigorous second-order perturbative correction —

NOCI-PT2 — is derived and shown to yield quantitative accuracy alongside equivalent

multireference perturbation theories. Ultimately, the development of h-HF theory in

this thesis allows NOCI and NOCI-PT2 to be established as quantitative approaches for

predicting multireference potential energy surfaces in chemical processes.
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Introduction

Theoretical and computational methods have the potential to transform chemical re-

search. In principle, the properties and reactivity of any chemical system can be com-

puted starting from the mathematical theory of electrons in molecules alone. For

example, it is theoretically possible to predict the outcome of a chemical reaction or

simulate processes such as protein folding or crystal nucleation to reveal microscopic

insights that are impossible to achieve experimentally. However, while the required

mathematics is well established, its exponential complexity makes it impossible to apply

in practice.

A theoretical description of electrons and molecules begins in the framework of

quantum mechanics. In a quantum description, the state of a system is described by a

mathematical object, the ‘wave function’ Ψ, from which the probability of measuring any

physical observable can be determined.6 Through this probabilistic view of the wave

function, it is possible for an electron to be delocalised in space or in a superposition

of different states. Identifying the wave function is achieved by solving the time-

independent Schrödinger equation

ĤΨ = EΨ

where Ĥ is the so-called ‘Hamiltonian’ operator and E is the energy of the system.

Crucially, the confinement of electrons in molecules restricts energies E to discrete

values, representing ground and excited states with corresponding wave functions.6

The quantum view of electrons in molecules has been remarkably successful in

explaining experimental observations such as the presence of spectral atomic emission

lines or the origin of molecular bonding interactions.7 However, the incredible complex-

ity of solving the Schrödinger equation means that only a single hydrogen atom can be

solved exactly.6 Instead, theoretical chemists have turned their attention to developing

a series of approximate methods to describe electronic and molecular quantum mechan-

ics.8 At the most fundamental level, the Born–Oppenheimer approximation9 assumes

that electrons respond instantaneously to nuclear motion, leading to the concept of an

electronic potential energy surface.

The simplest approach to predicting the electronic potential energy surface is Hartree–
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Fock (HF) theory.10 In the HF approach, the wave function is built from an antisym-

metrised product of single-electron wave functions, known as molecular orbitals, and

the electron repulsion is treated at the mean-field level where electronic motion is un-

correlated.8 Despite this mean-field approximation, HF theory has been widely applied

as a computational tool and generally allows the calculation of ground-state energies

to around 1% of the exact result.8 However, the remaining energy associated with

correlated electronic motion is essential if chemically meaningful calculations are to be

performed with comparable accuracy to experimental results.

The explosion of computational power and resources has seen the implementation

of many approximate methods for predicting the electronic structure of molecules. In

particular, the ability to perform ever larger calculations has enabled the development of

many post-HF techniques to compute correlated electronic energies.11 The most promi-

nent methods include Møller–Plesset perturbation theory,12 configuration interaction13

(CI) and coupled-cluster14–16 (CC). The accuracy and black-box nature of these methods

for computing the ground state equilibrium energy of molecules has encouraged their

widespread use for chemical systems

Despite the success of these computational methods, their accuracy often deterio-

rates away from the ground state equilibrium structure, limiting the ability to compute

full molecular potential energy surfaces. In particular, many approximate methods

break down if a molecule experiences competing electronic configurations, for example

when a bond breaks during a chemical reaction. The primary cause of this breakdown is

that a single HF wave function no longer provides a sufficiently accurate reference state

for correlated post-HF methods.17 The most common solution is to use a ‘multireference’

approximation, of which the complete active space self-consistent-field (CASSCF) ap-

proach is by far the most popular.18,19 However, the practicality of CASSCF is limited by

a high level of complexity in optimising the wave function, and the need for significant

user knowledge and chemical intuition.

Alternatively, when multiple dominant configurations appear in the exact wave

function, these configurations are reflected as additional stationary solutions to the HF

equations.20 In fact, the self-consistency of the HF equations allows many stationary HF

states to be identified that are each built from a bespoke set of molecular orbitals.20–23

For example, in the hydrogen dimer, the ground HF state at equilibrium resembles the

bonding σ
2
g configuration, while stretching the bond lengths leads to an additional solu-

tion of lower energy where the electrons localise on opposite atoms to form a ‘diradical’

configuration.24 Multiple HF states can therefore provide a natural description of multi-

configurational systems,25 while higher energy HF solutions are widely considered as

mean-field approximations to excited states.26–30
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To exploit the HF description of competing electron configurations, recent research

has focussed on constructing a linear combination of multiple HF solutions in a

nonorthogonal configuration interaction (NOCI) expansion.25,31,32 In this approach,

each HF state provides a mean-field description of each dominant configuration, al-

lowing NOCI to successfully reproduce conical interactions, avoided crossings25 and

electron transfer processes.33 Furthermore, since excited HF states are individually

optimised, their inclusion in NOCI provides a promising approach for multi-electron

excited states31 and core excitations.34,35

Despite significant progress in the development of NOCI, its application to comput-

ing potential energy surfaces and reaction trajectories has been limited by the disappear-

ance of HF states as the molecular structure changes.25 While the self-consistency of

the HF equations permits a number of solutions, there is no guarantee that these must

exist for all molecular structures. The disappearance of the ‘diradical’ state in H2 at the

so-called ‘Coulson–Fischer’ point24 is the prime example of this feature. In turn, the

disappearance of HF states causes a sudden change in the size of the NOCI expansion

that results in unphysical kinks and discontinuities in the energy.25

To extend HF states across all molecular structures, Thom and Head-Gordon initially

suggested that the HF stationary states may need to be located in the complex plane.25

However, it is known that solutions to the complex HF equations are also not guaranteed

to exist for all structures, and indeed additional complex HF states can emerge for

structures with multireference character.36,37 In this thesis, a new approach is derived —

holomorphic HF (h-HF) theory — where the HF equations are modified to ensure that

every state exists across all geometries. Although proof-of-principle demonstrations of

h-HF theory have previously been reported,38,39 little is understood about the general

nature of h-HF solutions and no computational procedure exists for locating h-HF

stationary states in larger molecules or combining them with NOCI.

The aim of this thesis is therefore to develop h-HF theory into a practical approach

that allows smooth and continuous NOCI energy surfaces to be computed across all

molecular geometries. To achieve this, a general h-HF formalism is derived by removing

the complex conjugation of orbital coefficients from the real HF equations to create a

complex-analytic function. The resulting h-HF equations then provide the complex-

analytic continuation of the real HF equation and holomorphic self-consistent field (SCF)

procedures can be defined to locate stationary states of the h-HF energy. Crucially, when

real HF states disappear as the molecular structure changes, their h-HF counterparts

are found to continue with complex orbital coefficients, providing a continuous basis

for NOCI.

To rigorously underpin h-HF theory, it is mathematically proved that every two-
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electron h-HF state must exist for all molecular structures. By forming the complex-

analytic extension of real HF theory, h-HF is shown to provide new insights into

the general nature of the wider HF approximation. For example, although the h-HF

equations are inherently non-Hermitian, enforcing particular symmetry conditions

on the h-HF wave function is found to guarantee real h-HF energies. These new

symmetries provide alternative requirements to Hermiticity for ensuring real-valued

energies in electronic structure theory. Furthermore, by analytically continuing the

electron-electron interaction into the complex plane, multiple discrete h-HF states

are shown to be connected as multiple sheets of a continuous Riemann surface. The

conceptual unification of multiple h-HF energy levels in this way allows a ground-state

wave function to be naturally evolved into an excited-state wave function along a

‘complex adiabatic connection’.

The guaranteed existence of h-HF states is then used to extend NOCI across all

molecular structures. This is achieved by defining a general computational protocol for

locating chemically relevant real HF states, identifying their h-HF counterparts across

all molecular structures, and combining these states in a NOCI expansion. It is shown

that this NOCI approach allows complete multireference potential energy surfaces to be

computed for molecular dissociation and reaction barriers. Furthermore, the accuracy

of NOCI is found to provide a promising alternative to CASSCF while avoiding the

computationally challenging optimisation of the CASSCF wave function.

Finally, a rigorous perturbative correction to the NOCI wave function is derived

to account for the remaining electron correlation. This NOCI-PT2 theory yields a

similar degree of accuracy to existing multireference perturbation theories for typical

chemical systems. By introducing NOCI-PT2 on top of the general NOCI procedure,

this thesis now establishes the complete NOCI framework as a quantitative approach

for predicting multiconfigurational potential energy surfaces. Ultimately, the derivation

and development of h-HF theory in this thesis lays the foundations for using NOCI

wave functions to predict electronic energies in chemical systems.

This thesis is structured in three parts. Part I provides an overview of the relevant

background theory discussed throughout this thesis. In Part II, the h-HF approach is

derived and its theoretical implications for the general nature of multiple HF states are

explored. Part III then combines h-HF theory with NOCI and develops the NOCI-PT2

correction to establish a general multireference approach for computing smooth energy

surfaces across all molecular structures.
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Chapter 1

Overview of Electronic Structure Theory

1.1 Introducing Molecular Quantum Mechanics

A quantum mechanical description of molecular systems starts with the time-independent

Schrödinger equation8

ĤΨ(R1, . . . , RM, r1, . . . , rN) = EΨ(R1, . . . , RM, r1, . . . , rN). (1.1)

Here Ĥ represents the Hamiltonian operator, the eigenvalue E is the total energy of the

system and the eigenfunction Ψ is the total wave function in terms of the M nuclear

positions RA and N electron positions ri.

Throughout this thesis only the non-relativistic description of quantum mechanics

is considered, using atomic units unless otherwise stated. The molecular Hamiltonian

therefore incorporates only the kinetic energy and Coulomb interaction of the nuclei

and electrons, given by8

Ĥ = −
M

∑
A=1

1
2mA
∇2

A −
N

∑
i=1

1
2
∇2

i +
M

∑
A<B

ZAZB
RAB

−
N

∑
i=1

M

∑
A=1

ZA
riA

+
N

∑
i<j

1
rij

, (1.2)

where mA (ZA) is the mass (charge) of nucleus A, RAB = |RA − RB| is the distance

between nuclei A and B, riA = |ri − RA| is the distance between electron i and nucleus

A, and rij = |ri − rj| is the distance between electrons i and j.

In principle, if the exact wave function satisfying the time-independent Schrödinger

equation can be identified, then all properties of the molecular system can be computed.

However, solving Eq. (1.1) is practically impossible for anything beyond a single hydro-

gen atom, and a series of electronic structure approximations must be introduced.8

1.1.1 Born–Oppenheimer Approximation

The first level of approximation is the Born–Oppenheimer approximation,9 where the

lighter relative mass of electrons compared to nuclei allows one to assume that electrons
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spatially rearrange instantaneously in response to a change in nuclear positions. As a re-

sult, the total wave function can then be decomposed into the product of a nuclear wave

function Ψn(R1, . . . , RM) and an electronic wave function Ψe(r1, . . . , rN; R1, . . . , RM)

which depends parametrically on the nuclear positions, giving

Ψ(r1, . . . , rN, R1, . . . , RM) = Ψe(r1, . . . , rN; R1, . . . , RM)Ψn(R1, . . . , RM). (1.3)

Substituting Eq. (1.3) into Eq. (1.1) using the Hamiltonian (1.2) leads to

EΨnΨe =−
M

∑
A

1
2mA

Ψe∇2
AΨn −

N

∑
i

1
2

Ψn∇2
i Ψe

+
M

∑
A

[
Ψn∇2

AΨe + 2(∇AΨn) · (∇AΨe)
]

+

[
M

∑
A<B

ZAZB
RAB

+
N

∑
i<j

1
rij
−

M

∑
A

N

∑
i

ZA
riA

]
ΨnΨe.

(1.4)

Applying the Born–Oppenheimer approximation then involves ignoring terms

involving any derivatives of Ψe with respect to the nuclear positions, specifically those

on line 2 of Eq. (1.4). The resulting expression is now separable, and each arrangement

of nuclear positions leads to the electronic Schrödinger equation

Ee(R1, . . . , RM)Ψe =

[
−

N

∑
i

1
2
∇2

i +
N

∑
i<j

1
rij
−

M

∑
A

N

∑
i

ZA
riA

+ VN(R1, . . . , RM)

]
Ψe, (1.5)

where VN(R1, . . . , RM) is the nuclear repulsion energy. This definition of the electronic

energy Ee as a function of the nuclear positions is the central idea behind the concept

of molecular potential energy surfaces in chemistry. Finally, the nuclear Schrödinger

equation completes the Born–Oppenheimer approximation,

EΨnΨe =

[
−

M

∑
A

1
2mA
∇2

A + Ee(R1, . . . , RM)

]
ΨnΨe. (1.6)

For the majority of chemistry, the Born–Oppenheimer approximation performs

remarkably well and the molecular systems considered in this thesis will always remain

within this approximation. Henceforth, only Eq. (1.5) is considered, dropping the ‘e’

subscript throughout and defining the electronic Hamiltonian as

Ĥ = −
N

∑
i

1
2
∇2

i −
M

∑
A

N

∑
i

ZA
riA

+
N

∑
i<j

1
rij

+ VN, (1.7)

where all dependence on the nuclear positions becomes implicit.
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1.1.2 Antisymmetric Wave Functions and Slater Determinants

In the absence of a magnetic field, the electronic Hamiltonian Ĥ depends on only the

electronic spatial coordinates. However, the wave function must also take into account

the spin-angular momentum of electrons. To achieve this, an additional spin-coordinate

σ is introduced that defines the component of the spin-angular momentum around a

given axis. The complete set of electronic coordinates x = (r, σ) then represents the

tensor product space R⊗Ω, where Ω = {α, β} represents the space for particles with

the total spin-angular momentum quantum number S = 1
2 .

Since electrons are fermionic particles, the Pauli exclusion principle dictates that the

many-electron wave function must be antisymmetric with respect to the permutation of

two electrons, i.e.

Ψ
(

x1, . . . , xi, . . . , xj, . . . , xN

)
= −Ψ

(
x1, . . . , xj, . . . , xi, . . . , xN

)
. (1.8)

Although a range of wave function structures are used,11 the simplest way to satisfy

this constraint is to build Ψ as a single ‘Slater’ determinant

Ψ(x1, . . . , xN) =
1√
N!

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

ψ1(x1) ψ1(x2) · · · ψ1(xN)

ψ2(x1) ψ2(x2) · · · ψ2(xN)
...

... . . . ...

ψN(x1) ψN(x2) · · · ψN(xN)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

, (1.9)

where ψi are single-electron molecular spin-orbitals and the wave function antisymme-

try arises clearly from the mathematical properties of determinants.8 Slater determinants

provide the building blocks from which a wide range of wave function ansätze are built

and will be widely employed throughout this thesis.

1.1.3 Operators and Matrix Elements

If the exact wave function is known, the value of any physical observable can be obtained

as the eigenvalue of the associated operator Ô. However, approximate wave functions

require the evaluation of an observable’s expectation value

〈Ô〉 = 〈Ψ|Ô|Ψ〉〈Ψ|Ψ〉 (1.10)

where the ‘braket’ notation is defined using the inner product

〈Ψ|Ô|Ψ〉 =
∫

Ψ∗(x1, . . . , xN)ÔΨ(x1, . . . , xN) dx1 · · ·dxN (1.11a)

〈Ψ|Ψ〉 =
∫

Ψ∗(x1, . . . , xN)Ψ(x1, . . . , xN) dx1 · · ·dxN (1.11b)
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Most operators in electronic structure theory involve only one-electron Ô1(i) terms

depending on electron i and two-electron Ô2(i, j) terms involving electrons i and j as

Ô =
N

∑
i

Ô1(i) +
N

∑
i<j

Ô2(i, j). (1.12)

Using the Slater–Condon rules,40 the expectation value for a single Slater determinant

can then be evaluated in terms of the orthogonal single-particle spin-orbitals as

〈Ô〉 =
N

∑
i
〈ψi|Ô1|ψi〉+

N

∑
i<j

[
〈ψiψj|Ô2|ψiψj〉 − 〈ψiψj|Ô2|ψjψi〉

]
, (1.13)

where the general notation for one- and two-electron integrals is introduced as

〈ψi|Ô1|ψj〉 =
∫

ψ∗i (x1)Ô1ψj(x1) dx1 (1.14a)

〈ψiψj|Ô2|ψkψl〉 =
∫

ψ∗i (x1)ψ
∗
j (x2)Ô2ψk(x1)ψl(x2) dx1dx2 (1.14b)

Considering the set of spin-orbitals as a basis, these terms can be represented as matrix

elements [O1]ij = 〈ψi|Ô1|ψj〉 or components of a four-tensor [O2]ijkl = 〈ψiψj|Ô2|ψkψl〉.
The Hamiltonian Ĥ is a typical example of an operator constructed from one- and

two-electron operators, given by

Ĥ = VN +
N

∑
i

ĥ(i) +
N

∑
i<j

r−1
ij , (1.15)

where

ĥ(i) = −1
2
∇2

i −
M

∑
A

N

∑
i

ZA
riA

. (1.16)

Expectation values of Ĥ appear throughout electronic structure theory and the notation

is usually simplified to

hij = 〈ψi|ĥ(1)|ψj〉 (1.17a)

〈ij|kl〉 = 〈ψiψj|r−1
12 |ψkψl〉, (1.17b)

defining the one-electron and two-electron integrals used throughout this thesis. In

addition, it is often convenient to introduce the anti-symmetrised two-electron integrals

defined as

〈ij||ij〉 = 〈ij|ij〉 − 〈ij|ji〉. (1.18)

1.1.4 Projection to Finite Basis Sets

Expressions involving the many-electron molecular wave function Ψ are usually evalu-

ated by projecting the single-electron orbitals into a finite-sized set of basis functions.
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Most commonly used is a 2n-dimensional spin-orbital basis {η} = {χ} ⊗ {α, β} con-

structed as the product space of n spatial basis functions {χ(r)} and the two-component

spin basis {α(σ), β(σ)}. Each orbital can then be expanded as

ψi(x) =
2n

∑
µ

ηµ(x)Cµ·
·i . (1.19)

Here the non-orthogonal tensor notation of Head–Gordon et al. is introduced41 with

the metric tensor Sµν = 〈ηµ|ην〉 representing the overlap of the basis functions.

The most physically intuitive basis in which molecular electronic wave functions can

be expanded is the set of atomic orbitals (AO) for each constituent atom. While the exact

wave function can be expressed in a infinite basis that includes every AO — the complete

basis set (CBS) limit — this cannot be computationally solved in practice. Instead, the

electronic structure problem is usually projected into a truncated basis where only a

subset of AOs are considered.8 The use of a truncated basis then allows wave functions

and operators to be expressed through the framework of linear algebra.42 As a result,

an ‘exact’ electronic energy can be evaluated within a given basis set, although the ‘true’

energy corresponds to the CBS limit.

Evaluating the one- and two-electron integrals required for electronic structure

methods using physical ‘Slater’ orbitals is expensive for practical methods.8 Instead,

these basis functions are usually approximated by taking a linear combination of Gaus-

sian functions that are fitted to more accurate AOs.11 The favourable properties of

Gaussian functions then greatly simplifies the evaluation of the required electron inte-

grals. Although a wide range of approximate basis functions have been developed, this

thesis considers primarily the ‘minimal’ STO-3G basis set,43 Pople’s basis sets,44 and

Dunning’s more advanced correlation-consistent basis sets.45

1.2 Hartree–Fock Theory

Hartree–Fock (HF) theory is among the simplest methods in electronic structure theory,

providing a mean-field description of the electronic energy.8 For a system of N electrons,

the HF wave function is represented by a single Slater determinant constructed from

a set of single-electron orbitals {ψi(x)} as given in Eq. (1.9). Through the variational

principle, the optimal set of spin-orbitals are those which minimise the expectation

value of the energy, defining the HF energy42

EHF =
〈ΨHF|Ĥ|ΨHF〉
〈ΨHF|ΨHF〉

= VN +
N

∑
i

hii +
N

∑
i<j
〈ij||ij〉. (1.20)
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1.2.1 Fock Operator

Optimising EHF through the variational principle leads to the simultaneous eigenvalue

equations known simply as the “Hartree–Fock” equations:8

F̂ψi = εiψi. i = 1, 2, . . . , N, (1.21)

The single-particle eigenvalues εi define the molecular-orbital energies which, through

Koopman’s theorem, can be interpreted as ionisation energies and electron affinities.8

Here the single-particle Fock operator has been introduced as

F̂(xi) = ĥ(xi) +
N

∑
j 6=i

(
Ĵj(xi)− K̂j(xi)

)
, (1.22)

where Ĵj(x1) and K̂j(x1) define the Coulomb and exchange operators respectively

Ĵj(x1)ψi(x1) = ψi(x1)
∫

ψ∗j (x2)
1

r12
ψj(x2)dx2, (1.23a)

K̂j(x1)ψi(x1) = ψj(x1)
∫

ψ∗j (x2)
1

r12
ψi(x2)dx2. (1.23b)

The contribution from the Coulomb operator can be classically interpreted as the

spatially-averaged repulsion of an electron in ψi to every other electron. In contrast,

the exchange contribution has no classical analogue and arises explicitly from the Pauli

antisymmetry of the wave function.

Since Eq. (1.23a) and Eq. (1.23b) cancel each other when i = j, the summation

restriction in Eq. (1.22) can be lifted to define a single Fock operator

F̂ = ĥ +
N

∑
k

(
Ĵk − K̂k

)
. (1.24)

Expanding this expression in the molecular-orbital basis leads to the matrix element

representation of the Fock operator

Fij = hij +
N

∑
k
〈ik||jk〉. (1.25)

Comparing Eq. (1.21) and Eq. (1.25) shows that the optimal set of orbitals are those

which diagonalise the self-consistent Fock matrix built using the same orbitals. The HF

approach can therefore be considered as a self-consistent single-particle description of

electronic structure.

1.2.2 Roothaan–Hall Equations

In principle, the solutions to Eq. (1.21) provide the exact HF spin orbitals. However,

the self-consistency of the Fock operator makes directly solving Eq. (1.21) impossible
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for anything but a single atom. In practice these equations are solved by projecting

the molecular orbitals into a finite basis set using Eq. (1.19). The only constraint on the

orbital coefficients Cµ·
·i is that they satisfy the unitary normalisation constraint

δij = 〈ψi|ψj〉 =
2n

∑
µν

(
C∗
)·µ

i· SµνCν·
·j . (1.26)

Representing the Fock matrix in this basis, the Hartree–Fock equations (1.21) can be

expanded to give the Roothaan–Hall equations46,47 as

2n

∑
ν

FµνCν·
·i =

2n

∑
ν

SµνCν·
·i εi (1.27)

where

Fµν = hµν +
2n

∑
στ

〈µσ||ντ〉Pτσ, (1.28)

and the one-particle density matrix Pτσ has been introduced as

Pτσ =
N

∑
i=1

Cτ·
·i
(
C∗
)·σ

i· . (1.29)

Although Eq. (1.27) appears to be a simple eigenvalue equation, the dependence of the

Fock matrix on the density matrix, and in turn the orbital coefficients, means that this

equation is non-linear and cannot be simply diagonalised. Instead, the optimal set of

orbitals are identified using the iterative self-consistent field (SCF) approach as follows:

1. Begin with an initial set of coefficients Cµ·
·i ;

2. Evaluate the Fock matrix using Eq. (1.28);

3. Generate a new set of orbital coefficients from the eigenvectors of the Fock matrix;

4. Repeat steps 2–3 until self-consistency is reached.

The final optimised coefficients then represent the HF orbitals and are simultaneous

eigenvectors of both the density matrix and the corresponding Fock matrix.

1.2.3 Electron Correlation Problem

Electron interactions in the HF approximation are only considered at the mean-field

level, where each electron experiences a spatially-averaged repulsion from all other

electrons. Therefore, although the HF energy accounts for a large portion of the true

electronic energy, it is not exact.8 While same-spin electrons are correlated through the

Pauli antisymmetry of a Slater determinant, electrons with opposite spins are completely

uncorrelated under the HF approximation. This lack of correlation arises because the
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single Slater determinant wave function includes no terms that account for the relative

position of two electrons.8 The remaining ‘correlation’ energy represents the difference

between the exact energy and the HF energy,48 defined in a finite or infinite basis set as

Ecorr = Eexact − EHF. (1.30)

Computing the correlation energy is the the central goal of most electronic structure

techniques.

Electron correlation beyond the HF description can be broadly decomposed into two

classifications. The first, dynamic correlation, accounts primarily for the instantaneous

repulsion between electrons.11 In this case the single determinant HF wave function

provides a good approximate representation of the exact wave function. Much of the

remaining error in the energy is associated with the failure of HF to describe the electron

cusp in the exact wave function that occurs when the positions of two electrons converge.

Correcting this cusp is challenging, although much of the dynamic correlation can be

recovered using perturbation theory or other post-HF methods that build upon a single

Slater determinant.11 Furthermore, a complete description of dynamic correlation is

known to converge slowly with the size of the underlying basis set.

In contrast, static correlation is associated with the qualitative breakdown of the

single determinant wave function ansatz.11 Static correlation effects become dominant

in the presence of competing electron configurations, for example when the bonding

and antibonding configurations become degenerate in the dissociation of the hydrogen

dimer. These closely separated electron configurations can then interact strongly to sig-

nificantly lower the energy below the single determinant energy. Accounting for static

correlation requires the introduction of alternative wave function forms constructed as

a combination of multiple determinants.11

1.3 Correlated Ground-State Methods

For a given finite basis set, the exact wave function can be expanded as a combination

of determinants built from every possible configuration of electrons in a set of orbitals.

Usually the HF wave function is used to define a reference wave function |Ψ0〉 with

occupied orbitals (indexed by i, j, k, etc) and unoccupied virtual orbitals (indexed by

a, b, c, etc). The full set of possible determinants, defining a Hilbert space,11 is then

given in terms of ‘excitations’ or ‘replacements’ from this reference wave function, e.g.

|Ψa
i 〉 = τ̂a

i |Ψ〉. (1.31)

Here |Ψa
i 〉 represents a singly-excited Slater determinant with the occupied orbital i re-

placed by the virtual orbital a through the excitation operator τ̂a
i . Analogous excitations
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involving more electrons can be constructed to define a hierarchy of single, double,

triple, and higher excitations. Through various combinations of these determinants, a

range of post-HF methods have been developed to compute the remaining electronic

correlation energy.

1.3.1 Configuration Interaction

Among the first correlated methods was the configuration interaction (CI) approach,13

where the wave function is built as a linear combination of Slater determinants as

|ΨFCI〉 = |Ψ0〉+ ∑
ia

ca
i |Ψa

i 〉+ ∑
i<j
a<b

cab
ij |Ψab

ij 〉+ ∑
i<j<k
a<b<c

cabc
ijk |Ψabc

ijk 〉+ · · · (1.32)

Including all excitations in a full CI (FCI) expansion provides the best approximation

to the exact energy in a given basis. In practice, the FCI energy and wave function

are identified by diagonalising the Hamiltonian matrix built in the basis of Slater

determinants. However, the number of possible determinants grows rapidly with the

size of the system, given for n spatial basis functions, Nα spin-up (α) electrons and Nβ

spin-down (β) electrons as

ndet =

(
n

Nα

)(
n

Nβ

)
. (1.33)

Exact diagonalisation of the FCI Hamiltonian matrix is therefore restricted to only the

smallest systems with a handful of atoms.

To overcome the inhibitive cost of exact diagonalisation, two types of computational

approaches are generally taken. The first is to employ approximate diagonalisation

schemes such as the Davidson algorithm49 where only the lowest energy states are iden-

tified. Related approaches include stochastic FCI quantum Monte–Carlo (FCI-QMC),50

which samples the FCI wave function to project out the ground-state, and iterative

selected CI (sCI)51,52 schemes that incrementally grow the size of the diagonalised

Hilbert space to locate the subset of determinants with the greatest contribution to the

FCI wave function. Together, FCI-QMC and sCI methods have led to some of the most

accurate electronic structure calculations to date.

The second approach involves truncating the number of determinants included in

the CI expansion. Truncation is usually introduced by limiting the excitation level of

determinants, for example in CI with singles and doubles (CISD)

|ΨCISD〉 = |Ψ0〉+ ∑
ia

ca
i |Ψa

i 〉+ ∑
i<j
a<b

cab
ij |Ψab

ij 〉, (1.34)

or by selecting a subset of determinants from all possible configurations within a

certain ‘active-space’ of orbitals in a complete-active-space CI (CASCI).18 Often these
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truncated CI methods are combined with iterative diagonalisation, FCI-QMC and s-CI

methods to further increase the size of computationally tractable systems.53 However,

despite accurately describing wave functions for small molecular systems, the quality

of the truncated CI wave function and energy decreases as the size of the system

grows.11 In addition, since truncated CI incorrectly describes the energy of separated

non-interacting subsystems, it is not a ‘size-extensive’ description and subsequent

correction terms are required.11

1.3.2 Perturbation Theory

When the optimised HF wave function provides a good approximation to the true wave

function, the remaining correlation energy can be considered as a small perturbation.

Formal perturbation theory can be derived following the approach described in Ref. (54)

. The exact Hamiltonian is partitioned into a “reference” Hamiltonian Ĥ0 and the

perturbation operator V̂ as

Ĥ = Ĥ0 + λV̂. (1.35)

The reference Hamiltonian is designed to have simple reference eigenfunctions

Ĥ0|Ψ(0)
i 〉 = E(0)|Ψ(0)

i 〉, (1.36)

that should provide a good first-order approximation to the physical Hamiltonian.

To approximate the exact energies Ei and eigenfunctions |Ψi〉, the full Hilbert space

can be partitioned into a “model” reference space and the remaining “external” space54

with corresponding projectorsM and Q satisfying the relations

M2 =M, Q2 = Q and I =M+Q. (1.37)

Considering the ground state |Ψ〉 = |Ψ0〉 with energy E = E0, the exact eigenvalue

equation can be expanded as
(
MĤM MĤQ
QĤM QĤQ

)(
M|Ψ〉
Q|Ψ〉

)
= E

(
M|Ψ〉
Q|Ψ〉

)
. (1.38)

In theory the wave function correction Q|Ψ〉 can be eliminated by substituting

Q|Ψ〉 = −
(
Q(Ĥ − E)Q

)−1QĤM(M|Ψ〉), (1.39)

leading to an effective eigenvalue equation expressed in the model space as
[
MĤM−MV̂Q

(
Q(Ĥ − E)Q

)−1QV̂M
]

︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ĥeff

(
M|Ψ〉

)
= E

(
M|Ψ〉

)
. (1.40)
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Here the identity QĤ0M = 0 gives QĤM = QV̂M.

Introducing the zeroth-order wave function |Ψ(0)〉 =M|Ψ〉, the exact energy can be

computed through the expectation value

E = 〈Ψ(0)|Ĥeff|Ψ(0)〉 = E(0) − 〈Ψ(0)|V̂Q
(
Q(Ĥ − E)Q

)−1QV̂|Ψ(0)〉. (1.41)

However, the presence of the true energy E prevents Eq. (1.41) from being solved exactly.

Instead, (1.39) can be solved by introducing the identity

(A−B)−1 =
1
A

∞

∑
n=0

(
BA−1

)n
. (1.42)

In the Rayleigh–Schrödinger formalism, this partitioning is defined as

A = Q(Ĥ0 − E(0))Q and B = Q(V − δE)Q, (1.43)

where δE = E− E(0). The wave function correction can then be expanded as

Q|Ψ〉 =
∞

∑
n=1
|Ψ(n)〉λn, (1.44)

where the power series expansion has been formalised by taking V → λV and the first

two terms are given by

|Ψ(1)〉 = −
(
Q(Ĥ0 − E(0))Q

)−1QV̂|Ψ(0)〉
|Ψ(2)〉 = −

(
Q(Ĥ0 − E(0))Q

)−1(Q(V̂ − δE)Q
)(
Q(Ĥ0 − E(0))Q

)−1QV̂|Ψ(0)〉
(1.45)

Inserting this wave function expansion into the effective eigenvalue equation (1.40) then

allows the exact energy to be expressed perturbatively as

E =
∞

∑
n=0

λnE(n) (1.46)

where the zeroth, first, and second-order corrections are given by

E(0) = 〈Ψ(0)|Ĥ0|Ψ(0)〉, (1.47a)

E(1) = 〈Ψ(0)|V̂|Ψ(0)〉, (1.47b)

E(2) = 〈Ψ(1)|QV̂|Ψ(0)〉 = −〈Ψ(0)|V̂Q
(
Q(Ĥ0 − E(0))Q

)−1QV̂|Ψ(0)〉. (1.47c)

1.3.2.1 Møller–Plesset Perturbation Theory

The most common perturbative correction to the HF energy is Møller–Plesset theory,

where the reference Hamiltonian is defined as the one-electron Fock operator with the

partitioning12

Ĥ0 = F̂ =
N

∑
i

f̂ (i) and V̂ = Ĥ − F̂. (1.48)
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The reference HF determinant provides the zeroth-order wave function |Ψ(0)〉 = |ΨHF〉.
Through the Rayleigh–Schrödinger perturbation theory framework, the zeroth and first

order terms define the HF energy EHF = E(0) + E(1), given by

E(0) = 〈Ψ(0)|Ĥ0|Ψ(0)〉 =
N

∑
i

εi (1.49a)

E(1) = 〈Ψ(0)|V̂|Ψ(0)〉 = VN −
1
2

N

∑
ij
〈ij||ij〉. (1.49b)

Assuming the HF reference satisfies Brillouin’s theorem,8 the first-order wave func-

tion can be expanded in terms of double excitations from the reference HF determinant

as

|Ψ(1)〉 = ∑
i<j
a<b

tab
ij |Ψab

ij 〉, (1.50)

where the amplitudes are given by

tab
ij =

〈ab||ij〉
εa + εb − εi − εj

, (1.51)

and the indices i, j and a, b denote the HF canonical occupied and virtual molecular

spin-orbitals respectively. Using Eq. (1.47c), the second-order Møller–Plesset (MP2)

energy correction is then given by

E(2) = −1
4 ∑

ijab

|〈ij||ab〉|2
εa + εb − εi − εj

. (1.52)

Crucially, this summation only contains terms that scale linearly with the number of

electrons, and so the MP2 correlation energy is explicitly size-extensive. Furthermore,

size-extensivity extends to all higher order terms, such as third order MP3, although

these are more computationally expensive and are rarely included in practice.11

As a perturbative approach, Møller–Plesset theory is not variational and is not nec-

essarily systematically improvable because the perturbation expansion may become

divergent.55,56 Furthermore, the MP2 approximation breaks down when the HF de-

terminant does not provide a good reference wave function, for example when bond

breaking introduces multireference character. MP2 is therefore thought to only account

for dynamic electron correlation, while additional static correlation requires the intro-

duction of multireference formalisms [see Section 1.4]. Finally, the rate of convergence

of the perturbation expansion can depend strongly on both the choice of reference

determinant57 and basis set.58,59
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1.3.3 Coupled-Cluster Theory

A third prominent family of methods is the Coupled-Cluster (CC)14–16 framework,

providing some of the most accurate electronic structure techniques. In CC theory, the

wave function is expressed using the exponential form60

|ΨCC〉 = exp
(
T̂
)
|Ψ0〉 (1.53)

where |Ψ0〉 is some reference wave function (usually the HF ground state) and T̂ is the

“cluster operator” with the form

T̂ =
N

∑
k

T̂k. (1.54)

The kth-term in this sum contains all k-fold excitations, e.g.

T̂1 = ∑
ia

ta
i τ̂a

i , T̂2 = ∑
i<j
a<b

tab
ij τ̂ab

ij , · · · (1.55)

where τ̂a
i |Ψ0〉 = |Ψa

i 〉 represents an excitation from occupied orbital i to virtual orbital

a, and the amplitudes {ta
i , tab

ij , . . . } parameterise the CC wave function. Using the

intermediate normalisation 〈ΨCC|Ψ0〉 = 1, the cluster amplitudes can be identified by

self-consistently solving the projected CC equations

〈Ψa
i |Ĥ − E|ΨCC〉 = 0, 〈Ψab

ij |Ĥ − E|ΨCC〉 = 0, . . . (1.56)

while the CC energy can be recovered through the projection

ECC = 〈Ψ0|Ĥ|ΨCC〉. (1.57)

Although a variational optimisation of the CC energy is possible, its exponential com-

plexity means it is rarely applied in practice.11

When every excitation level is included in the cluster operator, the CC formalism is

equivalent to FCI and the exact energy for the given basis is obtained. However, the

power of the CC wave function ansatz is realised when the cluster operator is truncated

at a given excitation level. In contrast to truncated CI wave functions, the exponentiation

of the truncated cluster operator ensures that determinants of every excitation level

always remain present in the CC wave function11

|ΨCC〉 =
(

1 + T̂ +
1
2

T̂2 + · · ·
)
|Ψ0〉, (1.58)

although their relative contributions are not necessarily exact. As a result, the CC

energy is explicitly size-extensive.60 Truncation at the level of double excitations is by
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far the most common approximation, describing important pairwise electron correlation

and yielding the Coupled-Cluster singles-and-doubles (CCSD) approach.61 Since the

computational cost increases at each truncation level, higher-order excitations are often

accounted for perturbatively, and the success of CCSD with perturbative triples,62

CCSD(T), has led to the method being considered as the current “gold-standard” in

electronic structure theory.

However, with close similarities to perturbation theory,60,63 CC theory also suffers

from a lack of a variational energy. Furthermore, the exponential form relies on the

presence of a dominant reference determinant such that the cluster amplitudes become

increasingly small for higher excitations. The CC approximation therefore often breaks

down in regions where the exact wave function has multireference character, or when

state degeneracies occur. For example, the CCSD approach is known to overestimate

the dissociation energy when single bonds are broken.64 Handling this failure requires

computationally expensive higher truncation levels, although numerous multireference

or quasi-degenerate variations of CC theory have also been proposed.65

1.4 Multireference Approaches

Single-reference methods such as truncated CI, truncated CC, or MP2 theory generally

fail when the exact wave function contains multiple determinants with equally large

coefficients.11 The emergence of several dominant electronic configurations indicates

that the reference HF determinant provides a poor approximation of the exact wave

function, corresponding to the presence of strong static correlation effects. To overcome

this failure, the most common solution is to introduce a multireference wave function

through the multiconfigurational self-consistent field (MCSCF) framework.8 However,

computationally tractable MCSCF methods usually provide only qualitative accuracy,11

and the remaining dynamic correlation must be computed through the introduction of

additional CI, CC or perturbation approaches.

1.4.1 Multiconfigurational Self-Consistent Field

When the exact wave function is dominated by several electronic configurations, a

multiconfigurational wave function can be built as the truncated CI expansion

|ΨMCSCF〉 =
nref

∑
I

cI |ΨI〉. (1.59)

Here, |ΨI〉 represents a determinant with a particular arrangement of electrons in a

common set of molecular orbitals defined by Eq. (1.19). The optimal wave function can
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be obtained by simultaneously minimising the expectation value of the energy

EMCSCF =
〈ΨMCSCF|Ĥ|ΨMCSCF〉
〈ΨMCSCF|ΨMCSCF〉

(1.60)

with respect to both the CI coefficients {cI} and the MO coefficients {Cµ·
·i }.

8,11 Crucially,

this approach allows the underlying MOs to be tailored to a particular CI expansion,

providing a highly flexible wave function ansatz that is well-suited to capturing the

multireference character of the wave function.

Including all configurations in the MCSCF expansion leads to the exact FCI energy

and wave function. In practice, the MCSCF wave function is expanded in a suitable

subset of configurations that must be chosen a priori. The most common selection route

is the complete active space (CAS) approach, where the MOs are partitioned into sets of

inactive, active, and secondary orbitals.11 The corresponding “CASSCF” wave function

is then constructed from every combination of electrons in the active orbitals, while

the inactive orbitals are doubly occupied and the secondary orbitals are unoccupied

in all configurations.18 Since the active space is usually limited to a small number of

correlated orbitals and electrons, e.g. a molecular π-system, the method is tractable for

larger systems than the exact FCI approach. CASSCF has therefore become the method

of choice for describing strongly correlated molecular systems.66

However, optimising the highly nonlinear CASSCF wave function presents a difficult

computational challenge. Usually this process requires second-order optimisation

methods that often incur a significant computational demand.11 Furthermore, CASSCF

is ultimately limited by exponential scaling with the size of the active space, and

its sensitivity to the choice of active orbitals restricts its applicability as a ‘black-box’

method. Recent developments in second-order MCSCF optimisation67,68 and automated

active space selection69,70 have sought to alleviate these difficulties.

1.4.2 Multireference CI and CC

The MCSCF framework is very successful at capturing static correlation effects to

provide qualitatively correct electronic energies. However, the remaining dynamic

correlation requires large CI expansions in the MCSCF wave function that are often

computationally intractable. Instead, the MCSCF wave function can be used to define a

reference state for subsequent multireference CI (MRCI) or CC (MRCC) expansions that

are more effective at capturing dynamic correlation. It is useful to briefly summarise

the MRCI and MRCC approaches, although they will not be considered in this thesis.

For an optimised MCSCF state given by (1.59), the most general MRCI wave function
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can be constructed using the set of excited determinants from each determinant71

|ΨMRCI〉 =
nref

∑
I

[
cI |ΨI〉+ ∑

ia
c(I)a

i |(ΨI)
a
i 〉+ ∑

i<j
a<b

c(I)ab
ij |(ΨI)

ab
ij 〉+ · · ·

]
, (1.61)

where |(ΨI)
a
i 〉 indicates a single replacement determinant constructed from the reference

state |ΨI〉 and c(I)a
i denotes its corresponding coefficient in the MRCI wave function.

Like single-reference CI, this wave function expansion is usually truncated at a given

excitation level. For example, the multireference Single and Double Configuration

Interaction (MRCISD) approach considers only single and double excitations from

each reference determinant.72 In practice, the configuration expansion grows rapidly

with the number of reference determinants and further approximations such as the

use of ‘internally contracted’ configurations must be introduced.73 For example, the

corresponding internally-contracted MRCISD (ic-MRCISD) wave function is built as

|Ψic-MRCI〉 = ∑
ia

ta
i τ̂a

i |ΨMCSCF〉+ ∑
i<j
a<b

tab
ij τ̂ab

ij |ΨMCSCF〉, (1.62)

where the number of variational parameters is now equivalent to the single-reference

CISD approach.

While MRCI can provide extremely accurate results for small molecules, it also

suffers from a lack of size-consistency due to the use of a truncated CI expansion.71

Furthermore MRCI shows a slow convergence with respect to the size of the CI expan-

sion.11 Instead, there has been significant research in exploiting the size-consistency

of CC theory applied to a reference MCSCF wave function in a MRCC expansion.16,65

While a full exposition of MRCC approaches is well beyond the scope of this thesis [see

Refs. (16) and (65) ], the most common formulations use the ‘Jeziorski and Monkhorst’

wave function constructed from reference-specific excitation operators as74

|ΨJM〉 =
nref

∑
I

exp
(
T̂I
)
|ΨI〉cI . (1.63)

However, these wave functions generally contain a large number of variational param-

eters that limit their applications to small active spaces.65 Furthermore, MRCC often

suffers from the presence of redundant parameters or intruder states that can cause

numerical instabilities and convergence issues.65

1.4.3 Multireference Perturbation Theory

To avoid the computationally difficult MRCI and MRCC methods, the remaining dy-

namical correlation effects can be approximated using multireference perturbation
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theory. By far the most common approach is CASPT2, where Rayleigh–Schrödinger

perturbation theory is applied using a CASSCF reference wave function to generate

a second-order energy correction.75,76 The success of CASPT2 theory has led to it’s

application for ground- and excited-states across a wide range of chemical systems,

including organic radicals, reaction pathways, and transition metals.77

Following the Rayleigh–Schrödinger approach with the reference wave function

|Ψ(0)〉 = |ΨCASSCF〉, the second-order energy can be computed by identifying the first-

order wave function |Ψ(1)〉. This first-order wave function can be expanded using the

first-order interacting space, defined as the set of determinants that can couple to |Ψ(0)〉
through the Hamiltonian. For a CASSCF reference wave function, the full configuration

space can be decomposed into four subspaces defined with the projectorsM0,QK,QSD,

and QTQ....
78 HereM0 = |Ψ(0)〉〈Ψ(0)| projects onto the space spanned by the CASSCF

reference wave function; QK projects onto the CAS space that is orthogonal to |Ψ(0)〉;
QSD projects onto the single and double excitations from |Ψ(0)〉 that are not present

in the CAS space; and QTQ... projects onto all higher-order excitations that are not yet

accounted for. The first-order interacting space can then be identified as the subspace

corresponding the QSD projector. Like the ic-MRCI approach, the perturbing functions

in this first-order interacting space are usually constructed as contracted excitations,11

giving

|Ψ(1)〉 = ∑
ia

ta
i τ̂a

i |ΨCASSCF〉+ ∑
i<j
a<b

tab
ij τ̂ab

ij |ΨCASSCF〉. (1.64)

Here i, j denote occupied inactive or active orbitals, a, b denote unoccupied active or

virtual orbitals, and terms where all indices correspond to active orbitals are omitted.

Using contracted configurations reduces the dimensionality of the first-order interact-

ing space, although they make the matrix elements more complicated and introduce

nonorthogonality between the perturbing configurations.11,77,78

The success of single reference Møller–Plesset theory is largely due to the simplicity

of the reference Fock operator. For a multiconfigurational reference wave function, a

similar one-particle zeroth-order Hamiltonian can be constructed as the generalised

Fock operator F̂G, defined in the spin atomic orbital basis as75,76

FG[PΨ]µν = hµν +
2n

∑
στ

〈µσ||ντ〉(PΨ)
τσ. (1.65)

Here PΨ is the one-electron reduced density matrix of the multireference wave function

|ΨCASSCF〉. However, to ensure that the reference Hamiltonian retains a simple structure

and |ΨCASSCF〉 corresponds to an eigenfunction of Ĥ0, the generalised Fock operator

must be further modified as78

Ĥ0 =M0F̂GM0 +QKF̂GQK +QSDF̂GQSD +QTQ...F̂GQTQ.... (1.66)
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The zeroth-order energy is then defined as E(0) = 〈ΨCASSCF|Ĥ0|ΨCASSCF〉. Significantly,

this zeroth-order Hamiltonian reduces to the Møller–Plesset form for a single determi-

nant reference wave function.

Following the Rayleigh–Schödinger approach, the first-order wave function can be

identified by solving the first-order perturbation equation

∑
p
(Ĥ0 − E(0))|Ψp〉 tp = −Ĥ|ΨCASSCF〉, (1.67)

where |Ψp〉 refers to an allowed contraction and QV̂|ΨCASSCF〉 = Ĥ|ΨCASSCF〉. The

optimal first-order wave function coefficients can be identified as the solution to the

linear equations

∑
pq
〈Ψq|Ĥ0 − E(0)|Ψp〉 tp = −〈Ψq|Ĥ|ΨCASSCF〉, (1.68)

where again the contracted nature of the expansion configurations means that the per-

turbing functions are not necessarily orthogonal and may contain linear dependencies.78

In practice, the CASPT2 equations are generally solved using an iterative procedure.77

Once the optimal first-order wave function has been identified, the second-order energy

can be computed using Eq. (1.47c) as

E(2) = −∑
p

t∗p〈Ψp|Ĥ|ΨCASSCF〉. (1.69)

While the CASPT2 approach works well in many circumstances, it is prone to the

effects of intruder states in the perturbation expansion. Intruder states arise when

first-order expansion configurations become nearly degenerate with the reference wave

function, causing divergences and singularities along the potential energy surface.11

The effects of intruder states in CASPT2 can be mitigated by introducing a real or

imaginary shift in the reference Hamiltonian,79,80 or using the IPEA shift to modify

the orbital energies based on their occupation number.81 However, these modifications

introduce new parameters that must be defined empirically. Alternatively, NEVPT2

theory82,83 introduces the more sophisticated Dyall zeroth-order Hamiltonian84 that

includes two-electron components to help avoid intruder-state effects.82,83

1.5 Excited-State Methods

In addition to the ground state potential energy surface, excited electronic states play

an important role across chemistry. Excited-state energies can in principle be obtained

as the higher-energy eigenvalues of the exact FCI Hamiltonian. However, forming

suitable approximations to exact excited-state energies remains a major challenge in
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electronic structure theory. For example, methods must ensure a good representation

of the excited-state wave function while avoiding variational collapse onto the ground

state. In practice, several excited-state methods have been developed with varying

degrees of accuracy and efficiency.85,86 For the sake of brevity, only the computational

methods applied in this thesis will be summarised here.

1.5.1 Configuration Interaction Singles

The simplest excited-state approximation is the uncorrelated configuration interaction

expansion using only single excitations (CIS).87,88 Starting from an optimised ground-

state HF solution |Ψ0〉, the CIS wave function is built as a linear combination of all

singly-excited determinants as

|ΨCIS〉 = ∑
ia

ca
i |Ψa

i 〉. (1.70)

The optimal excitation energies can be identified by diagonalising the corresponding

Hamiltonian matrix with elements given by Hia,jb = 〈Ψa
i |Ĥ|Ψb

j 〉.85 Since the HF wave

function satisfies Brillouin’s theorem,8 these single excitations do not couple with the

reference determinant and the ground-state energy remains uncorrelated. As a result,

no correlation is introduced into either the ground- or excited-state wave functions

and CIS defines an uncorrelated approach for excitation energies.85 The popularity of

CIS stems from the fact that it is computationally efficient and provides size-consistent

variational estimates of the excited-state energies.88

Despite the computational simplicity of CIS, the lack of electron correlation means

that it often fails to provide sufficient accuracy beyond singly-excited electrons. Cap-

turing excited-state electron correlation requires the introduction of double excitations

and can be achieved perturbatively using the CIS(D) method.89 Furthermore, since

the orbitals used in the CI expansion are optimised for the HF ground state, CIS exci-

tation energies are often overestimated when the exact excited-state wave functions

involve a spatial rearrangement of electrons, for example in diffuse excited states or

charge transfer states.90 Recent attempts to improve excitation energies in these cases

include relaxing the orbitals for each excited state in the orbital-optimised CIS (OO-CIS)

approach.91,92

1.5.2 Equation-of-motion Coupled-Cluster

Generalising the ground-state CC approach to excitation energies can be achieved

through the equation-of-motion (EOM) formalism.63,93 Consider a given ground-state
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CC wave function with the form |Ψ〉 = exp
(
T̂
)
|Ψ0〉, where |Ψ0〉 defines the HF refer-

ence determinant. In the EOM-CC approach, excited-state energies are computed by

diagonalising the similarity-transformed Hamiltonian94

H = exp
(
−T̂
)

Ĥ exp
(
T̂
)

(1.71)

in the space of excited determinants from the HF reference. The resulting eigenfunctions

are represented by the operators R̂i with eigenvalues satisfying

HR̂i = EiR̂i. (1.72)

Here R̂i defines an excitation operator with the corresponding excited-state wave func-

tion

|Ψi〉 = R̂i exp
(
T̂
)
|Ψ0〉. (1.73)

These wave functions are inherently multiconfigurational, allowing EOM-CC to describe

excited states with multireference character.63

Like the ground-state CC approach, EOM-CC is usually applied with a truncated

excitation operator.63 For example, the EOM-CCSD method is based upon the CCSD

ground state and includes up to single and double excitations in the similarity-transformed

Hamiltonian. However, only states dominated by determinants at the excitation level

one less than the truncation level can be described properly by this approach. Since the

computational cost of EOM-CC scales steeply with the truncation level, practical appli-

cations are limited to EOM-CCSD for which only single excitations can be accurately

described .95 Furthermore, EOM-CC relies on a good representation of the ground state

and fails when the underlying single reference CC approximation breaks down.94

1.5.3 Excited-State CASSCF

When exact excited states contain dominant contributions from several determinants,

the application of multireference approaches is required.94 The CASSCF framework

provides a conceptually simple approach to both ground and excited states and is widely

used for strongly correlated excited states.18 In principle, an excited-state CASSCF wave

function can be identified by directly targeting higher-energy stationary points of the

energy in a ‘state-specific’ formalism. However, state-specific CASSCF is susceptible

to root-flipping and variational collapse onto the ground state if the state ordering

changes in the iterative CI step of a CASSCF cycle.96 Furthermore, unlike exact excited-

state wave functions, individual CASSCF solutions are not guaranteed to be mutually

orthogonal.96
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Alternatively, multiple excited states can be considered in the same CASSCF cal-

culation using a state-averaged (sa) method.97 The sa-CASSCF approach optimises a

weighted average of the target state energies defined as

Ew = ∑
m

WmEm = ∑
m

Wm ∑
I J
(cm

J )
∗〈ΨJ |Ĥ|ΨI〉cm

I (1.74)

where Wm is the weight for each target state. While sa-CASSCF is a powerful method for

studying several excited states simultaneously, using the same set of orbitals for every

state has been found to introduce a systematic bias towards the ground-state energy.96

Furthermore, the resulting wave functions are not themselves stationary points of the

energy and are inherently less accurate than a state-specific formalism. Finally, both

state-averaged and state-specific CASSCF suffer from the computational challenges of

selecting suitable active orbitals and the exponentially scaling number of configurations

the active space size.
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Chapter 2

Multiple Hartree–Fock Solutions and

Nonorthogonal Configuration Interaction

2.1 Introduction

While HF theory is almost universally used to define a reference wave function for

correlated methods, it is less widely appreciated that the HF equations can yield multiple

stationary states.20,23 Additional solutions correspond to Slater determinants built from

a bespoke set of orbitals and can represent local minima, maxima, or saddle points of the

HF energy. Recently, several authors have sought to interpret higher energy HF states

as mean-field approximations to physical excited states.23,26–29 Furthermore, multiple

HF solutions are also found to resemble diabatic states with an electronic structure that

is conserved as the molecular structure changes.25 These solutions are not required to

conserve the physical symmetries of the system,98 and HF symmetry-breaking can lead

to lower energies that correctly describe fragmented molecular systems such as bond

dissociation.20,24

When the exact wave function is dominated by several competing electronic con-

figurations, HF states often correspond to each dominant configuration.25,33 This ob-

servation has inspired the combination of multiple HF states in a nonorthogonal CI

(NOCI) expansion to construct a multireference alternative to CASSCF.25 Significantly,

using HF states to define the dominant configurations in a multireference wave func-

tion avoids the challenges associated with selecting the CASSCF active orbital space.

NOCI expansions built in this way resemble physical adiabatic states, reproducing

avoided crossings and conical intersections.25 Furthermore, the bespoke orbitals of

each HF state can lead to more compact NOCI expansions than orthogonal CI,32 while

including higher-energy HF states provides accurate multielectron and core excitation

energies.31,34,35 However, many current NOCI formalisms rely on the existence of HF

states across all geometries and catastrophically fail when a HF solution disappears

along a potential energy surface.25
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In the current chapter, the existence and properties of multiple HF states are reviewed

before an outline of current NOCI methods is presented.

2.2 Multiple Hartree–Fock Solutions

2.2.1 Historical Overview

Indications that the HF equations could permit multiple stationary states were reported

almost immediately after the derivation of the Roothaan–Hall approach.99 The earliest

examples of multiple HF solutions were related to the formation of ferromagnetic and

antiferromagnetic states in a Fermi gas99,100 In these cases, the ‘normal’ HF state with

a symmetric electron distribution is never the lowest energy state. Furthermore, at a

certain electron density, a transition occurs between the ferromagnetic state with all

electron spins parallel, and the antiferromagnetic state where spin-up (α) and spin-down

(β) electrons form an alternating spin-density wave.100 The physical significance of

these multiple HF states was further developed by drawing parallels with the Mott

metal-insulator transition and the Wigner crystallisation of high-density electrons.101

In the parlance of modern quantum chemistry,8 the ‘normal’ HF state represents a

closed-shell restricted HF (RHF) solution, while the antiferromagnetic solutions corre-

spond to an unrestricted HF (UHF) state where the α and β electrons adopt different

spatial orbitals. Equivalent multiple HF states emerge in the hydrogen dimer where an

RHF solution corresponding to the closed-shell σ2
g configuration is the lowest energy

state at equilibrium but a ‘diradical’ UHF state emerges as the bond length extends

towards dissociation.8 The RHF state cannot correctly describe dissociation to two open-

shell radical hydrogen atoms and overestimates the electron repulsion energy for large

bond lengths. In contrast, the UHF state predicts the correct energy by allowing the

electrons to localise on opposite atoms in a ‘diradical-like’ configuration. The sudden

appearance of this additional UHF solution occurs at the so-called Coulson–Fischer

point24 and equivalent states can be found in a wide range of molecular systems.102–105

The consequence of allowing different orbitals for different spins in the UHF ap-

proach is that the wave function is no longer an eigenfunction of the S2 spin-operator,

becoming a ‘spin-contaminated’ combination of a singlet and triplet state. More gen-

erally, the occurrence of HF solutions with lower energies than the conventional RHF

state is associated with the HF wave function breaking certain symmetries of the Hamil-

tonian.98 This phenomenon leads to Löwdin’s “symmetry dilemma” where one must

decide between variationally lower energies and good quantum numbers.106

Assessing whether a converged HF state represents the lowest energy solution can be
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achieved using stability analysis, where the eigenvalues of the orbital Hessian indicate

whether a true energy minima has been located.107–112 Furthermore, by considering a

constrained Hessian, the stability of a converged state can be determined with respect to

an orbital rotation that conserves the symmetry of the wave function (e.g. RHF→ RHF)

or that allows a particular symmetry to be broken (e.g. RHF→ UHF).113 In this sense,

the emergence of a lower energy UHF state in the dissociation limit of H2 corresponds

to the onset of an instability in the orbital Hessian.

From a mathematical perspective, the work of Fukutome established a framework

for understanding the existence of multiple solutions and identified upper and lower

bounds on the possible number of solutions.22 By introducing perturbative expansions,

Fukutome also classified each type of UHF Hessian instability in terms of their pattern

of connectivity between different solutions.114,115 Similar instabilities can be classified

with respect to closed-shell RHF spatial symmetry breaking, creating charge-density

waves that resemble ‘ionic configurations’.116–118 Finally, by considering the possible

combinations of conserved symmetries, Fukutome defined the eight families of HF

states that are described more comprehensively in Section 2.2.2

Recent computational developments for locating many HF stationary points have

led to renewed interest in exploiting multiple HF states.20,23,26,119 In particular, many

authors have sought to interpret higher energy HF stationary states as mean-field

approximations to excited states.26–29 Furthermore, multiple HF states have been found

to produce approximate physical diabatic states in molecular systems.20,25 In this sense,

broken-symmetry HF states are thought to contain ‘more correlation’ than a symmetry-

pure HF ground-state.120 The belief that multiple HF states represent different dominant

configurations in the exact wave function has subsequently motivated their use as a

basis for multireference NOCI expansions.25,31

2.2.2 Symmetry in Hartree–Fock

The true N-electron (bare) Hamiltonian (1.7) conserves all the physical symmetries of

a molecule and the exact wave function is therefore an eigenfunction of the S2 and

Sz spin operators, and the time-reversal T , complex-conjugation K and spatial point

group symmetry operators. In contrast, the HF wave function is identified as the

stationary point of the expectation value (1.20) and is not a true eigenfunction of the

bare Hamiltonian. There is therefore no requirement that the HF wave function satisfies

every symmetry of the true Hamiltonian. While allowing broken-symmetry HF wave

functions can create a lower variational estimate of the exact ground state, it also leads

to badly defined quantum numbers that obscure the physical interpretation of a state

and are difficult to restore in post-HF approaches.121–124
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Figure 2.1: The eight families of HF solutions, along with their definition according to Stuber and

Paldus98 and the symmetries they conserve. XHF, p-XHF and c-XHF denote real, paired and complex

XHF (where X = R, U and G). See main text for more details.

Symmetry-breaking in the HF wave function is induced by the self-consistency of

the HF equations. In particular, since the optimal HF orbitals are in fact eigenvectors

of the self-consistent Fock matrix, where the bare Hamiltonian is ‘dressed’ with the

molecular orbitals, the symmetry of these orbitals (and in turn the HF wave function) is

dictated by the Fock operator. The symmetry of the initial wave function is therefore

retained throughout the SCF procedure and is reflected in the final wave function. As a

result, symmetries can be conserved in the wave function by explicitly enforcing certain

constraints on the HF equations, leading to the eight formalisms of HF summarised in

Fig. 2.1.98,125,126

These different formalisms are best illustrated by considering the structure of the

occupied orbital coefficients for a state with an even number of electrons N, given as

C =

(
c1α c2α

c1β c2β

)
∈ C

2n×N (2.1)

where the first (last) N/2 columns c1 (c2) correspond to the spin-up (spin-down) elec-

trons in a closed-shell state and each orbital contains contributions from α and β basis

orbitals in general. Each submatrix in Eq. (2.1) has dimensions n× N
2 and is expressed

in the spatial orbital basis.

The real RHF approach is the most constrained HF formulation, where each orbital
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must be real-valued with a spin component that is either aligned parallel (α) or antipar-

allel (β) to a common axis, and the spatial component of orbitals with opposite spin

must be the same. In this case, the HF wave function is parameterised by a set of n

spatial orbitals with coefficients c and the full orbital coefficient matrix takes the form

CRHF =

(
c 0

0 c

)
∈ R

2n×N. (2.2)

Constraining the orbital coefficients in this way ensures that the HF state forms an

eigenfunction of the spin operators S2 and Sz, K and T by definition. For open-shell

systems, the restricted open-shell HF (ROHF) approach can be applied where all spin-

paired electrons occupy the same spatial orbitals.127,128 Note that there is no condition

for the spatial point group symmetry to be conserved in RHF or ROHF, although this

can be enforced using additional constraints on the SCF procedure.

Allowing the different spins to occupy different spatial orbitals while retaining real

values leads to the UHF approach with a coefficient matrix of the form

CUHF =

(
cα 0

0 cβ

)
∈ R

2n×N. (2.3)

Although the more flexible UHF wave function provides better energies for open-shell

or diradical systems, the wave function is no longer an eigenfunction of S2 or T . As a

result, it is possible for the wave function to become spin-contaminated and represent

the combination of multiple spin-pure states.

Often even the UHF approach does not provide a sufficient level of flexibility to

obtain the lowest possible HF energy. For example it fails to describe the energy of

dissociating a bond into open-shell fragments with opposite spins.126 When this is the

case, the condition that orbitals must have pure α or β components can be lifted and

the spin of electrons can be allowed to rotate to any orientation. This represents the real

generalised HF (GHF) approach with orbital coefficients taking the form

CGHF =

(
c1α c2α

c1β c2β

)
∈ R

2n×N. (2.4)

As a result, the GHF wave function is longer required to be an eigenfunction of Sz

and the only remaining symmetry, complex conjugation K, is the result of retaining

real-valued orbitals.

At each of the constraint levels RHF, UHF and GHF, the orbitals can be allowed

to become complex-valued, leading to the complex RHF (c-RHF), complex UHF (c-

UHF) and complex GHF (c-GHF) formalisms. When orbitals become complex, the

K-symmetry of the wave function is lost. However, these complex orbitals can introduce
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multireference character into the wave function at the mean-field level and can remove

singularities in the real HF energy.36,37,129,130 Furthermore, allowing complex orbital

coefficients while enforcing time-reversal symmetry leads to the paired UHF and pair

GHF approaches

Cp-UHF =

(
c 0

0 c∗

)
∈ C

2n×N and Cp-GHF =

(
c1 c2

−c∗2 c∗1

)
∈ C

2n×N. (2.5)

The p-UHF variation is equivalent to the Kramers RHF approach defined for relativistic

Hamiltonians.131

2.2.3 Locating Multiple Hartree–Fock Solutions

While in most cases only one HF solution is required to provide a reference state for a

post-HF calculation, it is common for the SCF procedure to converge onto a stationary

point that does not represent the global minimum.132 Renewed awareness of multiple

solutions and recent interest in using higher energy solutions as mean-field excited-

state approximations has led to the development of new computational approaches

for locating the global minimum and converging the SCF procedure to higher energy

stationary points. Two recent methods that are most extensively used in this thesis

are the Maximum Overlap Method (MOM) introduced by Gilbert et al.26 and the SCF

Metadynamics approach of Thom and Head-Gordon.20

2.2.3.1 Maximum Overlap Method

Converging higher energy stationary points is challenging for conventional SCF al-

gorithms because non-aufbau ordering of the orbital eigenvalues must be achieved.

Selecting the new occupied orbitals on each SCF iteration by occupying the lowest N

energy orbitals will nearly always lead to convergence onto the lowest energy stationary

point. To overcome this behaviour, the MOM approach introduces a selection procedure

where the new occupied orbitals on each iteration are selected as the eigenvectors of the

Fock matrix that have the greatest overlap with the occupied orbitals on the previous

iteration.26

The MOM procedure begins with an excited Slater determinant constructed by swap-

ping an occupied and virtual orbital of the HF ground state. After the diagonalisation of

the Fock matrix, an overlap matrix can be constructed between the old occupied orbital

coefficients on the previous iteration oldC and new orbital coefficients newC as

Ωij =
2n

∑
µν

(oldC∗)·µi· Sµν(
newC)ν·

·j . (2.6)
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The projection of the jth new orbital onto the previous occupied orbitals is then given

by

pj =
N

∑
i=i

Ωij (2.7)

and the new occupied orbitals can be selected as those with the greatest weight
∣∣∣pj

∣∣∣.
Selecting the occupied orbitals in this way provides an entirely black-box alternative

to the conventional aufbau ordering and can be applied to any of the HF formalisms

outlined in the previous section.

Using the MOM procedure, an SCF calculation will converge onto the target excited

state as long as the initial guess is sufficiently close to the desired stationary point.26

The general applicability of MOM has been widely demonstrated for locating mean-

field excited state approximations with great success.26–28,30 Furthermore, when the

SCF procedure drifts far from the target state even with a good initial guess, a stricter

orbital selection criteria can be introduced where the new occupied orbitals are always

compared to the initial orbital coefficients, defining the Initial Maximum Overlap

Method (IMOM).29 The IMOM modification essentially ‘anchors’ the orbitals in the SCF

procedure towards the initial guess orbitals, and provides significantly more robust

optimisation in the case of nearly-degenerate states.29

2.2.3.2 SCF Metadynamics

When an SCF calculation is believed to have converged onto a solution that is not a

minimum (e.g. a saddle point or maximum), lower energy states can be identified by

following the downhill directions indicated by stability analysis.113 However, identify-

ing lower energy HF states in this way does not account for the fact that a converged

stationary point may be a local minimum with no downhill directions. The SCF meta-

dynamics approach provides an automated approach to break free from local minima

and locate the globally lowest energy HF stationary state.20 Once an initial HF state has

been identified, a biasing potential is added to “fill in” the corresponding minimum in

the HF energy surface and encourage subsequent SCF calculations to converge onto

lower energy stationary states.

Defining SCF metadynamics requires a measure of the distance between the electron

density during the SCF procedure and the electron density corresponding to previously

identified solutions. Every possible Slater determinant is defined uniquely by its density

matrix, denoted for an optimal HF state w as wPµν. The idempotency of the density

matrix and the fact that its trace equals the number of electrons can then be exploited to
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define the distance between two HF states (w and x) as

d2
wx = N −

2n

∑
µσ

(wP
)µσ(xP

)
σµ

. (2.8)

When the two densities are identical d2
wx = 0, while the maximum possible distance

using this metric is N.

Once a set of HF states have been identified, a biasing Gaussian potential can be

added to the HF energy surface by defining the Lagrangian

L = EHF + ∑
w

Nwe−λwd2
0w (2.9)

where Nw and λw correspond to the height and width of the bias potential and d2
0w is

the distance between state w and the density currently undergoing optimisation. A

biased Fock matrix can then be defined as

F′µν = Fµν + ∑
w

wPµνNwλwe−λwd2
0w (2.10)

and used in a conventional SCF calculation without further modification.20 This biased

Fock matrix encourages SCF convergence away from previously located solutions.

Starting from initial values Nw = λw = 1, the parameters can be increased if the bias

is insufficient. The bias is turned off when a density is close to an optimal solution to

allow the unperturbed solution to be identified.

Although SCF metadynamics was primarily developed to locate the global mini-

mum of the HF energy surface, combining it with methods for targeting excited states

(including MOM) allows any type of HF stationary point to be identified. This has

been most widely used to locate multiple HF states corresponding to diabatic states in

molecular systems,25,33 and has been extended to construct an embedding approach for

excited states.133

2.3 Nonorthogonal Configuration Interaction

2.3.1 Introduction

Inspired by the diabatic nature of HF states, recent research has focussed on combining

multiple HF solutions to construct multiconfigurational wave functions.25,31,32,134 Since

each HF stationary state corresponds to an individually optimised Slater determinant

built from a different set of molecular orbitals, multiple solutions are not required

to be mutually orthogonal and the multiconfigurational expansion takes the form of
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a nonorthogonal CI (NOCI) wave function.25 In principle, combining individually

optimised determinants allows NOCI to provide tailored description for each dom-

inant configuration,25 while also capturing orbital relaxation effects in excited-state

wave functions.31,34,135 NOCI therefore represents a complementary approach to the

orthogonal multireference methods described in Section 1.4, and has been found to

recover adiabatic states with similar qualitative features to CASSCF.25,136 Significantly,

NOCI avoids the need to select active orbitals in CASSCF, although a relevant set of

nonorthogonal basis states must be identified instead.

The NOCI wave function is constructed as a linear combination of ndet mutually

non-orthogonal basis states {|xΨ〉} as

|ΨNOCI〉 =
ndet

∑
x
|xΨ〉cx. (2.11)

Each state |xΨ〉 corresponds to a single Slater determinant built from N occupied molec-

ular orbitals (MOs), {|xψi〉}, which themselves are formed from a linear combination of

2n (non-orthogonal) atomic spin orbitals (AOs), {|ηµ〉}, as

|xψi〉 =
2n

∑
µ

xCµ·
·i |ηµ〉, (2.12)

where n is the size of the spatial basis set. The NOCI eigenstates are identified by solving

the generalised eigenvalue problem
ndet

∑
x

(
Hwx − ESwx) cx = 0, (2.13)

where Hwx = 〈wΨ|Ĥ|xΨ〉 and Swx = 〈wΨ|xΨ〉 are the Hamiltonian and overlap matrix

elements in the non-orthogonal basis.20 The matrix elements Hwx and Swx are computed

by building a biorthogonal set of orbitals using Löwdin’s pairing approach137,138 and

then applying the generalised Slater–Condon40 rules as described in Appendix C. This

approach allows the NOCI energy to be identified with a computational scaling of

O(n2
det max(N3, n2)), which is not much greater than a single HF calculation.

As an inherently multireference approach, NOCI is well-suited to capturing static

correlation effects. In particular, including all degenerate symmetry-broken HF states in

the NOCI basis allows the partial restoration of broken symmetries, providing improved

quantum numbers that allow physical interpretation of the wave function.31,139 Fur-

thermore, the individual mean-field optimisation of HF states in the NOCI expansion

enables a more balanced treatment of multi-electron excitations,31 core excitations,34,35

electronic coupling,140 transition metal complexes,139 and charge transfer processes.33

The nonorthogonality of the NOCI basis can also lead to more compact multiconfigura-

tional expansions that provide guess orbitals for active space methods,141 or trial nodal

surfaces for quantum Monte-Carlo.142,143
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2.3.2 Generating the NOCI Basis

Among the advantages of NOCI over CASSCF is that it avoids the need to select an

active set of molecular orbitals. However, a suitable set of expansion configurations

must be still be identified and can be more challenging than conventional CI. Since each

basis state is often built from a different set of molecular orbitals, they cannot be easily

related through the concept of electron excitation levels. Instead, current methods of

constructing the NOCI basis include randomly searching the HF solution space20,25

or using orbital-relaxed excitations from a symmetry-pure HF state.31 Both of these

approaches have their own advantages and disadvantages, and an optimal approach

for identifying the NOCI basis remains a ongoing area of research.

2.3.2.1 Symmetry-Broken Determinants

Initial implementations of NOCI were focussed around exploiting the diabatic nature

of symmetry-broken determinants to construct multireference wave functions.25 The

determinants used in the NOCI expansion therefore corresponded to low-lying HF

states that could be identified using the SCF metadynamics approach.20 In many cases

these HF states were symmetry-broken solutions that can describe the correct energy

in strongly correlated regions while retaining a mean-field wave function.20 Crucially,

including a suitable combination of symmetry-broken HF states in the NOCI expansion

allows symmetry-pure wave functions to be recovered.139 Furthermore, the superior

energy of these symmetry-broken determinants allows the NOCI wave function to

capture static electron correlation through a more efficient and compact multireference

expansion.

Identifying multiple symmetry-broken HF states corresponding to local minima of

the HF energy is made significantly easier using SCF metadynamics. However, as a

stochastic method, there is no guarantee that SCF metadynamics will locate the global

minimum or the most important determinants for the NOCI expansion. For example,

once a symmetry-broken solution has been identified, its symmetry-related copies

must often be computed by subsequently applying the relevant symmetry operators.139

Furthermore, it is possible for symmetry-broken determinants to coalesce at a Coulson–

Fischer point along the potential energy surface, leading to discontinuities in the NOCI

energy.25 Constructing the NOCI expansion basis using SCF metadynamics is therefore

only a partially ‘black-box’ approach and can often be unreliable.
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2.3.2.2 Spin-Flip

Spin-flip NOCI (SF-NOCI)32 targets strong static correlation by building the NOCI

expansion basis using an approach inspired by the spin-flip family of methods.144

Starting from an optimised high-spin ROHF wave function, an active space is defined

as the set of all partially occupied orbitals. These ROHF orbitals are believed to provide

a better estimate of statically correlated singlet and triplet orbitals than a conventional

RHF wave function.144 A set of active space configurations is then constructed using

every possible arrangement of electrons in the active orbitals with ms = 0. At this stage,

the set of multiple determinants is equivalent to the spin-flip CAS approach.145 Taking

each spin-flipped determinant as an initial guess, the orbitals outside the active space

are then optimised through a ‘frozen active-space SCF’ procedure, and the resulting

partially-optimised determinants are used to define the NOCI basis.

Since every determinant has a different active space, these SCF optimisations cannot

converge onto the same HF state and the size of the NOCI expansion basis is fixed by the

number of active-space configurations. Furthermore, relaxing only the doubly-occupied

closed-shell orbitals with frozen active orbitals ensures that spin-contamination is

completely removed in the NOCI wave function. The resulting method is therefore

well-defined given the multiplicity of the high-spin reference, and its performance has

been demonstrated for predicting ferromagnetic coupling in bimetallic complexes.32

However, SF-NOCI relies on the identification of a suitable ROHF determinant from

which to build the nonorthogonal configurations, and this is not always a trivial task.

2.3.2.3 Single Excitations

To target core excitation energies, an approach has been developed that generates the

NOCI basis using single excitations (NOCIS).34,35 Core excitations present an interesting

challenge as they require the relaxation of core orbitals when an electron has been

removed. Starting from the ground-state HF solution, an electron in the target core

orbital can be removed to generate a positively charged high-spin determinant. This

determinant is then optimised at the ROHF level to relax the remaining orbitals in the

presence of the vacant core orbital. Finally, a set of singly excited determinants are

constructed by reattaching the electron in every possible virtual orbital.34

Since each core orbital is doubly occupied, both the α and β excitations must be

considered in this approach. In general the ROHF optimisation of the cationic state

will differ depending on the spin of the removed electron. As a result, the combined

set of neutral configurations will form two groups of determinants that are orthogonal

to each other within each group but nonorthogonal to the determinants in the other
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group. In this sense, the final combination of every possible excited state forms a

NOCI expansion.34 This approach has been shown to provide improved core excitations

relative to alternative methods such as CIS and TD-DFT, and can be used to interpret

x-ray absorption spectra.34 However, like SF-NOCI, the use of partially-optimised

determinants in NOCIS limits the accuracy of the electron correlation it can capture.

2.3.3 Adding Dynamic Correlation to NOCI

While current NOCI approaches can provide suitable multireference wave functions

for capturing static correlation effects, their practical applications are limited by a lack

of significant dynamic correlation. To reach quantitative accuracy, recent research has

sought to introduce dynamic correlation through perturbative corrections134,146,147 or

a nonorthogonal analogue of MRCI.148 However, the lack of orthogonality between

molecular orbitals of different NOCI determinants makes these approaches far more

computationally expensive than their orthogonal counterparts.

2.3.3.1 NOCI-MP2 Perturbation Theory

Perturbatively adding dynamic correlation to the NOCI wave function was first intro-

duced as the ∆SCF(2) method134 and later renamed “NOCI-MP2”.146 To overcome the

ambiguity of defining a reference Hamiltonian for the NOCI wave function, a ‘perturb-

then-diagonalise’ approach is taken where the basis states are perturbed before the

NOCI problem is solved. In particular, each determinant in the NOCI basis is expanded

to first-order using single-reference Møller–Plesset theory to give the modified NOCI

basis {|wΨ〉} = {|wΨ(0)〉+ |wΨ(1)〉}.134 Retaining only the leading correction terms, the

NOCI Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements are then computed as

〈wΨ|Ĥ|xΨ〉 = 〈wΨ(0)|Ĥ|xΨ(0)〉+ 1
2

(
〈wΨ(0)|Ĥ|xΨ(1)〉+ 〈wΨ(1)|Ĥ|xΨ(0)〉

)
(2.14a)

〈wΨ|xΨ〉 = 〈wΨ(0)|xΨ(0)〉+ 1
2

(
〈wΨ(0)|xΨ(1)〉+ 〈wΨ(1)|xΨ(0)〉

)
, (2.14b)

where the correction terms are averaged to ensure that the diagonal of the Hamiltonian

corresponds to the MP2 energy of each determinant.146 Through this expansion, NOCI-

MP2 is able to capture dynamic correlation in ground and excited states while retaining

accurate representations of conical intersections.134

However, it was later realised that the original NOCI-MP2 matrix elements (2.14)

lead to the loss of size-consistency in the NOCI diagonalisation.146 This failure can be

attributed to the absence of higher-order coupling terms. As a solution, Ref. (146) intro-

duced two potential modifications to the Hamiltonian and overlap matrix elements be-

tween the reference states and first-order wave functions. In the first approach, referred
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to as “version 1”, the overlap terms were simply ignored by defining 〈wΨ(0)|xΨ(1)〉 = 0.

Alternatively, the second approach, “version 2”, retained all overlap terms but redefined

the coupling Hamiltonian matrix elements as

〈wΨ(0)|Ĥ|xΨ(1)〉 = 〈wΨ(0)|Ĥ|xΨ(1)〉+ wEMP2〈wΨ(0)|xΨ(1)〉, (2.15)

where wEMP2 is the MP2 energy of the reference determinant w. The working equations

for each version are summarised in Table II of Ref. (146) . Size-consistent formula-

tions of NOCI-MP2 have since been applied to study singlet-triplet gaps in biradical

molecules146 and dispersion interactions between bulky hydrocarbon molecules.147

2.3.3.2 Nonorthogonal Configuration Interaction Singles and Doubles

As an alternative to perturbation theory, a nonorthogonal analogue of MRCISD has

been proposed in Ref. (148) . The resulting NOCISD wave function can in general be

built using the combined set of single and double excitations from each reference as

|ΨNOCISD〉 =
nref

∑
w

[
cw|wΨ〉+ ∑

ia
(cw)

a
i |(wΨ)a

i 〉+ ∑
i<j
a<b

(cw)
ab
ij |(wΨ)ab

ij 〉
]
, (2.16)

where the coefficients {cw, (cw)
a
i , (cw)

ab
ij } are determined by solving the corresponding

generalised eigenvalue problem. In practice, directly solving the full eigenvalue prob-

lem is difficult due to the potential presence of redundancies and singularities in the

overlap matrix. Instead, the authors propose a contracted scheme where the standard

CISD problem for each reference determinant is iteratively solved and a subset of the

eigenvectors are used to build a lower-dimensional generalised eigenvalue problem.148

The corresponding NOCISD energies are then found to converge rapidly with respect

to the number of retained eigenvectors for the systems studied. However, the NOCISD

energy still retains a reasonably large error for many systems, although this is attributed

to an inadequate reference NOCI wave function.148

2.3.4 Current Limitations

Despite the recent developments in NOCI methods, it has not yet found widespread

applications for molecular systems. The major limitation of current NOCI approaches is

still the definition of a general scheme for identifying expansion determinants. While

selecting configurations from active orbitals in CASSCF provides a flexible approach for

a range of systems, the current NOCI selection schemes are much more specialised to

specific chemical situations. Furthermore, one major advantage of NOCI is the ability to

include symmetry-broken determinants that introduce additional variational flexibility
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into the wave function.20,25 However, identifying symmetry-broken states is not easily

automated and, while this can be achieved using SCF metadynamics, it is far from an

optimal procedure. In contrast, systematic approaches that relax orthogonal excitations

from of a symmetry-pure reference state (e.g. SF-NOCI or NOCIS) usually ignore the

possibility of symmetry-broken solutions. This absence of symmetry-broken solutions

prevents NOCI from being used to its full potential and leads to less substantial energy

relaxation on top of orthogonal CI expansions.

The second major limitation of current NOCI methods arises from the need to

identify the HF solutions across the full potential energy surface. Once a suitable set of

symmetry-pure and symmetry-broken states has been identified, these solutions can

coalesce and disappear at Coulson–Fischer points.24 When a HF state disappears at a

Coulson–Fischer point, there is a sudden change in the size of the NOCI basis that can

lead to kinks or discontinuities in the NOCI energy.25 These effects severely limit the

applications of NOCI using multiple HF states and prevent the computation of smooth

potential energy surfaces across all molecular geometries.

In the SF-NOCI method, coalescing HF states are avoided by using partially-optimised

HF wave functions constructed through the spin-flip formalism.32 However, this type

of approach relies on a smoothly evolving and well-defined spin-flip active space across

all molecular geometries. In contrast, one recently proposed alternative involves ex-

tending fully-optimised HF states beyond Coulson–Fischer points by considering the

real HF equations in the complex-plane.38,39 Using a modified ‘holomorphic’ HF energy

function, preliminary studies have found that complex extensions of real HF states can

be identified for all geometries in the minimal basis H2 molecule.38,39 These complex

extensions can in principle be used to define a continuous basis for NOCI that entirely

removes the issues associated with states disappearing at a Coulson–Fischer point.39

Developing this alternative approach into a general NOCI method for constructing

potential energy surfaces is the primary focus of this thesis.

Finally, even if a suitable and continuous NOCI basis can be identified across all

molecular structures, the NOCI expansion still accounts mainly for static correlation

energy.32 While NOCI-MP2134,146,147 and NOCISD148 provide useful routes towards

incorporating additional dynamic correlation, there is still a large scope for improving

post-NOCI approaches. For example, the current NOCI-MP2 perturbative correction

requires ad hoc modifications to ensure that the NOCI matrix elements retain the correct

symmetries and the energy remains size-extensive.134,146 Deriving a ‘diagonalise-then-

perturb’ NOCI approach similar to CASPT275,76 could provide a more rigorous and

well-defined perturbative correction. Furthermore, this type of rigorous post-NOCI

perturbation theory would reduce to CASPT2 for a suitably chosen orthogonal set
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of expansion determinants, suggesting a promising route for extending the general

accuracy of CASPT2 to NOCI wave functions. This form of perturbative correction to

NOCI is explored in Chapter 8.
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Development
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Chapter 3

Formulating Holomorphic Hartree–Fock

Summary

Constructing multireference NOCI wave functions using multiple HF states has previ-

ously been hindered by the disappearance of HF solutions as the molecular structure

changes, creating discontinuities in the NOCI energy.25 To remove these discontinuities,

holomorphic HF (h-HF) has recently been proposed in Refs. (38) and (39) as a way of

extending HF solutions across all molecular structures. In h-HF theory, the complex

conjugation of orbital coefficients is removed from the conventional HF equations to

construct a complex-analytic continuation of real HF. When real HF states disappear,

their h-HF counterparts continue to exist with complex-valued orbital coefficients and

provide a continuous basis for NOCI. This chapter extends h-HF theory beyond the

initial proof-of-principle studies into a general theoretical framework. The mathematical

properties and differential geometry of the h-HF approximation are derived, laying the

foundations for developing h-HF into a general computational tool for extending real

HF states across all molecular structures.
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3.1 Context and Scope

Predicting the energy of molecules with competing electronic configurations requires

the use of multireference approaches that can account for strongly coupled configu-

rations.71,94 Traditionally, such calculations have been approached using the MRCI

and MCSCF frameworks, however these are known to suffer from a lack of size-

consistency and high-order polynomial scaling.94 Alternatively, the recently developed

NOCI method exploits the existence of multiple HF solutions to define an entirely

new multireference framework.25,31 In NOCI, each HF solution in the CI expansion

is individually optimised at the mean-field level with its own bespoke set of orbitals,

avoiding the coupled SCF and CI optimisation of MCSCF approaches.25

However, the disappearance of real HF states at Coulson–Fischer points has been

found to create unphysical discontinuities and ‘kinks’ in the NOCI energy that prevent

the computation of molecular binding curves and reaction trajectories.25 To remove

these discontinuities, Thom and Head–Gordon suggested that HF states may need to

be followed into the complex plane beyond the points at which they vanish.25 The

conventional way to extend HF theory into the complex plane is through complex HF

(c-HF).36 In c-HF, the molecular orbital coefficients are allowed to become complex

variables and the SCF procedure optimises the energy with respect to the real and

imaginary parts of these coefficients. However, while c-HF solutions are known to

exist,36,37 they do not correspond to the required complex-valued extensions of real HF

solutions beyond Coulson–Fischer points.

Instead an entirely new theory — holomorphic HF (h-HF) — has been proposed to

extend real HF states into the complex plane.38,39 In the h-HF approach, the molecular

orbital coefficients are allowed to become complex without introducing their complex-

conjugates into the HF energy. As a result, the h-HF energy forms a complex-analytic

function of the orbital coefficients, and is believed to retain a constant number of station-

ary points across all molecular structures. Crucially, when real HF states disappear at a

Coulson–Fischer point, their holomorphic counterparts appear to smoothly continue

with complex orbital coefficients.38

While the original proof-of-principle studies provide a conceptual outline for h-

HF, there are many mathematical properties of the theory still to be understood. For

example, the mathematical properties of the h-HF energy function and the structure

of the h-HF orbital constraint surface are yet to be formally derived. If NOCI is to

be routinely applied to general molecular systems using h-HF states, then a rigorous

mathematical formulation of h-HF will be essential. Formally deriving h-HF theory

and understanding its mathematical properties therefore forms the focus of the current
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chapter.

3.2 Review of Prior Work

3.2.1 Single-Variable Hydrogen Dimer

Hiscock and Thom first introduced h-HF theory in Ref. (38) . Here, the existence of

multiple UHF solutions in the hydrogen molecule are investigated using a minimal

basis comprising a single atomic orbital on each hydrogen, for which an explicit energy

function can be parametrised as a single-variable polynomial. For the ms = 0 manifold,

the α and β occupied orbitals can be constructed as

ψα(r, σ) = ψα(r)α(σ), (3.1a)

ψβ(r, σ) = ψβ(r)β(σ), (3.1b)

where ψα and ψβ represent spatial component of the α and β spin-orbitals respectively.

To capture the symmetry breaking observed by Coulson and Fischer,24 the spatial

orbitals are expanded in terms of the (orthogonal) molecular orbital basis {σg(r),σu(r)}
using the single complex parameter z ∈ C as

φα(r) =
1√

1 + |z|2
σg(r) +

z√
1 + |z|2

σu(r), (3.2a)

φβ(r) =
1√

1 + |z|2
σg(r)−

z√
1 + |z|2

σu(r). (3.2b)

Clearly, the RHF σ
2
g state is recovered when z = 0, while any other finite z-value repre-

sents a symmetry-broken UHF state with the α and β electrons becoming localised on

separate atoms. Note that, in this representation, the RHF antibonding σ
2
u configuration

corresponds to the limit z→ ∞ and is therefore ignored.

Using this parametrisation, the conventional HF energy is given by

EHF(z) =
2

1 + zz̄
(hgg + zz̄huu) +

1

(1 + zz)2

×
[
〈gg|gg〉+ 2zz〈gu||gu〉 −

(
z2 + z2

)
〈gg|uu〉+ (zz)2〈uu|uu〉

]
,

(3.3)

where z denotes the complex conjugate of z and the one- and two-electron integrals

are expressed in the molecular orbital basis. Since Eq. (3.3) is a rational function of two

polynomials, it is tempting to apply the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra to prove that

the number of stationary points must be constant regardless of the one- and two-electron

integral values. However, in applying this theorem, it is understood that some roots can
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appear in the complex plane. As a result, although Eq. (3.3) is a strictly real function, it

must be considered as a complex function with a single complex variable z.

Crucially, the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra can only be applied to a complex-

analytic polynomial function of a single complex variable. For a function to be a

complex-analytic with well-defined complex derivatives — known as a holomorphic

function — it must satisfy the Cauchy–Riemann conditions.149 The simplest form of

these conditions states that a complex differentiable function must have no dependence

on z. Clearly the conventional HF (3.3) fails this condition and the Fundamental Theo-

rem of Algebra cannot be applied. There is therefore no guarantee that the number of

real and complex HF stationary points is constant.

Instead, Hiscock and Thom suggest removing the complex conjugate (i.e. z → z)

to construct a holomorphic complex polynomial that depends on only z, defining the

‘holomorphic’ HF energy as

ẼHF(z) =
2

1 + z2 (hgg + z2huu) +
1

(
1 + z2

)2

×
[
〈gg|gg〉+ 2z2(〈gu||gu〉 − 〈gg|uu〉

)
+ z4〈uu|uu〉

]
.

(3.4)

This energy function is now complex-valued in general, although when z is real, ẼHF(z)

coincides exactly with EHF(z). All conventional real HF solutions therefore remain

stationary points of the h-HF energy. As a holomorphic function, the Fundamental

Theorem of Algebra can be applied to show that three stationary points exist for all

molecular structures and finite z; when the conventional UHF solutions disappear at the

Coulson–Fischer point, their holomorphic counterparts continue to exist with complex

z. Hiscock and Thom then illustrate the existence of these complex extensions for the

real HF solutions in H2. Finally, they demonstrate that including the h-HF states in the

NOCI basis removes unphysical discontinuities in the NOCI energy and recovers an

entirely smooth binding curve.38

3.2.2 Holomorphic Self-Consistent-Field Approach

In practice, the conventional HF equations are solved using the iterative SCF approach.8

To extend h-HF theory beyond the single-variable case, Burton and Thom introduced

a holomorphic SCF procedure for h-UHF theory in Ref. (39) . Working in an orthog-

onal spatial basis with dimension n, the conventional SCF approach is modified by

introducing holomorphic one-particle density matrices as

αP̃νµ =
Nα

∑
i
(αC)ν·

·i (
αC)·µi· , and βP̃νµ =

Nβ

∑
i
(βC)ν·

·i (
βC)·µi· , (3.5)
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where the complex-conjugation of orbital coefficients has been removed ad hoc from the

conventional density matrix (1.29). Using these density matrices, the h-UHF energy

function can then be expressed as

ẼHF = VN +
n

∑
µν

P̃νµhµν

+
1
2

n

∑
µνστ

[
P̃νµ〈µσ|ντ〉P̃τσ −

(
αP̃

νµ αP̃
στ

+ βP̃
νµ βP̃

στ)〈µσ|τν〉
]
,

(3.6)

where the total holomorphic density matrix is defined as P̃νµ = αP̃νµ + βP̃νµ. Further-

more, the authors suggest removing the complex-conjugation of orbital coefficients

from the holomorphic normalisation constraint to give

n

∑
µ

(αC)·µi· (
αC)µ·

·i = 1 and
n

∑
µ

(βC)·µi· (
βC)µ·

·i = 1, (3.7)

although no rigorous justification is provided.

Having constructed a density matrix form of the h-UHF energy function, holomor-

phic Fock matrices can then be introduced as

α F̃µν = hµν +
n

∑
στ

[
P̃τσ〈µσ|ντ〉 − αP̃τσ〈µσ|τν〉

]
, (3.8a)

β F̃µν = hµν +
n

∑
στ

[
P̃τσ〈µσ|ντ〉 − βP̃τσ〈µσ|τν〉

]
. (3.8b)

Notably, these holomorphic Fock matrices are complex-symmetric rather than Hermi-

tian, and can possess complex-valued eigenvalues corresponding to the holomorphic

orbital energies.39 As a result, the conventional aufbau selection of the new occupied

orbitals on each iteration cannot be applied as the complex orbital eigenvalues are

unorderable. Instead, Burton and Thom propose a modified holomorphic version of the

MOM method26 where the new occupied orbitals are selected as those with the greatest

“holomorphic overlap” with the previous occupied orbitals, defined as

Ωij =
n

∑
µ

(Cnew)
·µ
i· (C

old)
µ·
·j . (3.9)

A complex variant of the DIIS (direct inversion of the iterative subspace) extrapolation

technique150,151 is then introduced to accelerate convergence of the holomorphic SCF

procedure, although again no rigorous justification is provided.

Finally, the complete holomorphic SCF approach is defined as follows:

1. Begin with an initial set of (complex) coefficients Cµ·
·i .;

2. Form the one-particle holomorphic density matrices (3.5);
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3. Construct the holomorphic Fock matrices (3.8) and apply DIIS extrapolation;

4. Diagonalise the holomorphic Fock matrices to generate a new set of orbitals;

5. Compute the holomorphic overlap (3.9) between old and new orbitals to select

the new occupied orbitals;

6. Repeat steps 2–5 until convergence is reached.

Crucially, the similarity between the holomorphic and conventional SCF procedures

ensures that the only increase in computational cost arises from handling complex,

rather than real, orbital coefficients. The authors then apply this procedure to the

H2, H 2+
4 , and H4 molecules, where complex-valued h-UHF extensions are identified

for every real HF state that disappears at a Coulson–Fischer point.39 They find that

every real HF state remains a stationary point of the h-HF energy and, when real HF

states vanish at a Coulson–Fischer point, their h-HF counterparts continue to exist

with complex orbital coefficients. Furthermore, it is shown that combining multiple

real HF states and their complex holomorphic counterparts in NOCI ensures smooth

ground and excited states across all molecular structures, and these are found to provide

accurate approximations to the corresponding FCI energies.39

3.3 Generalising Holomorphic Hartree–Fock

The two original studies on h-HF theory provide a promising starting point for construct-

ing complex extensions to real HF states that disappear at Coulson–Fischer points.38,39

However, developing the h-HF approach from a novel concept to a computational tool

requires a deeper mathematical understanding of the theory itself. In the remainder of

this chapter, a generalised derivation of h-HF theory from the conventional HF approach

is presented, and its mathematical properties are characterised. This formal derivation

lays the foundation for combining h-HF theory and NOCI into a general computational

approach later in this thesis.

3.3.1 Complex-Analytic Hartree–Fock Energy

Before generalising h-HF theory, it is useful to consider the mathematical properties of

the conventional HF approach and why solutions of the real HF equations disappear in

the first place. For mathematical clarity (and without loss of generality), the orbitals are

expanded in a real 2n-dimensional spin-orbital basis

{η(x)} = {χ(r)} ⊗ {α(σ), β(σ)} (3.10)
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where Sµν = 〈ηµ|ην〉 defines the overlap (metric) tensor and n is the number of spatial

basis functions. Using the nonorthogonal tensor notation of Head–Gordon et al.41 the

molecular orbitals are parametrised by the coefficients Cµ·
·i as

ψi(x) =
2n

∑
µ

ηµ(x)Cµ·
·i , (3.11)

and the orthonormalisation constraint is given by

〈ψi|ψj〉 =
2n

∑
µν

(
C∗
)·µ

i· SµνCν·
·j = δij. (3.12)

Building a single Slater determinant with this orbital parametrisation for a system

of N electrons, and allowing complex orbital coefficients Cµ·
·i ∈ C, the conventional

(Hermitian) HF energy is given by

E = VN +
N

∑
i

2n

∑
µν

(
C∗
)·µ

i· hµνCν·
·i +

1
2

N

∑
ij

2n

∑
µνστ

(
C∗
)·µ

i·
(
C∗
)·σ

j· 〈µσ||ντ〉Cν·
·i Cτ·
·j , (3.13)

where hµν and 〈µν||στ〉 denote the one- and two-electron integrals in the spin-orbital

basis {η(x)}. Notably, the energy (3.13) is a fourth-order polynomial with respect to

the orbital coefficients and their complex conjugates. This non-linearity represents the

self-consistency in the HF equations. By introducing the Hermitian density matrix

Pνµ =
N

∑
i

Cν·
·i
(
C∗
)·µ

i· (3.14)

the energy (3.13) can be reduced to

E = VN +
2n

∑
µν

hµνPνµ +
1
2

2n

∑
µνστ

Pνµ〈µσ||ντ〉Pτσ. (3.15)

Conventional HF solutions are then identified as the stationary points of E with respect

to changes in the density matrix or orbital coefficients under the orthogonality constraint

(3.12).8

For real HF coefficients, Eq. (3.13) forms a real-analytic polynomial of the orbital

coefficients Cµ·
·i ∈ R and real orbital gradients can be identified. Stationary points are

then given as the roots of real polynomials representing the constrained derivatives

of E with respect to the orbital coefficients.21,152 However, as these are polynomial

functions of strictly real variables, the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra cannot be

applied. Furthermore, the non-linearity of Eq. (3.13) means that the stationary points

of the real HF energy cannot be mapped onto an exact linear eigenvalue problem, and

there is no guarantee that the number of solutions is constant across all geometries.
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Alternatively, when the orbital coefficients are extended to the complex plane

Cµ·
·i ∈ C, the energy (3.13) becomes a polynomial of several complex variables {Cµ·

·i }
and their complex conjugates {

(
C∗
)µ·
·i }. Therefore, Eq. (3.13) is not a complex-analytic

function since its dependence on both the orbital coefficients and their complex conju-

gates violates the Cauchy–Riemann conditions.149 As a result, there are no well-defined

complex gradients or complex stationary points on the energy surface. The conven-

tional HF energy surface must instead be considered as a function of the real variables

Xµ·
·i , Yµ·

·i ∈ R, where Cµ·
·i = Xµ·

·i + iYµ·
·i . By decomposing the complex orbital coefficients

into these real and imaginary components, the HF energy is transformed from a non-

complex-analytic real function of complex variables to a real-analytic function with

twice as many variables. Consequently, even in the complex (Hermitian) HF framework,

the HF energy function and its derivatives remain real-valued functions of real variables

and there is still no guarantee that solutions must exist across all molecular geometries.

Instead, constructing an approach where the real-valued stationary points extend

into the complex-plane requires a complex-analytic energy function of complex-variables.

This complex-analytic function will then have well-defined derivatives with respect to

the orbital coefficients represented by complex-analytic polynomials, and it is likely

that a generalisation of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra will be applicable (see

Chapter 4). Such an approach can be achieved by allowing the orbital coefficients Cµ·
·i to

become complex-valued without introducing the complex conjugate in Eq. (3.13). This

is equivalent to allowing the real component of Cµ·
·i to become complex, i.e. Xµ·

·i ∈ C,

while keeping the imaginary component zero Yµ·
·i = 0. The resulting h-HF energy Ẽ is

then given by

Ẽ = VN +
N

∑
i

2n

∑
µν

C·µi· hµνCν·
·i +

1
2

N

∑
ij

2n

∑
µνστ

C·µi· C·σj· 〈µσ||ντ〉Cν·
·i Cτ·
·j , (3.16)

where now Cµ·
·i = Xµ·

·i . This definition of the h-HF energy provides the generalisa-

tion to Eq. (3.3) for molecular systems with several degrees of freedom. Crucially,

Eq. (3.16) now forms a complex-valued polynomial of several complex variables (with-

out their complex conjugates) and satisfies the Cauchy–Riemann conditions. As a result,

complex-gradients and stationary points can be defined although, as a complex-valued

energy surface, the concept of ‘minima’ and ‘maxima’ is lost. Furthermore, as a fully

complex-analytic function with stationary points represented by the roots of polynomial

derivatives, it is reasonable to believe that every stationary state will exist across all

geometries.

By introducing the generalised holomorphic density matrix

P̃νµ =
N

∑
i

Cν·
·i C·µi· , (3.17)
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the density matrix form of the h-HF energy can be defined as

Ẽ = VN +
2n

∑
µν

hµνP̃νµ +
1
2

2n

∑
µνστ

P̃νµ〈µσ||ντ〉P̃τσ, (3.18)

providing the generalisation of the h-UHF energy defined in Ref. (39) . From the

holomorphic density matrix, the holomorphic Fock matrix can be defined as

F̃µν = hµν +
2n

∑
στ

〈µσ||ντ〉P̃τσ. (3.19)

Optimal stationary h-HF states are then given by the self-consistent eigenvectors of this

Fock matrix
2n

∑
ν

F̃µνCν·
·i =

2n

∑
ν

SµνCν·
·i εii, (3.20)

where the orbital coefficients forming the density matrix are simultaneously the eigen-

vectors of the corresponding Fock matrix, and εii is a diagonal matrix containing the

eigenvalues of F̃. This self-consistent eigenvalue equation (3.20) provides the holomor-

phic equivalent of the Roothaan–Hall equations.46,47

Furthermore, like the conventional HF equations, the holomorphic Fock and density

matrices commute when self-consistency is reached. This can be demonstrated by

expanding the density matrix in terms of the orbital coefficients and utilising the

transpose of Eq. (3.20) to give

2n

∑
στ

[
F̃µσP̃στSτν − SµσP̃στ F̃τν

]
=

2n

∑
στ

N

∑
i

[
F̃µσCσ·

·i C·τi· Sτν − SµσCσ·
·i C·τi· F̃τν

]

=
2n

∑
στ

N

∑
i

[
SµσCσ·

·i εiiC
·τ
i· Sτν − SµσCσ·

·i εiiC
·τ
i· Sτν

]

= 0.

(3.21)

As a result, defining the holomorphic analogue of the DIIS error vector as

ẽµν =
2n

∑
στ

[
F̃µσP̃στSτν − SµσP̃στ F̃τν

]
, (3.22)

justifies the use of the DIIS procedure150,151 for accelerating the holomorphic SCF

method in Ref. (39) . The magnitude of this error vector also provides a metric for

holomorphic SCF convergence.

Significantly, when the orbital coefficients are real, the h-HF equations reduce to the

real HF equations and every real HF solution remains a stationary point of the h-HF

energy. The h-HF framework can therefore be viewed as a “mathematically motivated”

complex-analytic continuation153 of the real HF equations that retains analytic working
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equations while introducing a complex-valued energy. In contrast, the conventional

complex HF equations provide a “physically motivated” extension of real HF that retains

real-valued energies at the cost of losing analyticity. Since h-HF states are only needed

to provide an intermediate basis for constructing the NOCI wave function, complex

h-HF wave functions are only required to evolve smoothly and continuously from their

real HF counterparts and there is no explicit need for real h-HF energies. Consequently,

the generalised h-HF approach is ideally suited to the purpose of constructing complex

continuations of real HF states beyond Coulson–Fischer points.

Finally, note that Eqs. (3.16)–(3.20) represent the most general form of h-HF theory

where the orbital coefficients can take non-zero complex values for any spin-orbital

in the molecular orbital expansion. This formalism represents the complex-analytic

extension of the real GHF equations, defining the holomorphic GHF (h-GHF) approach.

By applying restrictions on the orbital coefficients in the same way as those described in

Section 2.2.2, it is possible to define holomorphic UHF (h-UHF) and holomorphic RHF

(h-RHF) formalisms. For h-UHF theory, these restrictions recover the original h-HF

equations presented in Ref. (39) .

3.3.2 Holomorphic Orbital Constraint Manifold

In a departure from the conventional HF equations, the holomorphic Fock matrix (3.19)

and density matrix (3.17) are both complex-symmetric rather than Hermitian matrices.

This change in matrix symmetry affects the form of both the eigenvectors and eigen-

values of the Fock matrix, representing the single-electron orbitals and orbital energies

respectively. For example, as complex-symmetric matrices can break Hermiticity, it is

possible for these orbital eigenvalues to be complex-valued and the aufbau principle is

lost.39 In this section, the properties and consequences of this complex-symmetry are

investigated in the context of the holomorphic molecular orbitals.

3.3.2.1 Complex-Orthogonality Constraint

At SCF convergence, the optimal holomorphic orbitals are represented as the eigen-

vectors of the complex-symmetric holomorphic Fock matrix (3.19). While a Hermitian

matrix can always be diagonalised by a unitary transformation, the diagonalisation of a

complex-symmetric matrix M (= Mᵀ) requires a complex-orthogonal transformation V

to give154,155

Λ = VᵀMV . (3.23)

Here, Λ is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of M, V is a complex matrix with

columns containing the eigenvectors of M, and VᵀV = I. As a result, the eigenvectors
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vi of a complex-symmetric matrix (corresponding to the columns of V ) form a complex-

orthogonal set satisfying

vᵀi vj = δij, (3.24)

where the complex-analytic continuation of the Euclidean inner product is used.

The complex-symmetry of the holomorphic Fock and density matrices therefore

requires that the holomorphic orbital coefficients satisfy the complex-orthogonality

constraint

〈ψ∗i |ψj〉 =
2n

∑
µν

C·µi· SµνCν·
·j = δij, (3.25)

in contrast to the conventional unitary constraint (3.12). In turn, this ensures the

normalisation of the h-HF wave function with respect to the complex-symmetric inner

product, i.e.

1 = 〈Ψ∗|Ψ〉 =
∫

Ψ(x1, . . . , xN)Ψ(x1, . . . , xN) dx1 · · ·dxN. (3.26)

Furthermore, the h-HF energy (3.16) can then be equated to an expectation value

computed with the complex-symmetric inner product

ẼHF =
〈Ψ∗|Ĥ|Ψ〉
〈Ψ∗|Ψ〉 =

∫
Ψ(x1, . . . , xN)Ĥ Ψ(x1, . . . , xN) dx1 · · ·dxN∫

Ψ(x1, . . . , xN)Ψ(x1, . . . , xN) dx1 · · ·dxN
. (3.27)

From this perspective, the complex (Hermitian) and holomorphic formalisms of HF

theory can be differentiated purely by the choice of inner product, and whether the

complex-conjugate is included.

Notably, the complex-symmetric inner product (3.24) — and by extension the orbital

constraint (3.25) — is not positive-definite. While the normalisation of most vectors can

be ensured by introducing a constant multiplicative factor

vi → vi
/√

vᵀi vi, (3.28)

it is also possible for non-zero vectors to become ‘quasi-null’ with vᵀi vi = 0.154 Quasi-

null vectors can usually be avoided by using suitable initial coefficients in the holo-

morphic SCF procedure, although subsequent sections will show that these quasi-null

vectors play a key role in characterising the h-HF energy landscape.

It is useful to consider the topological differences between the real-orthogonal,

unitary, and complex-orthogonal orbital constraint surfaces. Take the simple case

of a two-dimensional vector v = (x, y)ᵀ represented in an orthogonal basis. The real-

orthogonality constraint vᵀv = 1 for x, y ∈ R is given by the circle x2 + y2 = 1 in the real

xy-plane (red line in Fig. 3.1). Alternatively, if x, y are allowed to become complex, then

the unitary constraint corresponds to a complex sphere |x|2 + |y|2 = 1 with x, y ∈ C,
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Figure 3.1: Schematic comparison of the unitary (left) and complex-orthogonal (right) constraint surfaces

for a two-dimensional vector. The red circle represents the real-orthogonal constraint surface (see main

text for details).

while the complex-orthogonality constraint defines the complex generalisation of the

circle x2 + y2 = 1. These unitary and complex-orthogonal constraint manifolds are

illustrated schematically in the left and right panels of Fig. 3.1 respectively. Significantly,

in contrast to the real-orthogonal and unitary constraints, the complex-orthogonal

constraint yields an unbound surface. In fact, it will be shown in Chapter 4 that points at

the ‘infinite’ limit of this complex-orthogonal constraint surface correspond to quasi-null

vectors, and that no quasi-null vectors exist elsewhere.

3.3.2.2 Properties of the Holomorphic Density Matrix

Like the conventional HF formalism, satisfying the molecular orbital constraint (3.25)

has important consequences for the properties of the holomorphic density matrix. In

particular, the density matrix conventionally represents a projector onto the space

spanned by the occupied orbitals and is required to satisfy the idempotency condition.8

Complex-orthogonality of the molecular orbitals ensures that the holomorphic density

matrix also retains idempotency

2n

∑
στ

P̃µσSστ P̃τν =
N

∑
ij

Cµ·
·i

(
2n

∑
στ

C·σi· SστCτ·
·j

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
δij

C·νj· = P̃µν. (3.29)

Furthermore, since the conventional density matrix is a projector onto the occupied

orbital space, its trace must equal the total number of electrons. Again, the complex-

orthogonality of orbitals ensures that this trace property is retained for the holomorphic
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density matrix
2n

∑
µν

P̃µνSνµ =
N

∑
i

2n

∑
µν

Cµ·
·i C·νi· Sνµ =

N

∑
i

δii = N. (3.30)

Enforcing the complex-orthogonality constraint on the molecular orbital coefficients

is therefore essential for retaining the idempotency and trace conditions on the holo-

morphic density matrix. Significantly, since the holomorphic density matrix can be

considered as a complex-symmetric projector, it depends on only the subspace spanned

by the occupied h-HF orbitals. In fact, the holomorphic density matrix is invariant to a

complex-orthogonal occupied-occupied orbital transformation Q since

N

∑
i

(
N

∑
j

Cµ·
·j Qji

)(
N

∑
k

QikC·νk·

)
=

N

∑
jk

Cµ·
·j C·νk·

(
N

∑
i

QjiQik

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
δjk

= P̃µν. (3.31)

3.3.2.3 Complex-Orthogonal Grassmannian Representation

Since the h-HF energy depends on only the holomorphic density matrix, and the

holomorphic density matrix depends on only the space spanned by the occupied h-HF

orbitals, the h-HF energy must be invariant to transformations among the occupied

holomorphic orbitals. As a result, unique points on the h-HF energy surface are only

defined up to a complex-orthogonal transformation of the occupied orbitals.

The mathematical structure of the full h-HF wave function constraint surface can be

considered by expressing an optimal set of orbital coefficients C as a complex-orthogonal

transformation Q of an initial set of coefficients C(0) as

C = C(0)Q. (3.32)

This transformation can be explicitly expanded in terms of the occupied Cocc and virtual

Cvir blocks of the coefficient matrix as

(
Cocc Cvir

)
=
(

C(0)
occ C(0)

vir

)(QOO QVO

QOV QVV

)
, (3.33)

where QOO, QVV, QOV, and QVO represent occupied-occupied, virtual-virtual, occupied-

virtual and virtual-occupied orbital transformations.

Exploiting this complex-orthogonal transformation reveals that a unique point in

the space of h-HF wave functions is parametrised by the subspace spanned by the

first N columns of Q, representing the occupied orbitals expressed in the basis of the

initial orbitals. Constraint surfaces with this structure correspond to the complex-

orthogonal analogue of the Grassmann manifold Gr(2n, N; C),156–158 where each point
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represents the set of all 2n× N complex-orthogonal matrices that can be interconverted

through right multiplication by a complex-orthogonal matrix. Mathematically, this

complex-orthogonal Grassmannian corresponds to a quotient manifold

Gr(2n, N; C) =
St(2n, N; C)

O(2n; C)
, (3.34)

where St(2n, N; C) represents the complex-orthogonal Stiefel manifold comprising the

set of all 2n× N “tall-skinny” complex-orthogonal matrices

St(2n, N; C) =
{

M ∈ C
2n×N|MᵀM = IN

}
(3.35)

and O(n; C) defines the complex-orthogonal group

O(2n; C) =
{

M ∈ C
2n×2n|MᵀM = I2n

}
. (3.36)

Using the properties of the complex-orthogonal Grassmannian, a non-redundant

parametrisation of the complex-orthogonal h-HF wave function can be constructed

through an exponential representation of the complex-orthogonal transformation (3.32)

as155

Q = exp(X), (3.37)

Here X is a complex-valued skew-symmetric matrix, i.e. X = −Xᵀ. Since the h-HF

energy is invariant to both occupied-occupied and virtual-virtual orbital rotations, this

non-redundant parametrisation requires X to take the form

X =

(
0 −XᵀVO

XVO 0,

)
(3.38)

where only the occupied-virtual blocks are non-zero and XVO represents the virtual-

occupied block. Note that, similar to the case of unitary orbital transformations,159 the

required matrix exponential (3.37) can be expanded as

Q =

(
V cos(Σ)Vᵀ + (I − VVᵀ) −V sin(Σ)Uᵀ

U sin(Σ)Vᵀ U cos(Σ)Uᵀ + (I −UUᵀ)

)
, (3.39)

where XVO = UΣVᵀ is a complex-orthogonal singular-value decomposition.160 Conse-

quently, given an initial set of orbital coefficients, the complex-orthogonal h-HF wave

function manifold can be parametrised using the N × (2n− N) components of XVO.

The independent variables in XVO provide the holomorphic extension of occupied-

virtual orbital rotation angles, allowing non-redundant orbital transformations to be

parameterised and providing a local coordinate system for the h-HF constraint surface.

Note that, like their conventional counterparts, the real component of the holomorphic
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orbital rotation angles take unique values in the range [0, π), while in contrast to

conventional HF, their imaginary components are unbound and can become infinite.

In the next section, these local coordinates will allow explicit orbital derivatives of the

h-HF energy to be derived.

3.3.3 Differential Geometry of the Holomorphic Energy

Having considered the structure of the h-HF orthonormalisation constraint surface, the

differential geometry of the h-HF energy itself can now be derived and characterised.

Understanding the properties of the h-HF energy surface provides a mathematical

foundation informing the development of future algorithms for locating h-HF stationary

states.

3.3.3.1 Properties of the h-HF Energy Surface

In contrast to conventional HF, the h-HF energy (3.16) is an inherently complex-valued

function. As a result, there is no concept of minima or maxima on the h-HF energy

surface. Regardless, stationary points corresponding to h-HF solutions remain well-

defined as points where the gradient vanishes.

The polynomial form of Eq. (3.16) allows certain features of the h-HF energy to be

recognised immediately. Firstly, the h-HF energy function is strictly real-valued for real

orbital coefficients, since under these conditions Eq. (3.16) coincides exactly with the

real HF energy function. Secondly, due to the polynomial form of Eq. (3.16), two sets

of orbital coefficients related by complex-conjugation must have h-HF energies that

are also related by complex-conjugation, i.e. ẼHF(C
∗) = ẼHF(C)∗. These features can

be visualised by considering the h-RHF energy of the hydrogen dimer in the minimal

molecular orbital basis {σg(r),σu(r)} where the single occupied spatial orbital can be

represented using the complex rotation angle θ as

φ(r) = σg(r) cos θ + σu(r) sin θ. (3.40)

The complex-conjugation symmetry and strictly real energies along the real θ-axis are

then seen clearly in the complex h-RHF energy surface (green dashed line in Fig. 3.2). In

fact, this line of real h-RHF energies is closely related to more fundamental symmetries

of the h-HF energy that are explored in Chapter 5.

As a non-constant complex holomorphic function, the h-HF energy (3.16) must be

unbound149 and the conventional HF variational principle is lost. Notably, since the

real energy function is recovered for real orbital coefficients, only h-HF states with

complex orbital coefficients can possess non-variational energies. Regardless, it is useful
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Figure 3.2: Real (top) and imaginary (bottom) components of the h-RHF energy for the minimal basis

hydrogen dimer at a bond length of 0.75 Å. The complex rotation angle θ corresponds to the spatial

orbital parametrisation (3.40). When the orbital coefficients are real (dashed green) the h-HF energy

coincides with the real HF energy and takes strictly real values.

to consider the conditions where the h-HF energy reaches its minimum (maximum)

infinite limits.

Taking a fixed set of finite one- and two-electron integrals, the h-HF energy can only

tend to positive or negative infinity if the orbital coefficients themselves become infinite.

Since the orbital coefficients can nearly always be complex-orthonormalised through

the transformation (3.28), the coefficients only tend to infinity in the limit of quasi-null

vectors. In this special case, the orbital coefficients cannot be complex-orthonormalised

and the h-HF energy must be considered more generally as the expectation value

ẼHF(C) =
〈Ψ∗|Ĥ|Ψ〉
〈Ψ∗|Ψ〉 . (3.41)

Since 〈Ψ∗|Ψ〉 = det(CᵀoccCocc), this representation of the h-HF energy is the ratio of two

complex polynomials, taking the form of a meromorphic function.149

Singularities in the h-HF energy can now be identified as points where the denomi-

nator in Eq. (3.41) vanishes, i.e. det(CᵀoccCocc) = 0. These points occur if (and only if)

at least one of the occupied orbitals becomes quasi-null. As a result, the unbounded

limits of the h-HF energy coincide exactly with points where quasi-null orbitals arise,

and these occur at the infinite limits of the complex-orthogonal orbital constraint sur-

face described in Section 3.3.2. The asymptotic sign of the h-HF energy in these limits
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depends on the specific one- and two-electron integrals for a system. Finally, since

infinities in the h-HF energy only occur at the infinite limits of the complex-orthogonal

constraint surface, it is reasonable to expect that the h-HF energy will be well-behaved

in the regions close to the real axis where complex extensions of real HF states must

originate.

3.3.3.2 Analytic Orbital Gradients of the Holomorphic Energy

Recall that only complex-orthogonal transformations between occupied and virtual or-

bitals lead to a change in the h-HF energy. Taking into account the complex-orthogonality

constraint on the holomorphic energies requires that analytic orbital gradients must lie

in the space tangential to the complex-orthogonal Grasmmannian. For a given set of or-

bital coefficients C =
(

Cocc Cvir

)
, the corresponding point on the complex-orthogonal

Grassmannian is defined by the 2n× N occupied orbital coefficient matrix Cocc. Any

vector T in the tangent space at this point must then satisfy the constraint156

CᵀoccT + TᵀCocc = 0, (3.42)

where T is represented in the covariant basis.41 A general vector T expressed in the

global covariant coordinate space in which the complex-orthogonal Grassmannian is

embedded (i.e. the unconstrained orbital coefficient space) can be projected into this

tangent space through the projector156

Π(Cocc) = (I − CoccCᵀocc), (3.43)

where the properties of the holomorphic density matrix are now essential (see Sec-

tion 3.3.2.2). Alternatively, the virtual orbitals Cvir span the space of orthogonal vectors

to the point Cocc and can be used to define a local basis for the tangent space. The

general vector T in the global covariant coordinate space can then be projected into this

local basis as

t = CᵀvirT , (3.44)

where t corresponds to the vector represented using the local coordinates.157

Crucially, analytic orbital gradients of the h-HF energy must also be tangential to

the complex-orthogonal Grassmannian. These analytic gradients can be derived by first

considering the unconstrained gradient of the h-HF energy in the global coordinate

space, given by

∂ẼHF

∂Cµ·
·i

= 2

(
2n

∑
ν

hµνCν·
·i +

2n

∑
νστ

N

∑
j

Cν·
·i 〈µσ||ντ〉Cτ·

·j C·σj·

)

= 2
2n

∑
ν

F̃µνCν·
·i .

(3.45)
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Here, the symmetries of the one- and two-electron integrals have been exploited. Pro-

jecting Eq. (3.45) into the local coordinates defined by the virtual orbitals then gives the

constrained gradient

gai = 2
2n

∑
µν

C·µa· F̃µνCν·
·i , (3.46)

where the indices i and a explicitly denote occupied and virtual orbitals respectively.

This local representation corresponds to the h-HF energy gradient with respect to the

occupied-virtual rotation angles in the exponential parametrisation (3.37) and (3.38).

Significantly, the local representation of the h-HF energy gradient is equivalent to the

virtual-occupied block of the holomorphic Fock matrix, mirroring the analytic orbital

gradients in real HF.161,162 While the holomorphic orbital gradient is complex-valued in

general, h-HF stationary points occur when the magnitude of this local representation

falls to zero, giving the convergence condition |gai| = 0. Alternatively, stationary points

of the h-HF energy arise when the occupied-virtual block of the holomorphic Fock

matrix vanishes, defining the holomorphic analogue of Brillouin’s theorem8

2n

∑
µν

C·µa· F̃µνCν·
·i = 0. (3.47)

Note that, while these gradients have been derived for the most general form of h-GHF,

applying the relevant symmetry constraints allows corresponding gradients for the

h-UHF or h-RHF energy to be defined.

3.3.3.3 Geometric Optimisation of the h-HF Energy

Combining the Roothaan–Hall approach46,47 with DIIS extrapolation150,151 generally

provides a robust way to optimise the HF energy. However, in certain cases the DIIS

procedure suffers from slow oscillatory convergence or fails completely, particularly

in the vicinity of Coulson–Fischer points.163,164 Furthermore, DIIS extrapolation can

result in large steps in the orbital coefficient space through regions of high energy or

steep gradients. While such behaviour helps to locate the global minimum, it can cause

difficulties in converging higher energy stationary points, even with the addition of the

non-aufbau Maximum Overlap Method.26,29

To overcome these failures of DIIS, a number of second-order quasi-Newton algo-

rithms have been developed to directly optimise the HF energy using analytic orbital

derivatives. Initially these second-order SCF approaches were defined by combining

orbitals gradients with exact or approximate Hessians in standard second-order optimi-

sation methods.161,165–167 However, the importance of respecting orbital orthogonality

was later recognised, and the Geometric Direct Minimisation (GDM) approach was

developed to explicitly optimise the HF energy on this constraint manifold.164
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Since h-HF solutions are required to form complex extensions of real HF states in

the vicinity of Coulson–Fischer points, the holomorphic DIIS procedure is also likely

to suffer from difficult SCF convergence. The analytic orbital gradients derived for the

h-HF energy now create the possibility of optimising the h-HF energy using second-

order quasi-Newton approaches. In particular, it is possible to combine these analytic

gradients with the geometric structure of the complex-orthogonal constraint surface to

derive a holomorphic analogue of the GDM approach and target holomorphic stationary

points. Appendix A provides a detailed derivation for one potential algorithm that

directly optimises the h-HF energy subject to the complex-orthogonal Grassmannian.

The differential geometry of the h-HF energy derived in this chapter will provide the

foundation for similar future algorithms to locate multiple h-HF stationary points with

increasing reliability and efficiency.

3.3.4 Extension to a Fundamental Theory of Hartree–Fock

Until now, h-HF theory has been presented as an alternative to complex (Hermitian)

HF for extending real HF in to the complex plane. Through this perspective, h-HF

theory forms the complex-analytic continuation of real HF theory; when real HF states

disappear at a Coulson–Fischer point, their h-HF counterparts continue with complex

orbital coefficients. However, it is also interesting to consider how complex HF states

states may be extended beyond the points at which they vanish,36 and whether an

over-arching “fundamental” HF Theory can be developed. To derive a fundamental

theory of HF, it is useful to again decompose the orbital coefficients into their real and

imaginary components as

Cµ·
·i = Xµ·

·i + iYµ·
·i . (3.48)

In this representation, the real, complex, and holomorphic HF formalisms are distin-

guished simply by the constraint applied to the Xµ·
·i and Yµ·

·i , shown in Table 3.1.

Considering orbital coefficients with this decomposition, the most general form of

HF theory can be derived by allowing both Xµ·
·i and Yµ·

·i to become complex variables,

creating the unintuitive situation where the “imaginary” part of the orbital coefficients

is represented by a complex number. This “fundamental Hartree–Fock” theory forms

the analytic continuation of complex HF into the complex-plane. In principle, the

corresponding HF equations can be derived in a similar manner to the h-HF equations
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HF Formalism Xµ·
·i Yµ·

·i
Real R 0

Complex R R

Holomorphic C 0

Fundamental C C

Table 3.1: Constraint applied to the real and imaginary components of the orbital coefficients (3.48) in

different formalisms of HF.

by introducing a new density matrix as

Pµν =
N

∑
i
(Xµ·
·i + iYµ·

·i )(X·νi· − iY·νi· )

=
N

∑
i

[
(Xµ·
·i X·νi· + Yµ·

·i Y·νi· ) + i(Yµ·
·i X·νi· − Xµ·

·i Y·νi· )
]

= Pµν
Re + iPµν

Im.

(3.49)

Note that PRe and PIm are both complex-symmetric matrices in general and the total

density matrix P is neither Hermitian nor complex-symmetric. The corresponding

energy will therefore be a complex-valued function of complex variables, forming

the complex-analytic extension of the complex HF energy. Furthermore, the orbital

orthonormalisation constraint takes the form

2n

∑
µν

(X·µi· + iY·µi· )Sµν(Xν·
·j − iYν·

·j ) = δij, (3.50)

and thus the orbital coefficients Cµ·
·i are neither complex-orthogonal or unitary.

In practice, the absence of Hermiticity or complex-symmetry in the fundamental HF

density matrix — and its corresponding Fock matrix — means that optimising the energy

using an iterative SCF approach is likely to present sufficient computational challenges

to prohibit its practical application. For example, the well-understood Hermiticity

and complex-symmetry of the complex and holomorphic HF density matrices provide

essential properties such as well-defined eigenvectors and orthogonality constraints

that will be lost in the fundamental HF approach. Nonetheless, deriving holomorphic

and complex HF as subsets of one unified framework highlights the close theoretical

relationship between all HF approaches. Furthermore, the framework of complex-

analytically continuing complex HF states may yet prove useful if complex HF states

are required to build a basis for NOCI.
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3.4 Results and Discussion

The rigorous mathematical theory of h-HF derived in this chapter now provides the

foundation for developing h-HF into a practical computational tool to support NOCI.

For example, understanding the h-HF orbital constraint surface and analytic energy

gradients paves the way for new algorithms to locate h-HF stationary states. In this

section, the original h-HF case of the hydrogen dimer is briefly revisited to illustrate

the key properties of h-HF theory. Furthermore, the close similarities between h-HF

and the other non-Hermitian HF approaches are discussed, highlighting potential links

between complex h-HF states and metastable resonances.

3.4.1 Computational Details

All h-HF calculations employed the Geometric Holomorphic SCF procedure outlined in

Appendix A. Stationary states were first identified by initialising multiple SCF guesses

at random points selected in the orbital coefficient space. States are then followed along

all molecular structures by using the h-HF solutions at the previous geometry as the

guess coefficients for the SCF optimisation at the next geometry. When a Coulson–

Fischer point is reached, random complex perturbations of the orbital coefficients were

used to generate new SCF guesses until the corresponding h-HF state is identified. For

clarity, only stationary points with complex orbital coefficients are referred to as h-HF

states and atomic units are used throughout.

3.4.2 Hydrogen Dimer

The hydrogen dimer in a minimal basis (STO-3G) presents the simplest molecular system

to illustrate the h-HF approach. Exhaustively searching the orbital coefficient space in

the dissociation limit yields a total of four real RHF (solid red) and a further four real

UHF stationary points (blue solid), as shown in Fig. 3.3. In order of ascending energy, the

RHF stationary points represent the bonding σ
2
g, antibonding σ

2
u and degenerate ionic

H+−H– /H–−H+ configurations, while the additional UHF solutions correspond to the

low-energy diradical �H−H�/ �H−H� configurations and the degenerate σgσu/σuσg

configurations. As the molecular bond length is shortened, the diradical real UHF states

coalesce with the σ
2
g RHF state at the Coulson–Fischer point24 and disappear at shorter

bond lengths. Similarly, the ionic-like RHF states coalesce with the σ
2
u state, although at

a different bond length.

Extending the diradical UHF states beyond the Coulson–Fischer point in H2 pro-

vided the first case-study of h-HF theory.38,39 Using the geometric holomorphic SCF
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Figure 3.3: Stationary points of the h-UHF equations for the hydrogen dimer (STO-3G) located using

the holomorphic SCF procedure. Eight solutions exist with degeneracies from bottom to top of two,

one, two, one and two. When real RHF (solid red) and real UHF (solid blue) solutions disappear at a

Coulson–Fischer point, their h-RHF (dashed red) and h-UHF (dashed blue) counterparts continue to exist

across all bond lengths with complex orbital coefficients.

approach, complex-valued h-UHF (dashed blue) and h-RHF (dashed red) extensions to

the diradical and ionic states respectively can now be identified beyond the Coulson–

Fischer points at which they vanish. As a result, h-HF theory allows every real HF state

to be analytically extended across all bond lengths. Furthermore, the orbital coeffi-

cients of these complex h-HF solutions form smooth continuations of the real HF states,

providing suitable extensions for the NOCI basis beyond the Coulson–Fischer point.

The holomorphic energy of h-HF states in the hydrogen dimer also provides im-

portant insights for understanding the properties of the h-HF approximation. Firstly,

complex h-HF states always exist in pairs with orbital coefficients and h-HF energies

related by complex-conjugation. These pairs illustrate the complex-conjugation sym-

metry discussed in Section 3.3.3.1. Secondly, the complex h-HF states in H2 appear

to retain real-valued h-HF energies despite the holomorphic energy being a complex-

valued function. The existence of stationary points with real h-HF energies implies the

existence of additional symmetries under which the complex h-HF energy surface is
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purely real-valued, and this feature is investigated further in Chapter 5. Finally, the

complex h-UHF stationary points have non-variational h-HF energies which fall below

the minimum real HF energy. However, since complex h-HF states are only designed

to form a continuous basis for NOCI, non-variational h-HF energies are not a primary

concern and the only requirement is that the h-HF wave function evolves smoothly

along the binding curve.

3.4.3 Links to Non-Hermitian Hartree–Fock

The major difference between conventional HF and h-HF is the inherent non-Hermiticity

of the holomorphic Fock and density matrices. However, using non-Hermitian Hamilto-

nians in quantum chemistry is not itself new; these Hamiltonians have been exploited ex-

tensively to describe metastable resonance phenomena.168 In particular, non-Hermitian

HF provides a mean-field approximation of resonance states168–170 and shares several

features with h-HF theory.

Metastable molecular resonances correspond to electronic states with a finite life-

time, playing important roles in electron scattering and autoionisation processes.168 A

resonance state can be characterised by the complex Siegert energy

Eres = ER −
iΓ
2

, (3.51)

where ER is the resonance energy and Γ is the decay width with a lifetime τ = h̄/Γ.168

However, predicting resonance Siegert energies is challenging as the wave function of

scattering electrons is not stationary.168 The resonance wave function is therefore not

square-integrable, preventing the application of standard electronic structure methods.

The issues associated with non-stationary wave functions can be overcome by

analytically continuing the Hamiltonian operator into the complex plane, creating

a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian with complex eigenvalues that correspond to Siegert

energies.168 For example, the complex-scaling approach introduces complex-valued

electron coordinates r → reiθ ,171 transforming divergent resonances to square-integrable

wave functions for a sufficiently large rotation θ.172,173 Alternatively, square-integrable

wave functions can be obtained using complex absorbing potentials (CAPs) that create

an absorbing boundary condition outside the molecular target.174 These absorbing

potentials are introduced through a parametrised molecular Hamiltonian

Ĥ(λ) = Ĥ − iλŴ, (3.52)

where λ controls the CAP strength and Ŵ is an absorbing one-particle operator. Reso-

nance eigenvalues are then associated with the minimisation of |λdEi(λ)/dλ|, where

Ei(λ) represents the eigenvalues of Ĥ(λ).174
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Both the complex-scaling and complex-absorbing potentials use non-Hermitian

complex-symmetric Hamiltonians with eigenfunctions that form a complex-orthogonal

system.168 Therefore, the non-Hermitian HF framework requires a complex-symmetric

optimisation that is identical to the holomorphic SCF approach. In fact, the only sub-

stantial difference between non-Hermitian HF and h-HF theory is the use of analytically-

continued Hamiltonians rather than the bare molecular Hamiltonian in h-HF theory.

However, while complex wave functions and energies emerge in non-Hermitian HF

from complex-scaling or CAP potentials, in h-HF theory these wave functions arise

purely from the self-consistent feedback of complex orbital coefficients in the h-HF

energy.

Identifying the relationship between h-HF theory and non-Hermitian HF raises

possibilities for both theoretical frameworks. For example, given complex-valued

stationary states can be located in h-HF using only the bare molecular Hamiltonian,

these same states are also likely to exist in non-Hermitian HF methods. Since the real

component of the h-HF stationary energies do not appear to lie in the continuum,

these solutions may form an additional type of state alongside real bound states and

complex resonances. In the other direction, the non-Hermitian HF framework may allow

complex-valued h-HF continuations of real HF states to be interpreted as metastable

resonance energies in the bound-state region of the spectrum. Furthermore, given

h-HF states can have complex-valued orbital coefficients while retaining real orbital

eigenvalues, interpreting h-HF energies as Siegert energies suggests the existence of

true bound states with complex wave functions. Lastly, the mean-field nature of the

HF approximation may mean that these complex h-HF states are simply unphysical

artefacts with no correspondence to bound or resonances states.

Investigating the relationship between h-HF and non-Hermitian HF may therefore

allow any chemical relevance of complex h-HF states to be assessed and understood.

However, for the purpose of this thesis, the existence of h-HF states is only required

to form a continuous basis for NOCI and the relationship between h-HF and non-

Hermitian HF will not be considered further.

3.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, a generalised form of the h-HF approach38,39 has been derived and

its mathematical properties have been characterised. The resulting h-HF equations

correspond to the analytic continuation of real HF into the complex plane, forming a

complex-analytic function of several complex variables. General holomorphic density

and Fock matrices can be defined, but these satisfy complex-symmetry rather than
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Hermiticity. In turn, this complex-symmetry requires the holomorphic orbitals to be

orthonormalised with respect to the complex-symmetric inner product, and the orbital

constraint surface corresponds to the unbound complex-orthogonal Grassmannian. The

differential geometry of the holomorphic orbital constraint and energy surface has been

derived, providing analytic orbital gradients of the h-HF energy that have allowed a

second-order h-HF optimisation scheme to be formulated in Appendix A. Furthermore,

the complex-valued h-HF energy surface has unbound infinities when the orbitals

become quasi-null, although these occur at the infinite limits of the complex-orthogonal

Grasssmannian.

The minimal hydrogen dimer has been used to illustrate the essential properties of h-

HF states. In particular, when real HF states disappear at Coulson–Fischer points, their

h-HF counterparts continue to exist with complex orbital coefficients. Mathematically

understanding the holomorphic orbital constraint and energy surface therefore lays the

foundation for developing h-HF theory into a general computational tool that allows

a continuous basis for NOCI to be defined across all molecular structures. However,

before a combined h-HF and NOCI approach can be developed, a number of theoretical

questions must be addressed.

Firstly, although all current numerical h-HF results suggest that h-HF stationary

states exist across all molecular structures, there is no mathematical guarantee that this

must always be true. Gaining confidence that h-HF states do exist across all structures is

essential if NOCI is to be applied as a general electronic structure method. To rigorously

prove that h-HF states must exist across all geometries, it is sufficient to prove that

the number of h-HF solutions depends on only the number of electrons and basis

functions and not the value of the nuclear repulsion or one- and two-electron integrals.

By extension, the number of h-HF states must then be independent of the molecular

structure, and thus h-HF solutions cannot disappear as the molecular structure changes.

The validity of this proposition is established through a mathematical proof for the

existence of two-electron h-HF states in Chapter 4.

Secondly, the observation that complex h-HF states can retain real-valued energies in

H2 poses an interesting theoretical question for quantum chemistry. Electronic structure

methods are almost universally defined using Hermitian operators as these rigorously

ensure real-valued energies.8 However, the presence of real-valued h-HF energies with

a complex non-Hermitian Fock operator suggests that certain symmetries in the HF

wave function may provide an alternative condition to Hermiticity. Investigating this

fundamental aspect of the HF approximation provides the focus of Chapter 5.

Finally, applying h-HF theory for larger molecules with high dimensional orbital

rotation spaces will require improved methods for locating multiple real HF states
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and their complex h-HF extensions. The SCF metadynamics20 approach provides a

promising approach for locating multiple real HF states, although there is no guarantee

that the HF states with the greatest contribution to the NOCI wave function will be

identified. Furthermore, moving smoothly past the Coulson–Fischer point and onto

the complex h-HF extensions presents a more serious computational challenge. While

complex h-HF states for small molecules can be identified through random guesses

in the complex plane, this approach will not be suitable when the number of orbital

rotations increases. Instead, the topology of complex h-HF states must be understood

to allow the correct complex direction to be routinely identified, and this is investigated

in Chapter 6.



Chapter 4

Nature of Two-Electron Systems

The work in this chapter has contributed to the publication Ref. (1)

Summary

Underpinning h-HF theory lies the belief that the number of solutions to the h-HF

equations is constant for all geometries. If this holds true, then every state must exist

across all molecular structures, allowing a basis for NOCI to be constructed with smooth

and continuous energies. This chapter considers the validity of this conjecture by

proving that the number of h-RHF and h-UHF stationary points is constant for two-

electron systems. The full topology of h-RHF and h-UHF solutions is then explored in

simple molecular systems, demonstrating the coalescence behaviour of real and complex

stationary states. Since all real HF states are also solutions to the h-HF equations, this

analysis also provides wider insights into the nature of real HF states in molecules.
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4.1 Context and Scope

Having formalised the h-HF approach, this chapter investigates the existence of h-HF

states across all molecular structures and the nature of Coulson–Fischer points where

real HF states coalesce. Understanding the properties of h-HF stationary points is

essential for creating a strong foundation for using multiple h-HF states as a continuous

basis for NOCI.

To achieve this, the mathematical existence of h-HF solutions is investigated in the

simplest class of molecules containing only two electrons. For these molecules, the h-HF

wave function can be parameterised using only one RHF or two UHF spatial orbitals

without needing to account for invariance with respect to occupied-occupied orbital

rotations. In turn, the h-HF equations are expressed as a set of polynomial equations

whose common solutions represent the h-HF solutions. Identifying the number of h-HF

stationary points is then equivalent to counting the intersections of these polynomial

equations. The mathematical framework of algebraic geometry provides the foundation

for enumerating intersections between polynomial functions,175,176 and can be applied

to establish the exact number of h-HF stationary points. In turn, this derivation proves

that the number of h-RHF or h-UHF states is constant for all molecular geometries in

two-electron systems.

Once the exact number of h-RHF and h-UHF states is known in two-electron systems,

the topology of all HF states can be explored in a range of simple molecular systems. In

particular, the influence of molecular structure and symmetry on the characteristics of

h-HF solutions can be understood, providing insights into the properties of Coulson–

Fischer points where real HF states disappear. Understanding these points informs the

use of multiple h-HF states for NOCI expansions in later chapters.

Furthermore, since all real HF states are stationary points of the h-HF equations,

investigating the nature of h-HF solutions reveals fundamental insights into the prop-

erties of real HF solutions. Despite the widespread use of HF reference states across

electronic structure theory,11 surprisingly little is known about the existence of multiple

solutions.20 For example, only a handful of studies have investigated the number of

solutions to the HF equations,21–23 and even these have only produced wide-ranging

upper and lower bounds. This sparsity of knowledge persists even though multiple HF

states have important consequences for electronic structure calculations, particularly

since the choice of reference state can heavily influence the quality of post-HF calcu-

lations using truncated excitations.177,178 Furthermore, inconsistencies in the choice

of reference HF states can lead to kinks or discontinuities in post-HF energy surfaces,

resulting in unphysical behaviours in molecular simulations.119 Investigating the char-
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acteristics and evolution of both real and holomorphic HF solutions is therefore highly

relevant for understanding and improving the performance of post-HF techniques,

including NOCI.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 presents an

overview of the essential concepts in algebraic geometry. These concepts are applied

in Section 4.3 to enumerate the h-RHF and h-UHF states in two-electron systems. Sec-

tion 4.4 then explores the topology of real and complex h-HF states in model molecular

systems, and the key findings are summarised in Section 4.5.

4.2 Overview of Algebraic Geometry

Algebraic geometry forms a diverse branch of mathematics encompassing the study of

roots to systems of polynomial equations in so-called “affine” or “projective” spaces.176

In particular, the roots to polynomial equations are represented as geometric objects

such as curves or surfaces, and the common solutions for a set of multiple polynomials

are given by the intersection of these objects. Through this framework, the number of

common solutions to a set of polynomials can be counted from only the polynomial

structure. While a full exposition of algebraic geometry is well beyond the scope

of the current thesis, this section briefly summarises the key concepts required for

establishing the number of h-HF states. A more comprehensive introduction can be

found in Ref. (176) .

4.2.1 Affine Spaces

An affine space is defined as a set of points upon which translations act, providing a

generalisation to Euclidean space independent of a specific coordinate origin.179 An

n-dimensional affine space A
n
C is represented by the set of n-tuples (a1, . . . , an) ∈ A

n
C,

where ai ∈ C are the coordinates of the point.176 Parallelism and translations are the

only Euclidean notions retained in affine spaces, while vector concepts such as distances,

angles and orientation are lost. Conventional Euclidean vector spaces are constructed

from an affine space by defining an origin point, while two vector spaces with different

origins are isomorphic.180

4.2.2 Projective Spaces

Projective spaces provide an extension to affine spaces by introducing the concept of

points-at-infinity.180 An n-dimensional projective space P
n
C contains the set of (n + 1)-

tuples (x0, x1, . . . , xn) ∈ P
n
C where the coordinates xi ∈ C are not all simultaneously zero,
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i.e. excluding the point (0, . . . , 0). A point in P
n
C is defined only up to multiplication by a

common scalar, represented by the equivalence relation (x0, . . . , xn) ∼ (λx0, . . . , λxn) for

non-zero λ ∈ C. Points-at-infinity arise by noting that the point (x0, x1, . . . , xn) ∈ P
n
C

maps onto the affine point (a1, . . . , an) ∈ A
n
C , where ai = xi/x0 for i > 0.176 Conse-

quently, the projective space P
n
C augments A

n
C with an additional set of points where

x0 = 0. Introducing these points-at-infinity is essential for consistently defining geomet-

ric intersection rules without exceptions.180 For example, two lines in A
2
C must always

intersect exactly once unless they are parallel, while all parallel lines in P
2
C also intersect

at a single point-at-infinity.

A projective space can be decomposed into the union of an affine subspace and a

projective space of lower dimension P
n
C = Vi ∪ Hi, where176

Vi ≡
{
(x0, . . . , xn) ∈ P

n
C|xi 6= 0

}
, (4.1a)

Hi ≡
{
(x0, . . . , xn) ∈ P

n
C|xi = 0

}
. (4.1b)

Here, Vi = A
n
C refers to the ‘affine part’ of P

n
C, while Hi = P

n−1
C represents the

‘hyperplane-at-infinity’ containing every point-at-infinity. Notably the affine part can

be constructed by restricting any one of the coordinates to non-zero values. Further

decomposition in a similar fashion allows a projective space to be constructed as the

union of purely affine spaces

P
n
C = V0 ∪V1 ∪ · · · ∪Vn. (4.2)

As an intuitive example, consider an observer in the real flat plane represented by

P
2
R = A

2
R ∪P

1
R. Here, A

2
R represents the real affine plane, upon which vector spaces

can be defined depending on the position, or ‘origin’, of the observer. The real projective

line P
1
R represents the visual horizon at the infinite limit of the observer’s plane. Further

compactifying the real projective line through P
1
R = R ∪ {∞} ∼ S1

R represents the

visual horizon as a circle S1
R around the observer.

4.2.3 Intersection Theory

Identifying the set of common zeros for polynomials defined in P
n
C is a central objective

in algebraic geometry. However, since points in projective space are only defined up to

multiplication by a common scalar, only homogeneous polynomials can be considered

with the form176

f (λx0, . . . , λxn) = λd f (x0, . . . , xn) (4.3)

where d defines the order of the polynomial f . The set of zeros of f is then well-defined

as

Z( f ) ≡
{
(x0, . . . , xn) ∈ P

n
C| f (x0, . . . , xn) = 0

}
⊂ P

n
C. (4.4)
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Polynomials defined in A
n
C can be converted to homogeneous polynomials in P

n
C by

introducing the arbitrary variable x0 through the mapping ai 7→ xi/x0 for i 6= 0.

Combining these concepts leads to Bézout’s Theorem for identifying the number

of zeros of a set of multiple homogeneous polynomials. A proof of this theorem is

mathematically involved but, for the purpose of this chapter, a simple statement of

the key result will suffice. In particular, Bézout’s Theorem states that the number of

common intersections (including multiplicity) between n homogeneous polynomials

in n + 1 variables is equal to the product of the corresponding polynomial degrees.175

In other words, if f1, . . . , fn define distinct homogeneous polynomials in the projective

space P
n
C with degrees d1, . . . , dn respectively, then the number of intersection points

between these polynomials is d1 × · · · × dn. As a simple example, a line of degree one

intersects a curve of degree d in P
2
C at exactly d points.

4.3 Enumerating Two-Electron h-RHF States

The closed-shell h-RHF formalism with two-electrons, described by a single spatial

orbital φ(r), provides the simplest case for investigating if the number of h-HF states

is constant across all molecular structures. In what follows, consider the single spatial

orbital φ(r) expanded in a basis of n real orthogonal functions {χµ(r)} as

φ(r) =
n

∑
µ=1

Cµχµ(r). (4.5)

Here, restriction to an orthogonal basis makes the covariant and contravariant tensor

notation redundant, and the obvious simplification in indexing has been introduced.

The requirement for complex-orthonormalisation of the wave function defines the

quadratic constraint equation
n

∑
µ=1

C2
µ = 1, (4.6)

while the h-RHF energy is given by the polynomial

Ẽ(C1, . . . , Cn) = h0 + 2
n

∑
µν=1

hµνCµCν +
n

∑
µ,ν,σ,τ=1

hµνστCµCνCσCτ, (4.7)

where h0 = VN and hµνστ = 2〈µν|στ〉 − 〈µν|τσ〉. Points corresponding to h-RHF

solutions then exist as stationary points of Eq. (4.7) constrained by Eq. (4.6).

4.3.1 Homogenising the h-RHF Equations

Using the framework of algebraic geometry, the spatial orbital φ(r) for a two-electron

system expanded in an n-dimensional basis can be represented by a point in an affine
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space (C1, . . . , Cn) ∈ A
n
C. The h-RHF energy (4.7) is then a function Ẽ : A

n
C → C

defined by a polynomial of degree four, while the normalisation constraint Eq. (4.6) is a

second-order hypersurface X ⊆ A
n
C defined as

X =
{
(C1, . . . , Cn) ∈ A

n
C

∣∣∣
n

∑
µ=1

C2
µ = 1

}
. (4.8)

The roots of the differential dẼ restricted to X define the h-RHF solutions.

To apply Bézout’s Theorem, and enumerate the h-RHF stationary points, Eq. (4.6)

and Eq. (4.7) must be expressed as homogeneous polynomials. Homogenisation is

achieved by converting to the projective space P
n
C represented by the points (C0, . . . , Cn)

through the mapping (C1, . . . , Cn) 7→ (C1/C0, . . . , Cn/C0). This process leads to the

homogeneous constraint equation represented in P
n
C as

n

∑
µ=1

C2
µ = C2

0 , (4.9)

defining the projective hypersurface

X =
{
(C0, . . . , Cn) ∈ P

n
C

∣∣∣
n

∑
µ=1

C2
µ = C2

0

}
. (4.10)

Moreover, the projective h-RHF energy can be written as a rational function F : P
n
C → C

defined by

F(C0, . . . , Cn) = Ẽ
(

C1
C0

, · · · Cn
C0

)
=

E(C0, . . . , Cn)

C4
0

(4.11)

where E is the homogeneous version of Ẽ defined as

E(C0, . . . , Cn) = h0C4
0 + 2

n

∑
µ,ν=1

hµνCµCνC2
0 +

n

∑
µ,ν,σ,τ=1

hµνστCµCνCσCτ. (4.12)

Consequently, h-RHF states exist as vanishing points of the differential

dF =
∂F
∂C0

dC0 +
n

∑
µ=1

∂E
∂Cµ

dCµ (4.13)

restricted to the projective hypersurface X, where it is noted that ∂F
∂Cµ

dCµ = ∂E
∂Cµ

dCµ for

µ 6= 0.

4.3.2 Geometrically Decomposing the Constraint

Handling the constraint to the projective hypersurface X presents the final hurdle before

the two-electron h-RHF states can be enumerated. Although it is tempting to remove
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the constraint by simply substituting Eq. (4.9) into Eq. (4.12), this cannot be achieved

without either losing information of points-at-infinity or destroying the polynomial form

by introducing square-root terms. Instead, the constraint can be handled by combining

the homogeneity of the projective h-RHF energy F with a particular decomposition of

X.

Homogeneity provides the essential property of Eq. (4.11) and Eq. (4.12) required for

deriving the number of constrained stationary points of Ẽ. In particular, homogeneity

means that F is invariant to the simultaneous scalar multiplication of all coordinates.

Therefore a stationary point of F in P
n
C is only defined up to this scalar multiplication.

To see how this allows the constraint to be decomposed, note that X is isomorphic to a

complex sphere Sn−1
C of radius C0, i.e. X ∼ Sn−1

C ⊂ P
n
C. Crucially, homogeneity allows

the stationary points of F to be identified on a sphere of any radius, although there are

two sign-symmetries that must be taken into account. Firstly, since h-RHF states are

only defined up to a change of sign for all coordinates in the underlying affine space —

i.e. the points (C0, C1, . . . , Cn) and (C0,−C1, . . . ,−Cn) define the same state — only one

hemisphere S̃n−1
C needs to be considered and antipodal points can be identified as the

same state. Secondly, as the full coordinates in the projective space are defined up to

multiplication by a scalar value, only positive values of C0 need to be considered.

The constraint manifold can be further simplified by noting that an (n− 1)-dimensional

hemisphere defined over a field k is isomorphic to an (n− 1)-dimensional projective

space

S̃n−1
k ∼ P

n−1
k . (4.14)

Following Eq. (4.1a) and Eq. (4.1b), the hemisphere S̃n−1
k can therefore be further de-

composed into an affine part Vi = A
n−1
k and a hyperplane-at-infinity Hi = P

n−2
k to

yield

S̃n−1
k = Vi ∪ Hi = A

n−1
k ∪P

n−2
k . (4.15)

Repeatedly applying the isomorphism Eq. (4.14) and decomposition Eq. (4.15) then

allows S̃n−1
k to be decomposed into the union of disconnected affine spaces as

S̃n−1
k = A

n−1
k ∪ · · · ∪A

0
k. (4.16)

To visualise this decomposition, consider the real hemisphere S̃2
R ⊂ P

3
R using the

coordinates (x0, x1, x2, x3) ∈ P
3
R with x3 ≥ 0, as illustrated schematically in Fig. 4.1.

This hemisphere is isomorphic to the union S̃2
R = V3 ∪ H3 of the two-dimensional plane

defined by x3 = 1,

V3 =
{
(x0, x1, x2, 1) ∈ P

3
R

∣∣x2
1 + x2

2 + 1 = x2
0

}
∼ A

2
R (4.17)
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V3 ∼ A
2
R

H3 = S̃1
R

S̃1
R ∼ P

1
R

H2 = S̃0
R

Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of decomposing a constrained real hemisphere into the union of

unconstrained affine subspaces, as given in Eq. (4.21). See main text for details.

and the one-dimensional hemisphere H3 = S̃1
R representing the ‘semicircle-at-infinity’

where x3 = 0,

H3 =
{
(x0, x1, x2, 0) ∈ P

3
R

∣∣
(

x2
1 + x2

2 = x2
0

)
∧
(

x2 ≥ 0
)}
∼ P

1
R. (4.18)

In turn, the one-dimensional hemisphere can be decomposed into the union H3 =

V2 ∪ H2 of a line

V2 =
{
(x0, x1, 1) ∈ P

2
R

∣∣x2
1 + 1 = x2

0

}
∼ A

1
R (4.19)

and a zero-dimensional hemisphere H2 = S̃0
R

H2 =
{
(x0, x1, 0) ∈ P

2
R

∣∣
(

x2
1 = x2

0

)
∧
(

x1 ≥ 0
)}
∼ A

0
R. (4.20)

The antipodal sign-symmetry restricts the remaining constraint H2 to only one (non-

infinite) point V1 = {(1, 1, 0)}, allowing H2 = V1 to be associated with a zero-dimensional

affine space. Overall, the original hemisphere has been decomposed into the union of

non-overlapping affine spaces

S̃2
R = V3 ∪V2 ∪V1 = A

2
R ∪A

1
R ∪A

0
R. (4.21)

Crucially, this decomposition for a real hemisphere S̃n−1
R extends to the complex

hemisphere S̃n−1
C representing the two-electron h-RHF orbital constraint surface X. As

a result the h-RHF constraint surface can now be mathematically decomposed into the

combination of lower-dimensional unconstrained spaces, avoiding the introduction of

square-root terms. In principle, the number of stationary points of Eq. (4.12), given by

the set size |Zh-RHF|, can then be counted in each unconstrained affine subspace |Zi| and,
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assuming the coordinates are chosen such that stationary points in each subspace are

also stationary points in the overall space, the total number of h-RHF states is simply

the sum

|Zh-RHF| =
n−1

∑
i=0
|Zi|. (4.22)

4.3.3 Counting the h-RHF Stationary Points

To count the number of h-RHF solutions using the decomposition in Section 4.3.2, first

consider the case of one basis function, n = 1. Taking the sign-symmetries into account,

there is clearly one trivial solution in the affine space at (1) ∈ A
1
C. Sign-symmetries of

h-RHF states are henceforth implicit.

Now consider the n = 2 case, represented by a point (C0, C1, C2) ∈ P
2
C. The

projective h-RHF energy F is then given by

F(C0, C1, C2) = h0 + 2
2

∑
µν=1

hµν

CµCν

C2
0

+
2

∑
µνστ=1

hµνστ

CµCνCσCτ

C4
0

. (4.23)

Restriction to the hypersurface X, in this case defined by C2
0 = C2

1 + C2
2 , makes F

equivalent to the normalised h-RHF energy with C0 providing the normalisation factor.

Consequently, the constrained function FX is invariant to global rescaling of the orbital

coefficients C1 and C2, and the partial derivative ∂FX
∂C0

is zero for all C0 6= 0, as illustrated

for the hydrogen dimer in Fig. 4.2. Although it is possible for solutions to exist at infinity

with C0 = 0, these appear to occur only when electron-electron interactions vanish

completely and a more comprehensive investigation is presented in Chapter 6. For the

purpose of the current chapter, it is assumed that C0 6= 0 for all stationary points in real

molecular systems.

First take the case C2 6= 0, where the coordinates are rotated such that

∂FX
∂C2

∣∣∣∣
C2=0

= 0 ∀ C0, C1. (4.24)

Exploiting the invariance of FX to C0 allows the h-RHF solutions to be located as

stationary points along either the circle C2
1 + C2

2 = 1 (black curve in Fig. 4.2) or the

line C2 = 1 (blue line in Fig. 4.2). Taking the latter approach enforces dC2 = 0 and

leads to an unconstrained affine line V2 = A
1
C with coordinates (C0, C1, 1) ∈ P

2
C. When

combined with ∂FX
∂C0

= 0, the constrained differential becomes

dFX =
∂EX
∂C1

∣∣∣∣∣
C2=1

dC1. (4.25)
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Figure 4.2: Constrained projective h-RHF energy FX for the n = 2 hydrogen molecule (STO-3G) at a bond

length of 2.5 Å. The coordinate C0 defines the normalisation constant, representing the distance of a point

from the origin, and ∂FX
∂C0

= 0 for all C0 6= 0. Exploiting this invariance, every stationary point constrained

to the circle C2
1 + C2

2 = 1 (black curve) with C2 6= 0 can alternatively be located as a stationary point

constrained to the line C2 = 1 (blue line), where rescaling recovers the normalised h-RHF state (dashed

line). Due to the overall sign symmetry, only half the stationary points need to be considered (filled

circles vs. open circles).

Since E is a fourth degree polynomial in C1, the partial derivative ∂EX
∂C1

∣∣∣
C2=1

is third

degree in C1 and has three roots according to the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra,

each defining an h-RHF state.

Next consider the case C2 = 0, representing the constrained points-at-infinity H2 =

V1 and recovering the n = 1 system. Since the coordinates have been rotated to satisfy

Eq. (4.24), every stationary point in the n = 1 subspace A
0
C must also be a stationary

point in the full space, yielding one further solution in the full h-RHF space at the point

(1, 0) ∈ A
2
C. Overall, there are three solutions in the V2 = A

1
C subspace and one in the

V1 = A
0
C subspace, giving a total of 3 + 1 = 4.

To continue, consider adding a third basis function with orbital coefficients repre-

sented by the point (C0, C1, C2, C3) ∈ P
3
C. Again, the coordinates corresponding to the

orbital coefficients can be rotated such that

∂FX
∂C3

∣∣∣∣
C3=0

= 0 ∀ C0, C1, C2. (4.26)

Consider first the case C3 6= 0. Similarly to the n = 2 example, the h-RHF states can be

located as stationary points on either the sphere C2
1 + C2

2 + C2
3 = 1 or the plane C3 = 1,

as illustrated for H +
3 in Fig. 4.3. Taking the latter approach enforces dC3 = 0 and leads

to an unconstrained affine plane V3 = A
2
C with coordinates (C0, C1, C2, 1) ∈ P

3
C. The
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Figure 4.3: Constrained projective h-RHF energy FX plotted on the sphere C2
1 + C2

2 + C2
3 = 1 and the

plane C3 = 1 for linear H +
3 in a minimal basis (STO-3G) at a bond length of 2.5 Å. Nine stationary

points can be located on the plane C3 = 1, as shown alongside their corresponding orbital plots. The

remaining four h-RHF states exist at the infinities of this plane, represented as the grand circle on the

sphere corresponding to C3 = 0. Although for illustrative purposes the bond length has been chosen

such that all solutions are real, the mathematical framework and results extend to geometries where

complex-valued h-RHF states are present.

constrained differential dFX then reduces to

dFX =
∂EX
∂C1

∣∣∣∣∣
C3=1

dC1 +
∂EX
∂C3

∣∣∣∣∣
C3=1

dC2. (4.27)

The relevant stationary points are now located by finding the common intersections of

two third degree homogeneous polynomials

∂EX
∂C1

∣∣∣∣∣
C3=1

= 0 and
∂EX
∂C2

∣∣∣∣∣
C3=1

= 0. (4.28)

Applying Bézout’s Theorem, the number of solutions to Eq. (4.28) is given by 3× 3 = 9,

yielding nine h-RHF states with C3 6= 0, shown in Fig. 4.3.

Now consider the remaining subspace C3 = 0, representing the hyperplane-at-

infinity H3. Since the overall coordinates are chosen to satisfy Eq. (4.26), every stationary
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point in this subspace will also correspond to a stationary point in the full space. As a

result, the subspace H3, represented by the points (C0, C1, C2, 0) ∈ P
3
C, can be identified

with the n = 2 case analogous to Fig. 4.2. Moreover, the number of stationary points in

the H3 subspace is the same as the total number of solutions in the n = 2 case, giving

an additional four solutions. The total number of h-RHF states for n = 3 is therefore

9 + 3 + 1 = 13.

Iteratively repeating the process of identifying the number of solutions in each

subspace of the constraint surface, it is possible to extend this argument to a general

two-electron system with n basis functions. In particular, the number of stationary

points within a subspace of dimension i is given as |Zi| = 3i. The total number of

stationary points, corresponding to the number of h-RHF states, is therefore

|Zh-RHF| =
n−1

∑
i=0

3i =
1
2
(
3n − 1

)
. (4.29)

Crucially, the approach taken in this derivation is independent of the nuclear repulsion,

one- and two-electron integrals. Therefore, the number of h-RHF solutions depends

only on the number of basis functions and every solution must exist everywhere as the

molecular structure — or any other property — is varied.

Notably, Eq. (4.29) may include solutions with a multiplicity greater than one, for

example exactly when states coalesce at the Coulson–Fischer point. Alternatively,

solutions with a non-zero dimensionality can occur as continuous lines or planes of

stationary points in the orbital coefficient space. In molecular systems, situations of this

type will occur when degenerate basis functions are present, for example molecules

with π-systems and cylindrical systems. However, an infinite number of solutions can

be avoided by forcing the molecular orbitals to transform according to an irreducible

representation of the molecular point group, as is widely applied to ensure correct

symmetries across electronic structure theory.

4.3.4 Extension to h-UHF and Many-Electron Systems

The derivation of Eq. (4.36) presented in this section is the work of Mark Gross, while the

remaining discussion is the contribution of the Author.

Applying more rigorous algebraic geometry provides a related route to deriving

Eq. (4.29), although this derivation is well beyond the scope of the current work. This

section considers the possibility of extending the algebraic geometry framework to

unrestricted or many-electron systems.

In the two-electron h-UHF case, the wave function consists of two spatial orbitals
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expanded in the underlying real orthogonal spatial basis as

φα(r) =
n

∑
µ=1

αCµχµ(r) and φβ(r) =
n

∑
µ=1

βCµχµ(r). (4.30)

The α and β molecular orbital coefficients are subject to unconnected complex orthonor-

malisation constraints
n

∑
µ=1

αC2
µ = 1 and

n

∑
µ=1

βC2
µ = 1, (4.31)

and the h-UHF energy is given by

Ẽ
(

αC1, . . . , αCn, βC1, . . . βCn

)
=

h0 +
n

∑
µν=1

hµν(
αCµ

αCν +
βCµ

βCν) +
n

∑
µνστ=1

h′µνστ
αCµ

αCσ
βCν

βCτ.
(4.32)

Here, the only two-electron terms arise from the Coulomb interaction between the α

and β electrons and h′µνστ = 〈µν|στ〉. A given set of orbital coefficients can now be

considered as a point in a 2n-dimensional affine space with coordinates

(αC1, . . . , αCn, βC1, . . . βCn) ∈ A
2n
C . (4.33)

The constraints Eq. (4.31) then define a hypersurface X similar to Eq. (4.8), and the

h-UHF states correspond to the stationary points of Ẽ constrained to X.

To convert Ẽ and X to homogeneous polynomials, switch to a set of bihomoge-

neous coordinates
(
(αC0, αC1, . . . , αCn), (

βC0, βC1, . . . βCn)
)
∈ P

n
C × P

n
C through the

mapping αCi → αCi/
αC0 and βCi → βCi/

βC0 where i > 0. This results in the projective

hypersurface X satisfying the constraint
n

∑
µ=1

αC2
µ = αC2

0 and
n

∑
µ=1

βC2
µ = βC2

0 , (4.34)

and the homogeneous h-UHF energy F

F
(
(αC0, αC1, . . . , αCn), (

βC0, βC1, . . . βCn)
)
=

h0 +
n

∑
µν=1

hµν

( αCµ
αCν

αC2
0

+

βCµ
βCν

βC2
0

)
+

n

∑
µνστ=1

h′µνστ

αCµ
αCσ

βCν
βCτ

αC2
0

βC2
0

.
(4.35)

Solutions to the h-UHF equations can now be identified as stationary points of F

constrained to X.

The details of the resulting rigorous derivation are well beyond the expertise of

the Author, however the number of h-UHF solutions in two-electron systems can be

identified as a weighted sum of binomial coefficients

|Zh-UHF| =
1
4

n

∑
i=0

n

∑
j=0

n

∑
l=0

n−1−l

∑
k=i+j+1−n−l

(
n

i

)(
n

j

)(
i

l

)(
j

k

)
(−1)i+j22n+k−l−j. (4.36)
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There appears to be no closed form expression for Eq. (4.36). However, for the purposes

of h-HF theory, the fact that the number of stationary h-UHF states in two-electron

systems can be rigorously computed without any dependence on the molecular integrals

supports the conjecture that h-HF states exist across all molecular structures.

Extending further to many-electron systems introduces additional challenges as

the parametrisation of the h-HF wave function must account for invariance with re-

spect to occupied-occupied orbital rotations. In general, this requires parametrising the

complex-orthogonal Grassmannian, representing the set of N-dimensional subspaces of

a n-dimensional vector space. However, there is a duality in the complex-orthogonal

Grassmannian that allows the N = n− 1 case to be equated with a one-electron system,

allowing Eq. (4.29) to be applied for systems with one vacant orbital. Alternatively,

an extension for general many-electrons may be possible through the Plücker embed-

ding,181 where the Grassmannian is realised as a subset of a projective space. If the

h-HF energy can be expressed as a polynomial with this embedding, it is highly likely

that algebraic geometry will prove that all h-HF solutions must exist for every molecular

structure, and research in this direction is ongoing.

4.3.5 Upper Bound for Real HF States

The principle motivation for deriving the exact number of h-HF solutions was to prove

that these solutions exist for all molecular geometries. However, since every real HF

state is also a stationary point of the h-HF equations, the total number of h-HF solutions

also creates a rigorous upper bound on the number of real RHF and UHF states. In turn,

these rigorous upper bounds provide an indication of the complexity of the HF solution

set. Notably, Eq. (4.29) has been previously identified as an upper bound on the number

of real closed-shell HF solutions for two-electron systems.21 However, this previous

result was only derived rigorously for two basis functions (n = 2), while the derivation

for more basis functions was restricted to the zero differential overlap assumption

hµν = δµνhµµ and 〈µν|στ〉 = δµσδντ〈µν|µν〉. (4.37)

In contrast, employing the algebraic geometry approach presented in section 4.3.3 yields

an alternative and entirely generalised geometric proof.

Fukutome presents the only other attempt to compute the complete number of HF

states.22 To achieve this, Fukutome expresses the HF optimisation conditions using a

density matrix formalism and HF solutions are identified as the intersection of multiple

real quadratic hypersurfaces.22 Moreover, the most general c-GHF formalism of HF

theory is considered, where molecular orbitals are not restricted to real values or to

physical spin values. Lower and upper bounds on the number of c-GHF states for a
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Figure 4.4: Upper bounds on the number of real two-electron RHF and UHF states derived through

Eq. (4.29) and Eq. (4.36) are considerably lower than the upper bounds derived in Ref. (22) .

system of N electrons in 2n combined spin-spatial basis functions are then identified as

Lower = 2K Upper = 2(4n2−K), (4.38)

where K = min (N, 2n− N).

Since all UHF solutions must be stationary points of the GHF equations, and all real

HF solutions must be stationary points of the c-HF equations, Eq. (4.38) also provides

lower and upper bounds on the number of real UHF states. Moreover, bounds on the

number of real RHF states can be identified by taking Eq. (4.38) with n spatial basis

functions and N/2 closed-shell electron pairs. For the case of two-electron systems,

these considerations yield upper bounds on the number of real RHF and real UHF states

as 2n2−1 and 42n2−1 respectively. Comparing these bounds to Eq. (4.29) and Eq. (4.36)

demonstrates that the number of h-RHF and h-UHF solutions dramatically reduce

the bounds on the number of real RHF and UHF states for two-electron systems, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.4. In turn, this reduction indicates that the full HF solution space

may be less expansive and complex as previously thought.22,23

4.4 Results and Discussion

Since the number of h-RHF and h-UHF states for two-electron systems depends on only

the number of basis functions, the h-HF states for any distinct two-electron systems with
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the same number of basis functions can be smoothly interconverted by either moving

the basis function centres (i.e. changing structure) or adjusting the atomic charges

(i.e. changing the nuclei). Moreover, as the total number of h-RHF and h-UHF states

in these systems is known exactly, exhaustively identifying every possible stationary

point is now possible. This provides the opportunity to investigate the topology of

HF states as molecular structure changes, allowing the coalescence of real HF states at

Coulson–Fischer points and the emergence of complex h-HF states to be understood.

The structure of HF coalescence points as the molecular parameters are varied can

be classified and generalised through the field of catastrophe theory: a branch of mathe-

matics concerned with the evolution of stationary points on a function as the control

parameters are varied.182 In catastrophe theory, degenerate stationary points, where

one or more higher derivatives of the potential become zero, are treated as ‘organising

centres’ for non-degenerate stationary points. Expanding the function in terms of small

perturbations of the parameters around these degenerate stationary points allows the

degeneracy to be lifted in an ‘unfolding’ process. For one-dimensional functions, this

allows any degenerate stationary point to be classified as one of only seven ‘elementary

catastrophes’, providing a general picture for the evolution of stationary points for

different potentials.183

For the HF energy potential function, degenerate stationary points refer to Coulson–

Fischer points where HF states coalesce. The language of catastrophe theory is therefore

ideal for describing and classifying the types of Coulson–Fischer points seen in molecu-

lar systems. Previous studies have employed perturbative expansions of the HF energy

in the vicinity of instability thresholds to classify the different types of Coulson–Fischer

points116–118,184 and the intersection of multiple instability thresholds.115 In this section,

the full set of h-RHF and h-UHF states in a collection of model systems are identi-

fied, allowing the coalescence of real HF states to be investigated and classified using

catastrophe theory.

4.4.1 Computational Details

Identification of h-RHF and h-UHF stationary states was performed using an in-house

version of the geometric h-HF optimisation algorithm described in Appendix A and

implemented using the NUMPY library.185 The one- and two-electron integrals were

computed in Q-CHEM 4.3186 while all figures were plotted using MATPLOTLIB.187
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Figure 4.5: Eight h-UHF states (including four h-RHF states) for HZ in the minimal STO-3G basis

are located for all bond lengths RHZ and charges QZ. Each h-RHF and h-UHF state corresponds to

a real RHF (red solid) or real UHF (blue solid) state where the latter exist. h-RHF and h-UHF states

with complex-valued orbital coefficients (red dotted and blue dotted respectively) form in pairs with

holomorphic energies and orbital coefficients related by complex conjugation. In the case of QZ = 2.00 a.u.,

corresponding to HHe+, two pairs of h-RHF and h-UHF states exist with complex coefficients across all

geometries.

4.4.2 Dihydrogen Isoelectronic Sequence

The HZ molecule provides the first example for understanding how h-RHF and h-UHF

states evolve as the molecular structure or atomic charges are varied. Here the molecu-

lar geometry is determined by a single parameter: the bond length RHZ. Varying the

nuclear charge QZ of the hydrogenic Z atom between 0 and 2 enables the smooth inter-

conversion along the isoelectronic sequence H– → H2→ HHe+.152 Through RHZ and

QZ, the qualitative behaviour of h-RHF and h-UHF states in symmetric and asymmetric

diatomic molecules can be probed and understood.

Consider the molecule represented in the minimal (STO-3G) basis with only two

basis functions (n = 2). Here, Eq. (4.29) and Eq. (4.36) dictate exactly four and eight

h-RHF and h-UHF solutions must exist respectively for every set of RHZ and QZ. Take

first the case QZ = 1.00 a.u., corresponding to H2 and for which four h-RHF and

eight h-UHF solutions can be identified (Fig. 4.5 left panel). In the dissociation limit

each solution has real orbital coefficients and corresponds to a real RHF (red solid)
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or UHF (blue solid) stationary state. The RHF solutions represent the σ
2
g, σ2

u and

degenerate ionic H+−H– /H–−H+ configurations (in order of ascending energy) while

the additional UHF solutions correspond to the low-energy diradical �H−H�/ �H−H�

and the degenerate σgσu configurations.

As the molecular bond length shortens, the diradical states coalesce with the σ
2
g state

at the Coulson–Fischer point24 and disappear at shorter bond lengths. Similarly, the

ionic states coalesce with the σ
2
u states, although at a different instability threshold. At

both the RHF and UHF coalescence points, two real HF solutions (related by symmetry)

simultaneously coalesce with a third real HF state, with the first two appearing to

disappear. In contrast, the corresponding h-RHF (red dotted) and h-UHF (blue dotted)

solutions continue to exist with complex-valued orbital coefficients, extending across all

molecular geometries. Using the classification schemes developed by Mestechkin116–118

and Fukutome,115,184 these coalescence points can be identified as ‘confluence’ points,

where two maxima (minima) converge onto a minimum (maximum).

Reflecting the pairwise disappearance of HF solutions at coalescence points, complex

h-RHF and h-UHF solutions always arise in pairs with energies and coefficients related

by complex conjugation. Surprisingly, the holomorphic energies of the h-RHF and

h-UHF stationary points appear to be real for all geometries in the minimal basis bond

stretch of H2, despite the complex-valued orbital coefficients of the states. It turns out

that hidden symmetries exist in the h-HF formulation which, when conserved, ensure

real-valued holomorphic energies. An investigation of these real energies is postponed

until Chapter 5.

Breaking the left-right molecular symmetry by moving along the isoelectronic se-

quence to QZ = 1.15 a.u. lifts the degeneracy of the ionic states and leads to the

coalescence of only the states corresponding to the σ
2
u and H+−Z– configurations at

a ‘pair annihilation’ point (Fig. 4.5 middle panel). Beyond this point, both real RHF

solutions disappear while their h-RHF counterparts continue as a complex conjugate

pair, this time with complex-valued holomorphic energies. In contrast, since there

is no energetic difference between the symmetry-related diradical UHF states, they

remain degenerate and still coalesce with the ground RHF state at a triply-degenerate

confluence point.

Increasing QZ further, the RHF coalescence point occurs at increasingly large bond

lengths, ‘unzipping’ until eventually only two real RHF solutions exist across all ge-

ometries for QZ = 2.00 a.u. (Fig. 4.5 right panel). These real states represent the global

minima and maxima on the RHF energy and correspond to the σ
2
g and H–−Z+ configu-

rations in H2. In contrast, the remaining two h-RHF solutions form a complex-conjugate

pair with complex orbital coefficients across all geometries. Furthermore, the diradical
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Figure 4.6: All h-RHF and h-UHF solutions of HZ in the minimal STO-3G basis are shown as the nuclear

charge QZ is varied at the fixed bond length 2.50 Å, demonstrating the interconversion between the

complex h-RHF states of HHe+ (QZ = 2.00 a.u.) and H2 (QZ = 1.00 a.u.). The h-RHF and h-UHF states

of HHe+ that exist with complex coefficients for all bond lengths are seen to smoothly evolve into real

h-RHF states of H2.

h-UHF states no longer coalesce with the ground RHF and also appear to be com-

plex across all geometries, although their holomorphic energies still remain real for all

geometries.

It appears unlikely that any ‘physical’ electronic states can be assigned to these

solutions with complex-valued orbital coefficients across all bond lengths. Most signifi-

cantly, the real parts of their holomorphic energies lie below the FCI ground state in this

basis, breaking the variational principle. However, they can be smoothly evolved into

real states with physical interpretations by varying QZ at a fixed bond length, as shown

in Fig. 4.6. These states can therefore be considered as ‘dormant’ analytic continuations

of real HF states which, when needed, allow connections between the real HF states of

chemically distinct isoelectronic systems.

Identifying the full set of h-RHF and h-UHF states in the minimal basis HZ model

now allows the coalescence behaviour of the solutions to be fully understood. This

behaviour can be further explained and visualised using catastrophe theory by noting

that the position of the degenerate Coulson–Fischer points depends solely on the two

parameters RHZ and QZ. For simplicity, consider the sole occupied RHF spatial orbital

φ(r) expressed in terms of the rotation angle θ describing the degree of mixing between
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Figure 4.7: Conventional HF energy plotted as a function of the RHF rotation angle θ, see Eq. (4.39), for

QZ = 1.00 a.u. and QZ = 1.15 a.u. (a) When QZ = 1.00 a.u. the molecule possesses D∞h symmetry and

the ionic solutions simultaneously converge with the σ
2
u state, disappearing in a pitchfork bifurcation. (b)

For QZ = 1.15 a.u. the molecular symmetry becomes C∞v, decomposing the pitchfork bifurcation into a

primary branch and secondary branch. The two stationary points in the secondary branch coalesce and

disappear at a pair-annihilation point.

symmetry-pure (orthogonal) σg(r) and σu(r) molecular orbitals

φ(r) = σg(r) cos θ + σu(r) sin θ. (4.39)

When QZ = 1.00 a.u., the confluence point represents a triply-degenerate stationary

point and the RHF solutions coalesce in a pitchfork bifurcation188 (Fig. 4.7a). In contrast,

for QZ 6= 1.00 a.u. the pair annihilation point corresponds to a doubly-degenerate

stationary point where the pitchfork bifurcation is broken into a primary branch, ex-

isting across all geometries, and two secondary branches that coalesce and disappear

(Fig. 4.7b).

Simultaneously considering the stationary points as both R and QZ are varied reveals

that the structure of these coalescence points can be described more generally as a ‘cusp’

catastrophe.182 This classification indicates that pair annihilation points (corresponding

to ‘fold’ catastrophes) will be significantly more prevalent than confluence points in

molecular systems, while the simultaneous convergence of three RHF states in H2 arises

as a direct consequence of the “left-right” symmetry at QZ = 1.00 a.u. Furthermore,

although the diradical UHF states in this model only coalesce at triply-degenerate points,

these coalescence points will also form a cusp catastrophe if the degeneracy of the UHF

states is broken, e.g. by introducing a magnetic field aligned with the internuclear axis.
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4.4.3 Isomorphism of HHeH2+ and HHeH:

Consider next the two-electron linear HHeH2+ molecule in the minimal (STO-3G) basis.

As a system with three basis functions, a total of 13 h-RHF and 61 h-UHF solutions

can be identified for all symmetric RHHe bond lengths. For the sake of clarity, only the

topology and coalescence points of the h-RHF states will be investigated (Fig. 4.8 left

panel).

In the dissociation limit, only five of the h-RHF states correspond to real RHF states,

with degeneracies of one, one, one and two in order of ascending energy. Like the

dormant states seen in HHe+, the remaining eight solutions possess imaginary orbital

coefficients across all geometries. However, the fact that over half of h-RHF states appear

as dormant complex-valued states in such a simple system suggests that solutions of

this type are likely to dominate as systems become larger with more variational degrees

of freedom. Shortening the bond length, the three highest energy RHF states coalesce

at a triply degenerate confluence point, leaving only one real solution. This type of

Coulson–Fischer point is expected since, like H2, the HHeH2+ molecule possesses D∞h

spatial symmetry and the doubly degenerate symmetry-broken states are related by left-
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Figure 4.8: The 13 h-RHF states for HHeH2+ (left) and HHeH (right) in the minimal STO-3G basis for

the symmetric H−He bond stretch. In both cases, six solutions have complex coefficients across all bond

lengths, arising in degenerate complex-conjugate pairs. At short bond lengths, two pairs of complex

solutions with real holomorphic energies coalesce to form two degenerate pairs with complex-valued

holomorphic energies.
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right symmetry. Furthermore, this left-right symmetry is preserved by the state these

symmetry-broken states coalesce with. Beyond this coalescence point, the corresponding

h-RHF states continue as expected with complex-valued orbital coefficients related by

complex conjugation although, like in H2, they retain real-valued holomorphic energies.

In contrast to H2, these real-valued holomorphic energies do not continue for all

geometries. At approximately RHHe = 0.5 Å, the h-RHF states that originally repre-

sented the high-energy real RHF state each appear to coalesce with a dormant h-RHF

state in the complex plane. Beyond this point, four h-RHF solutions extend with

complex-valued holomorphic energies as two double-degenerate pairs related by com-

plex conjugation. This surprising observation demonstrates the potential importance of

dormant holomorphic solutions for dictating the coalescence behaviour of states in the

complex plane.

Molecular systems with two electrons or two electron holes in n basis functions are

mathematically equivalent and Eq. (4.29) applies equally to both. The minimal HHeH2+

and HHeH molecules provide a simple example of this isomorphism and a total of 13

h-RHF solutions can also be identified for HHeH (Fig. 4.8 right panel). Significantly,

although the real components of the h-RHF energies in HHeH are reversed in order of

energy compared to HHeH2+, the qualitative behaviour of solutions and the pattern

of coalescence points are equivalent. Moreover, as in HHeH2+, the coalescence of two

pairs of degenerate complex h-RHF states to form a set of four degenerate complex

solutions can be observed at RHHe = 0.7 Å. This simple particle-hole duality in the h-HF

equations supports the extension of the holomorphic framework from two-electron

systems to many-electron molecules.

4.4.4 Double Bond Rotation of Ethene

The concepts discussed in the model systems presented in Section 4.4.2 and Section 4.4.3

can also be extended to molecules containing more than two electrons. In particular,

the properties and reactivity of many molecular systems are dominated by a subset

of only two electrons which, by freezing the remaining core electrons, can be reduced

to two-electron problems. The electronic energy levels in the double bond rotation of

ethene provide a chemically intuitive example that depends strongly on the nature of

the two-electron, two-centre π bond.114,189

Starting with an orthogonal basis comprising the STO-3G ground state RHF molecu-

lar orbitals at a particular planar D2h geometry,* an active orbital space is constructed

from the b3u (π) and b2g (π∗) orbitals while the remaining core and virtual orbitals are

*RCC = 1.255960 Å; RCH = 1.082056 Å; terminal ∠CH = 115.64 deg
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Figure 4.9: h-RHF and h-UHF solutions identified in the two-electron two-orbital active space comprising

the π and π
∗ orbitals of minimal basis CH2H2 (STO-3G), where X is a carbon-like atom with nuclear

charge QX. At φT = 90◦, every solution corresponds to a real RHF (red solid) or real UHF (blue solid)

state. As φT moves towards 0◦ or 180◦, real RHF states in symmetric ethene (left panel) coalesce at A3

cusp catastrophes. Breaking the molecular symmetry splits the degeneracy of the ionic RHF states and

the coalescence points become doubly degenerate A2 fold catastrophes (right panel). For this set of bond

lengths, the real UHF solutions remain real across all torsion φT.

frozen. The π electrons in this active space reduce to a two-electron problem in two

basis functions, yielding a total of four h-RHF and eight h-UHF stationary points as

predicted by Eq. (4.29) and Eq. (4.36) respectively. Relaxing the core and virtual orbitals

then allows the corresponding h-RHF and h-UHF states in the full orbital space to be

identified (Fig. 4.9 left panel).

From the symmetry equivalence of the carbon centres, the h-RHF and h-UHF states

located through this active space resemble those of H2. In the C−C dissociation limit,

the h-RHF states correspond to the (π)2 and
(
π
∗)2 configurations and the degenerate

symmetry broken H2C+− –CH2 / H2C–−+CH2 ionic states while the h-UHF solutions

represent the
(
π
)(
π
∗) and diradical H2C�−�CH2 / H2C�−�CH2 configurations. As

the carbon-carbon bond length RCC is shortened, the ionic states coalesce with the(
π
∗)2 state at approximately RCC = 1.29 Å in a triply degenerate A3 cusp catastrophe

analogous to Fig. 4.7a.

Of particular interest is the twisted D2d (90 deg) geometry, providing an archetypal

model of strongly correlated diradical systems.17,144,190 Here the ground RHF state

becomes doubly-degenerate, leading to the strong multireference character of the exact

wave function. As the torsion angle φT shifts away from the D2d structure towards the
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Figure 4.10: Sketch of the conical critical manifold (left) showing the types of coalescence points between

real RHF solutions in ethene and their dependence on the molecular structure parameters RCC, φT and

QX. Sections through the conical critical manifold (right) demonstrate the dependence of these coales-

cence points on φT and QX at various values of RCC. Doubly and triply degenerate coalescence points

correspond to A2 fold and A3 cusp catastrophes respectively. As RCC increases, two cusp catastrophes

emerge from an A+
3 cusp creation catastrophe and recombine at an A−3 cusp annihilation catastrophe.

Within the conoidal ‘shark-tooth’ bifurcation structure (shaded) there exist four real RHF states, while

only two remain outside.

planar geometry, this degeneracy is lifted. In the process, the ionic states simultaneously

coalesce with the anti-bonding
(
π
∗)2 state at two A3 cusp catastrophes (related by

symmetry) located at around φT = 45 deg and 135 deg (Fig. 4.9 left panel). The

holomorphic counterparts extend with complex-valued orbital coefficients, retaining

real-valued holomorphic energies for all torsion angles. Similarly, at certain bond

lengths (not shown), the diradical states coalesce with the bonding (π)2 state, mirroring

a previous study by Fukutome.114

To model the breaking of left-right molecular symmetry, one carbon atom can be

replaced with a carbon-like nucleus X containing six electrons and a variable nuclear

charge QX. Increasing QX away from 6.0 a.u. breaks the degeneracy of the ionic states,

resulting in the coalescence of only the
(
π
∗)2 and H2X–−+CH2 states at two doubly

degenerate A2 fold catastrophes that shift towards φT = 90 deg, as illustrated with

QX = 6.1 a.u. in Fig. 4.9 (right panel). In contrast, the diradical UHF states remain

degenerate across all φT although again, introducing a magnetic field aligned with the

X−C axis would break this degeneracy.

The exact position of these coalescence points depends on the other molecular

structure parameters, particularly the X−C bond length and the nuclear charge QX.
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To visualise the global structure of coalescence points between RHF states, a critical

manifold can be sketched for all possible variations of RCC, φT and QX (see Fig. 4.10).

As RCC increases, two A3 cusp catastrophes emerge in the plane QX = 6 a.u. from an

A+
3 cusp ‘creation’ point.191 These symmetry related A3 catastrophes are connected

by two A2 fold catastrophes when QX 6= 6 a.u. Further increasing RCC causes the A3

catastrophes to separate away from φT = 90 deg until they recombine at φT = 0 deg

(or the symmetry related point φT = 180 deg) at an A−3 cusp ‘annihilation’ point.191 At

larger bond lengths there are no coalescence points for QX = 6 a.u., while the two A2

fold catastrophes remain when QX 6= 6 a.u. In total, four real RHF states exist for any

set of RCC, φT and QX that lie within this ‘shark-tooth’ bifurcation structure, compared

to only two outside.

The nature of the multiple h-RHF and h-UHF states for ethene reinforces the prin-

ciple concepts developed earlier in this chapter. Firstly, the type of coalescence points

observed in the symmetric and asymmetric ethene systems illustrates that the relation-

ship between left-right symmetry breaking and confluence or pair annihilation points

extends to many-electron HF wave functions. Secondly, the existence of complex h-RHF

extensions when the real many-electron RHF states of ethene disappear supports the

general applicability of h-HF theory to larger molecules. Finally — and of particular

significance for developing NOCI in Chapter 7 — these ethene results illustrate the

existence of additional (real) HF solutions at strongly correlated molecular geometries,

exactly where multireference approaches are required.

4.5 Concluding Remarks

By formulating the two-electron h-RHF and h-UHF optimisation problem in the frame-

work of algebraic geometry, the exact number of stationary points has been evaluated

as Eq. (4.29) and Eq. (4.36) respectively. Crucially, the fact that these expressions only

depend on the polynomial form of the h-HF equations and the dimension of the spatial

basis set proves that two-electron h-RHF and h-UHF states must exist for all molecular

structures or atomic charges. Moreover, the results for the isomorphism of HHeH2+

with HHeH and the double bond rotation of ethene strongly support the extension of

these results to many-electron molecules. The guarantee that h-HF solutions exist for

all molecular structures provides the essential foundation for constructing continuous

NOCI basis sets using multiple HF states.

In addition, the number of h-RHF and h-UHF states predicted by Eq. (4.29) and

Eq. (4.36) provide upper bounds on the number of two-electron real RHF and real

UHF states respectively. These derivations rigorously prove the previous result for
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closed-shell systems obtain by Stanton21 and dramatically lower the upper bound for

two-electron UHF states predicted by Fukutome.22 Moreover, the numerical studies

suggest that many h-HF solutions might arise with no correspondence to any real HF

state, further reducing the number of real HF solutions in molecular systems. The

identification of smaller upper bounds on the number of HF solutions provides an

indication that the size and complexity of the HF solution set is lower than previously

thought. In turn, this supports the notion that suitable subsets of HF states can be easily

identified and exploited through NOCI.

Through in-depth studies of the h-RHF and h-UHF states in two-electron model

systems, the behaviour of multiple HF states has been illustrated as the molecular

geometry or atomic charges are varied. Applying the framework of catastrophe theory

demonstrates the close relationship between the presence of molecular spatial sym-

metry and the type of coalescence points observed. In particular, the occurrence of

triply-degenerate coalescence points arises when two HF states related by symme-

try simultaneously coalesce with a third HF state preserving the same symmetry. By

breaking the molecular symmetry, triply-degenerate coalescence points decompose

into pairwise annihilation points where both real HF states disappear, leaving a pair

of complex-valued h-HF solutions. Since many molecular systems do not possess any

spatial symmetry, this suggests that pair annihilation coalescence points will be more

widespread than triply-degenerate coalescence points. Reassuringly, the observation

that h-HF solutions extend beyond either type of coalescence point further supports the

use of multiple h-HF states for constructing continuous NOCI basis sets.

Finally, in the model systems presented, it can be seen that more real HF solutions

exist at geometries that are considered to have multireference character, e.g. the dissoci-

ation limit of H2 or the D2d twisted geometry of ethene. Away from these geometries, a

number of HF states disappear while their corresponding h-HF states extending into

the complex-plane. Meanwhile, for systems with no multireference character at any

geometry, the lower number of real HF states is compensated for by dormant h-HF

solutions with complex-valued orbital coefficients across all geometries. For the pur-

pose of developing a multireference NOCI approach, these observations suggest that

the HF states required for the NOCI basis are most likely to exist as real HF states at

multireference geometries. Locating real HF states at these geometries and following

them as h-HF states across all structures therefore provides a potential route for defining

a generalised NOCI approach. This idea is developed further in Chapter 7.



Chapter 5

Real Energies in Holomorphic Hartree–Fock

The work in this chapter has contributed to the publication Ref. (2)

Summary

In previous chapters, it was observed that h-HF states can retain real-valued energies

with complex orbital coefficients, occurring in strictly degenerate pairs. These real ener-

gies and degeneracies imply the presence of hidden symmetries in the h-HF equations.

In this chapter, the conditions and symmetries that lead to these real h-HF energies are

explored. It is revealed that the conservation of complex-conjugation, time-reversal, or

the combined parity-time symmetry all result in h-HF states with real energies. The

presence of real energies for these non-Hermitian Hamiltonians creates new opportuni-

ties for developing approximate Hamiltonians and wave function ansätze that would

previously have been disregarded as unphysical.
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5.1 Context and Scope

Although the h-HF energy is a complex-valued function, a number of h-HF solutions

are found to retain strictly real-valued energies with complex orbital coefficients. Where

h-HF states with complex-orbital coefficients exist, they arise in pairs with coefficients

related by complex conjugation. When their energies are complex, they are related by

complex conjugation, but the pairs become strictly degenerate when their h-HF energies

are real. Degeneracy in quantum mechanics usually indicates hidden symmetries in

the Hamiltonian. It is therefore likely that real h-HF energies can be associated with the

presence of new symmetries in h-HF theory, and the wider HF approximation. This

hypothesis is further supported by the observation that degenerate h-HF states with

real energies split into complex-conjugate pairs with complex energies when certain

molecular symmetries are broken, as illustrated for HZ in Section 4.4.2. In this chapter,

the conditions that lead to complex h-HF solutions with real energies are derived and

investigated in detail.

The identification of physical symmetries provides an essential concept in quantum

mechanics for describing properties that are invariant under particular transforma-

tions. Physical observables must be totally symmetric under the group of symmetry

operations corresponding to a quantum system, and exact wave functions must trans-

form according to an irreducible representation of this group. However, occurrences

of symmetry-breaking are pervasive in HF theory and appear intimately linked to

the breakdown of the single-determinant mean-field approximation in the presence

of strong correlation.8 Furthermore, when HF wave functions break symmetry, it can

be difficult to restore that symmetry using post-HF methods.137,192 From a chemical

physicist’s perspective, the archetypal example is the appearance of spin and spatially

symmetry-broken HF solutions for internuclear distances beyond the so-called Coulson–

Fischer point in H2,24 where the two (opposite spin) electrons localise on opposing

nuclei with equal probability.

To ensure real energies in quantum theories, the Hamiltonian is usually required

to conserve Hermitian symmetry. However, since h-HF theory is explicitly formulated

as a non-Hermitian approach, alternative symmetries must account for the real h-HF

energies observed. One potential symmetry — known as PT -symmetry193 — provides

an alternative condition to Hermiticity that ensures real-valued energies for complex,

non-Hermitian Hamiltonians.193–202 PT -symmetry represents invariance with respect

to the combined action of space inversion P and time reversal T , and has been shown

to allow the construction of many new types of Hamiltonians that would previously

have been deemed ‘unphysical’.199 A Hermitian Hamiltonian, for example, can be
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analytically continued into the complex plane, becoming non-Hermitian in the process

and exposing the fundamental topology of eigenstates.203

Invariance with respect to PT -symmetry therefore provides the prime candidate for

explaining the conditions required for real-valued energies in h-HF theory. However,

despite receiving significant attention across theoretical physics,202 PT -symmetry re-

mains relatively unexplored in electronic structure theory. In this chapter, the presence

and conditions for satisfying PT -symmetry in h-HF are investigated and are shown to

provide a sufficient requirement for real-valued h-HF energies. In the process, the gap

between PT -symmetric physics and electronic structure is bridged, paving the way for

future developments of PT -symmetric quantum chemistry such as new wave function

ansätze or novel approximate Hamiltonians.

In Section 5.2, the essential details of PT -symmetric quantum mechanics are re-

viewed. Section 5.3 derives general conditions for real energies in h-HF theory that are

then illustrated for the H2 molecule in Section 5.5. Finally, the key results and potential

for future developments are discussed in Section 5.6.

5.2 Review of PT -Symmetric Hamiltonians

5.2.1 Spin-free PT -Symmetry

To guarantee a real energy spectrum, it is generally believed that a physically acceptable

Hamiltonian Ĥ must satisfy Hermitian symmetry, i.e. Ĥ = Ĥ†. While Hermiticity

is a sufficient condition to ensure this property, it is not strictly necessary. In fact,

Bender et al.193 have revealed that the family of PT -symmetric Hamiltonians193,195,199

— satisfying the condition Ĥ = ĤPT where ĤPT = (PT )Ĥ(PT )−1 — provide a

more general class of Hamiltonians with a purely real energy spectrum. Notably,

[P , T ] = 0 but P and/or T may not commute with Ĥ.201 The PT -symmetric condition

for real energies therefore raises the possibility of new non-Hermitian and complex

Hamiltonians that retain a physically-acceptable quantum theory.201

The textbook PT -symmetric Hamiltonian

Ĥ = p2 + ix3 (5.1)

has been extensively studied by the PT -symmetry community.193–202,204–206 From the

standard action of P and T , where

P : p→ −p, x → −x, (5.2a)

T : p→ −p, x → x, i→ −i, (5.2b)
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the application of the combined space-time reflection PT clearly leaves the Hamiltonian

(5.1) unchanged. Furthermore, although this Hamiltonian is obviously complex, it has a

purely real spectrum of eigenvalues.193

Generalising the Hamiltonian (5.1) to the parametric family of PT -symmetric Hamil-

tonians193

Ĥ = p2 + x2(ix)ε, ε ∈ R, (5.3)

reveals a more complex and fundamental structure of eigenvalues. It has been ob-

served193 and proved207 that for ε ≥ 0, the Hamiltonian (5.3) has an entirely positive

and real spectrum. In contrast, for ε < 0, some real eigenvalues coalesce and disappear

by forming a pair of complex conjugate eigenvalues. The process of these eigenval-

ues coalescing and disappearing corresponds to breaking PT -symmetry in a similar

manner to the symmetry breaking and coalescence of HF solutions at Coulson–Fischer

points.

Incredibly, PT -symmetry breaking transitions can be experimentally observed in

electronics,208,209 microwaves,210 acoustics,211 atomic systems212,213 and optics.214–219

Furthermore, the points at which this symmetry breaking occurs [ε = 0 in the case of

Hamiltonian (5.3)] coincide with so-called “exceptional points”209,217,220–225 where two

(or more) eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian become identical. These exceptional points

are thought provide the non-Hermitian analogue of conical intersections.226

5.2.2 Electron PT -Symmetry

PT -symmetric systems involving particles with non-zero spin, in the present case spin-
1
2 electrons, are far less studied than their spin-free counterparts.227–229 In what follows,

a single-particle state ψ is represented in the two-component spinor basis comprising

the states |α〉 = (1, 0)ᵀ and |β〉 = (0, 1)ᵀ by the column vector

ψ =

(
φα

φβ

)
. (5.4)

Here, φα and φβ are spatial functions defining the α and β components of ψ respectively.

The linear parity operator P acts only on the spatial components and satisfies

P2 = I , where I is the identity operator. Its action in the spinor basis can be

represented by the block-diagonal matrix

Pψ =

(
P 0

0 P

)(
φα

φβ

)
, (5.5)

where P represents the action of P on the spatial basis. In contrast, deriving the action

of T is more involved. Fundamentally, T is required to be an anti-linear operator,
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T i = −iT .230,231 However, for systems containing particles with non-zero spin, the

reversal of spin-angular momentum under the action of T must also be included such

that, for a given spin operator ŝ, one obtains T ŝ = −ŝT . Although a more detailed

discussion on the nature of T for particles of general spin is provided in Appendix B,

only the most relevant results are discussed here.

Crucially, in the bosonic case, a basis can always be found in which T is repre-

sented simply as T = K.227 Here, K is the distributive anti-linear complex-conjugation

operator which acts only to the right by convention and generally has no matrix repre-

sentation.230 Notably, applying K in algebraic manipulations can lead to non-intuitive

results and particular care must be exercised. In contrast, the representation of T for

electrons (i.e. spin-1
2 particles) is given by T = iσyK,227 where σy is the Pauli spin

matrix

σy =

(
0 −i

i 0

)
. (5.6)

This representation leads to a critical difference between the behaviour of T 2 for the

electronic and bosonic representations which, for the electronic case, is given by

T 2 =
(

iσyK
)(

iσyK
)
= σyσyi2K2 = −σyσy = −I . (5.7)

Significantly, while T 2 leaves a bosonic system unchanged, T must be applied four

times to return a fermionic system to its original state. This property leads to the action

of time-reversal in fermionic and bosonic systems being classified as “odd” and “even”

respectively.227 Overall, in the two-component spinor basis, the action of T on ψ can be

represented by

T ψ = iσyKψ =

(
0 1

−1 0

)
K
(

φα

φβ

)
=

(
φ∗β
−φ∗α

)
. (5.8)

To find the representation of the full PT operator, the results of Eqs. (5.5) and (5.8) are

then simply combined to obtain

PT ψ = φPT = P iσyKψ

=

(
0 P

−P 0

)
K
(

φα

φβ

)
=

(
Pφ∗β
−Pφ∗α

)
.

(5.9)

5.2.3 PT -Doublet

As a direct consequence of the odd character of T , it is impossible to find a single

fermionic state ψ that is invariant under the PT operator. Instead, the closest analogue
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is a pair of states assembled into a “PT -doublet”227 of the form

(
ψ −ψPT

)
=

(
φα −Pφ∗β
φβ Pφ∗α

)
, (5.10)

where ψ and ψPT are both eigenvectors of a PT -symmetric Hamiltonian. The action of

PT on a PT -doublet is then given by

PT
(

ψ −ψPT
)
=

(
0 P

−P 0

)
K
(

φα −Pφ∗β
φβ Pφ∗α

)

=

(
Pφ∗β φα

−Pφ∗α φβ

)
=
(

ψPT ψ
)

,

(5.11)

where the pair of eigenvectors have been simply swapped along with the introduction

of a single minus sign. Invariance under PT implies that the energies of ψ and ψPT

are related by complex conjugation, while the additional assumption of unbroken

PT -symmetry implies that ψ and ψPT must form strictly degenerate pairs with real

energies.227 Finally, it is useful to note the inverse relationships P−1 = P and (iσy)
−1 =

−iσy = iσᵀy which combine to give (PT )−1 = −iσyKP .

5.3 PT -Symmetry in Holomorphic Hartree–Fock

The h-HF wave function ΨHF for a system of N electrons is represented by a single Slater

determinant constructed from a set of N occupied one-electronic molecular orbitals ψi.

Each molecular orbital is expanded in a finite-size direct product space of n one-electron

spatial basis {χ1, . . . , χn} and the spin-1
2 basis {|α〉, |β〉} as

ψi =
n

∑
µ=1

Cα
µiχµ|α〉+

n

∑
µ=1

Cβ
µiχµ|β〉 = φiα|α〉+ φiβ|β〉, (5.12)

where φiα and φiβ represent the α and β components of ψi respectively. For mathematical

convenience, and without loss of generality, the spatial basis functions are assumed to

be real and orthogonal. The molecular orbital coefficients Cα
µi and Cβ

µi parameterise and

define the Slater determinant. In the spinor column vector representation (5.4), these

orbital coefficients can be considered as components of a (2n× N) matrix C with the

form

C =

(
Cα

Cβ

)
, (5.13)

where Cα and Cβ are (n× N) sub-matrices representing the expansions of φiα and φiβ.
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As an approximate wave function, ΨHF does not form an eigenfunction of the true

electronic Hamiltonian Ĥ. Instead, ΨHF is identified by optimising the HF energy EHF

defined by the expectation value for a given inner product 〈·|·〉 as

EHF =
〈ΨHF|Ĥ ΨHF〉
〈ΨHF|ΨHF〉

. (5.14)

The particular choice of inner-product leads to either the conventional or holomorphic

HF approach. The optimal set of HF molecular orbital coefficients C are determined

using a self-consistent procedure where, on each iteration k, an effective one-electron

“Fock” Hamiltonian F(k) is constructed using the current occupied set of orbitals C(k),

such that F(k) = h + D(k)G. Here, h and G define the (iteration independent) one- and

two-electron parts of the Fock matrix and D(k) is the density matrix at the kth iteration.

The new optimal molecular orbitals C(k+1) are then obtained by diagonalising F(k),

i.e. F(k)C(k+1) = C(k+1)ε(k+1) where ε is a diagonal matrix of the orbital energies, and

the process is repeated until self-consistency is reached.8 At convergence one finds

FD− DF = 0, demonstrating that the Fock and density matrices only commute when

self-consistency is reached. For the current purpose, it is useful to note that F is linear

with respect to D.

Crucially, although the true N-electron Hamiltonian Ĥ is always Hermitian, the

process of dressing Ĥ using the molecular orbitals can lead to a non-Hermitian effec-

tive one-electron Hamiltonian. In fact, the symmetry of D(k) and F(k) will depend

of the specific choice of the inner product in Eq. (5.14). For example, choosing the

Hermitian inner product 〈x|y〉H = x†y in conventional HF theory leads to Hermitian

density D(k) = C(k)(C(k))† and Fock matrices F(k) = (F(k))† that explicitly enforce

real energies.8 In contrast, the complex-symmetric inner product 〈x|y〉C = xᵀy used

in h-HF requires complex-symmetric density D(k) = C(k)(C(k))ᵀ and Fock matrices

F(k) = (F(k))ᵀ, in general leading to complex-valued energies.

In what follows, the complex-symmetric inner product 〈.|.〉 ≡ 〈.|.〉C is used exclu-

sively to explore the conditions for PT -symmetry under the h-HF approximation and

to understand under what circumstances EHF is real. It is worth noting that rigorous

formulations of PT -symmetric quantum mechanics introduce an additional linear oper-

ator C and the so-called CPT inner product to define a positive-definite inner product

and ensure conservation of probability, although identifying C is often non-trivial.196,202

However, as an inherently approximate approach with energies given by expectation

values rather than formal eigenvalues, h-HF theory requires only a well-defined inner

product. Furthermore, since the Fock matrix is explicitly complex-symmetric, its eigen-

vectors naturally form an orthonormal set under 〈.|.〉C without needing to introduce a

CPT inner product.
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5.3.1 One-Electron Picture

It is most instructive to begin by understanding the behaviour of the one-electron

density, Fock matrices, and orbital energies under the PT -operator. First consider

the relationship between the complex-symmetric density matrix D = CCᵀ and the

equivalent density matrix constructed using the PT -transformed coefficients denoted

CPT = PT C. The combinedPT operator can be represented as the productPT = UK,

where U is a (2n× 2n) real (linear) orthogonal matrix.227 Remembering that K only

acts on everything to the right yields
(

CPT︸︷︷︸
UKC

)(
CPT

)ᵀ
=
(
UC∗

)(
UC∗

)ᵀ
= UK︸︷︷︸
PT

CCᵀ KUᵀ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(PT )−1

= DPT . (5.15)

where DPT = (PT )D(PT )−1. As a result, the density matrix constructed using the

PT -transformed coefficients is a PT -similarity transformation of the density matrix

constructed using the original set of coefficients. Consequently, if a set of coefficients is

PT -symmetric, then the density matrix must be too, and vice versa.

Next, consider the symmetry of the Fock matrix F[D] = h + DG which, due to its

dependence on D, inherits the symmetry of the density used to construct it. Assuming

that D is PT -symmetric, i.e. D = DPT , leads to

F[D] = h + DPT G = F[DPT ]. (5.16)

This result is trivial since F is linear with respect to D. Moreover, since the one- and

two-electron parts of the Fock matrix are PT -symmetric, i.e. h = (PT )h(PT )−1 and

G = (PT )G(PT )−1, one finds

(PT )F[D](PT )−1 = F[DPT ]. (5.17)

Equating (5.16) and (5.17) it becomes clear that, if D is PT -symmetric, then F must

also be PT -symmetric. As a result, the PT -symmetry of F(k) on a given iteration k is

dictated by the PT -symmetry of the electron density from the current iteration D(k).

By extension, the PT -symmetry of the new molecular orbitals C(k+1) is controlled by

the PT -symmetry of F(k) and, if one starts with a PT -symmetric guess D(0), then PT -

symmetry can be conserved throughout the self-consistent process. Furthermore, since

C(k+1) is PT -symmetric only if the effective Fock Hamiltonian F(k) is PT -symmetric

(and vice versa), the existence of PT -symmetry in h-HF can be identified by considering

only the symmetry of the density itself.

Self-consistency of the h-HF equations requires the eigenvectors which satisfy

F[D]C = Cε, (5.18)
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to be equivalent to the coefficients used to build D itself. In other words, F and D must

commute and share the same set of eigenvectors. Acting on the left of Eq. (5.18) with

the PT operator and exploiting the identity (PT )−1PT = I therefore yields

PT F[D]C = PT F[D](PT )−1PT C = UK(Cε)

=⇒ F[DPT ](CPT ) = (UC∗︸︷︷︸
CPT

)ε∗, (5.19)

where the result of Eq. (5.17) and the property that T is both anti-linear and distributive

(such that KCε = C∗ε∗) have been used. Combining with the result of Eq. (5.15) leads

to two key conclusions. Firstly, if a given set of orbital coefficients C represents an

optimised self-consistent h-HF solution with eigenvalues ε, then its PT -transformed

counterpart CPT must also be a self-consistent solution with eigenvalues ε∗. Secondly,

and by extension, if an optimal self-consistent solution is invariant under PT (i.e. C =

CPT ), then its eigenvalues must be real.

5.3.2 Many-Electron Picture

Consider now the symmetry of the full Slater determinant ΨHF and its associated energy

EHF. In the many-electron picture, the PT -operator for an N-electron system is given

as a product of one-electron operators,

PT =
N⊗

i=1

π̂(i)τ̂(i), (5.20)

where π̂(i) and τ̂(i) are the parity and time-reversal operators acting only on the

single-particle orbital occupied by electron i. From the determinantal form of ΨHF, its

symmetry under PT can be extracted from the symmetries of its constituent orbitals.

Consider the relationship between the total h-HF energies of two determinants

represented by the orbital coefficient matrices C and CPT . Noting that UᵀU = UUᵀ = I

and exploiting the invariance of the trace to cyclic permutations one finds

EHF[C] =
1
2

Tr{D(h + F[D])} = 1
2

Tr{UDUᵀU(h + F[D])Uᵀ}. (5.21)

Note thatK2 = I and, sinceK acts only to the right, its application on the far right-hand

side will have no effect. Therefore, by applying K to both sides and inserting K2 = I in

the middle, it becomes explicit that

EHF[C]∗ = K Tr
{

UDUᵀK2U(h + F[D])Uᵀ
}
K (5.22)
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Exploiting the distributive nature of K over the matrix product within the trace, and

since the reality of U provides KU = UK, the K operators can be migrated to find

EHF[C]∗ = Tr
{

UK︸︷︷︸
PT

D KUᵀ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(PT )−1

UK︸︷︷︸
PT

(h + F[D]) KUᵀ︸ ︷︷ ︸
(PT )−1

}

= Tr
{

DPT
(

h + (PT )F[D](PT )−1
)}

= Tr
{

DPT
(

h + F[DPT ]
)}

= EHF[C
PT ],

(5.23)

where the result of Eq. (5.17) and the fact that h is PT -symmetric are applied. In

conclusion, the h-HF energies corresponding to the coefficient matrices C and CPT are

related by complex-conjugation. By extension, the h-HF energy of a PT -symmetric set

of orbital coefficients must be real.

5.3.3 Hartree–Fock PT -Doublet

Constructing a set of occupied orbitals in the structure of a PT -doublet [see Eq. (5.10)]

requires an explicit form of the matrix U. The linear parity operator P acts only on the

spatial basis and can be represented in the full direct product space by the Kronecker

product I2 ⊗ P, giving

PC =

(
P 0

0 P

)(
Cα

Cβ

)
, (5.24)

where P is a real (n × n) matrix representation of P in the spatial basis, satisfying

P2 = In. As a result, the combined PT operator can be represented by the (2n× 2n)

matrix constructed from the Kronecker product U = (iσy)⊗ P, such that

PT C = UKC =

(
0 P

−P 0

)
K
(

Cα

Cβ

)
=

(
PC∗β
−PC∗α

)
. (5.25)

In the coefficient matrix representation [see Eq. (5.13)], a PT -doublet can then be

constructed by pairing each occupied orbital with its PT -transformed analogue, giving

C =
(

c −PT c
)
=

(
cα −Pc∗β
cβ Pc∗α

)
, (5.26)

where c and −PT c form (2n× N/2) sub-matrices representing the paired orbitals of

the PT -doublet. The action of PT on a PT -doublet is then given by

PT
(

c −PT c
)
= UK

(
cα −Pc∗β
cβ Pc∗α

)
=

(
Pc∗β cα

−Pc∗α cβ

)

=
(
PT c c

)
=
(

c −PT c
)

,

(5.27)
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where the last line exploits the anti-symmetry of the determinantal wave function under

the permutation of two columns in C.

The behaviour of a PT -doublet can be illustrated by considering a simple two-

electron Slater determinant constructed from the orbitals (ψ,−ψPT )

ΨHF =
1√
2

∣∣∣∣∣
ψ(1) −ψPT (1)

ψ(2) −ψPT (2)

∣∣∣∣∣ =
−ψ(1)ψPT (2) + ψPT (1)ψ(2)√

2
. (5.28)

Thanks to the linearity and antisymmetry properties of determinants, Eq. (5.27) imme-

diately yields

PT ΨHF =
1√
2

∣∣∣∣∣
ψPT (1) ψ(1)

ψPT (2) ψ(2)

∣∣∣∣∣ = ΨHF. (5.29)

5.4 Extension to General Antilinear Operators

Having established that the presence of PT -symmetry in the density matrix and Fock

matrix ensures real-valued HF energies, it is worth considering whether this extends

to other symmetries. In particular, consider the general matrix form of an antilinear

operatorW
W = WK. (5.30)

Revisiting the derivations in Section 5.3.1 and Section 5.3.2, where W = U for

W = PT , the crucial constraint on the form of PT (and in particular U) is that

UᵀU = I and the one- and two-electron integrals are PT -symmetric, i.e.

h = (PT )h(PT )−1 = (UK)h(UᵀK) (5.31a)

G = (PT )G(PT )−1 = (UK)G(UᵀK). (5.31b)

Significantly, this implies that any antilinear operator with a matrix representation

satisfying these conditions will also guarantee strictly real energies. It is therefore

sufficient to consider other symmetries that are preserved by the one- and two-electron

integrals and correspond to antilinear operators.

For a real basis, complex conjugation symmetry K provides the simplest extension

with W = I. Clearly the one- and two-electron integrals (which are also real-valued)

must be symmetric with respect to K. Furthermore, if the density matrix and Fock

matrix are symmetric with respect to K, then they must be real and the h-HF equations

reduce to the real HF equations with strictly real energies.

5.4.1 Time-Reversal Symmetry

Time-reversal T presents another antilinear symmetry conserved by the one- and two-

electron integrals. For T , the matrix representation in the single-particle spinor basis is
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given by T = iσyK, as discussed in Section 5.2.2. As a result, by simply replacing U

with iσy throughout the derivations in Section 5.3.2, it is trivial to show that conserving

T -symmetry in the h-HF density matrix and Fock matrix will also ensure real-valued h-

HF energies. Furthermore, in contrast to PT -symmetry, the conditions for T -symmetry

in h-HF do not rely on the presence of parity symmetry in the molecular systems. As a

result, T -symmetry will still ensure real-valued h-HF energies even in molecules with

no spatial point-group symmetry.

Similarly to PT -symmetry, a single electron state ψ cannot by itself be T -symmetric.

Furthermore, it is not possible for a many-electron state with ms 6= 0 to preserve T -

symmetry. Instead, a T -doublet pair of orbitals analogous to a PT -doublet must be

constructed with a coefficient matrix [see Eq. (5.13)] of the form

C =
(

c −T c
)
=

(
cα −c∗β
cβ c∗α

)
, (5.32)

where c and −T c form (2n× N/2) sub-matrices representing the paired orbitals of the

T -doublet. The action of T on a T -doublet is then

T
(

c −T c
)
= iσyK

(
cα −c∗β
cβ c∗α

)
=

(
c∗β cα

−c∗α cβ

)

=
(
T c c

)
=
(

c −T c
)

,

(5.33)

where, as in Section 5.3.3, the last line exploits the anti-symmetry of the Slater determi-

nantal wave function under the permutation of two columns in C.

The single-electron orbitals defined by Eq. (5.33) are the h-HF analogue of Kramers’

doublets which, through Kramers’ theorem, occur in strictly degenerate pairs.232 Dou-

blets of this form have previously been applied in the (Hermitian) Kramers’ RHF131,233

and UHF234 approaches (corresponding to the paired RHF and paired UHF formalisms

defined by Stuber and Paldus98) to ensure time-reversal symmetry in relativistic Hamil-

tonians. Crucially, however, the derivation and discussion presented here specifically

guarantees real energies using the complex-symmetric (non-Hermitian) inner product.

5.5 Application to Hydrogen Dimer

The hydrogen dimer provides the simplest molecule to illustrate the presence of T - and

PT -symmetry in h-HF theory. Consider the minimal orbital (real orthogonal) basis

σg = (χL + χR)/
√

2(1 + S), (5.34a)

σu = (χL − χR)/
√

2(1− S), (5.34b)
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Figure 5.1: The h-HF energy, 〈ΨHF|Ĥ|ΨHF〉C, for the multiple solutions of H2. The spatially symmetry-

pure solutions, i.e., the lowest RHF, UHF and highest RHF solutions correspond to the σ
2
g, σgσu and σ

2
u

configurations, respectively. In the dissociation limit, the spatially symmetry-broken UHF (sb-UHF) states

and spatially symmetry-broken RHF (sb-RHF) states correspond to diradical configurations (�H−H�

and �H−H�) and ionic configurations (H+−H− and H−−H+) respectively. At shorter bond lengths, the

sb-RHF and sb-UHF states coalesce with the spatially symmetry-pure RHF solutions and extend into

the complex plane as h-RHF and h-UHF states, respectively. The h-HF energy of the h-RHF and h-UHF

solutions, however, remains real.

where χL and χR are the 1s spatial atomic orbitals on the left and right hydrogen atoms

respectively and S = 〈χL|χR〉 defines their overlap. Without loss of generality, this

two-electron system can be considered as a one-dimensional system, and the spatial

representation of the parity operator in the (σg,σu) basis is given by

P =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
. (5.35)

From here-on, all calculations are performed with the STO-3G atomic basis. For the

sake of simplicity, only the ms = 0 spin manifold is considered.

In addition to the spatially symmetry-pure configurations σ
2
g, σ2

u and σgσu (corre-

sponding to two RHF and a doubly degenerate pair of UHF solutions), it is well known

that a pair of degenerate spatial symmetry-broken UHF (sb-UHF) solutions develop in

the dissociation limit (dashed purple line in Fig. 5.1) in which the electrons localise on
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opposite atoms.8 These solutions adopt the form given by the parametrisation

ΨUHF(r1, r2) =
1√
2

∣∣∣∣∣
φUHF(r1)α(1) φUHF(−r1)β(1)

φUHF(r2)α(2) φUHF(−r2)β(2)

∣∣∣∣∣ , (5.36)

where φUHF represents the optimised spatial orbital corresponding to the UHF solution,

and r1 and r2 are the spatial coordinates of electrons 1 and 2 respectively.

In the dissociation limit, the optimal UHF solutions can be represented schematically

as the diradical configurations

•� •� and •� •� . (5.37)

However, apart from the chemically intuitive idea of electron correlation, the justification

for solutions existing with this particular form is not obvious.

Similarly (although less studied), a pair of degenerate spatial symmetry-broken

RHF (sb-RHF) solutions develop (dashed cyan line in Fig. 5.1) with a form given by the

parametrisation

ΨRHF(r1, r2) = φRHF(r1)φRHF(r2)
α(1)β(2)− β(1)α(2)√

2
. (5.38)

Here φRHF represents the optimised spatial orbital corresponding to the RHF solution.

In the dissociation limit, the sb-RHF solution corresponds to the localisation of both

electrons on the same atom to produce the ionic configurations

•�� • and • •�� . (5.39)

Both sb-RHF and sb-UHF solutions are extrema of the HF equations. However, while

the sb-UHF solutions are minima, the sb-RHF states correspond to maxima of the HF

energy.

5.5.1 Conditions for Real Energies

Rather than using the parametrisations (5.36) and (5.38), consider instead the full UHF

space with two spatial molecular orbitals

φα = σg cos θα + σu sin θα, (5.40a)

φβ = σg cos θβ + σu sin θβ, (5.40b)

where θα and θβ are rotation angles in the range (−π/2, π/2] controlling the degree

of orbital mixing. The occupied orbital coefficient matrix in the combined spatial and
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spinor direct product basis is then given by

C =

(
Cα

Cβ

)
=




cos θα 0

sin θα 0

0 cos θβ

0 sin θβ




, (5.41)

and the complex-symmetric density matrix adopts the block form

D = CCᵀ =

(
Dαα 0

0 Dββ

)
, (5.42)

where Dαα = CαCᵀα and Dββ = CβCᵀβ .

5.5.1.1 K-Symmetry

The conditions for conserving complex-conjugation K-symmetry simply require that

D = D∗. This is trivially satisfied by ensuring that both θα and θβ are real, in which case

the h-HF equations reduce to the real HF equations with real energies. Note that this

symmetry has already been discussed in Section 3.3.3.1.

5.5.1.2 T -Symmetry

Next consider the conditions for preserving T -symmetry in the density matrix. Using

the matrix representation T = iσyK, the condition for T -symmetry becomes

(
Dαα 0

0 Dββ

)
=

(
D∗ββ 0

0 D∗αα

)
. (5.43)

Comparing to the parametrisation (5.41), this condition reduces to
(

cos2 θ∗β
1
2 sin 2θ∗β

1
2 sin 2θ∗β sin2 θ∗β

)
=

(
cos2 θα

1
2 sin 2θα

1
2 sin 2θα sin2 θα

)
, (5.44)

which is satisfied when

tan(θα) = tan
(

θ∗β
)

=⇒ θα − θ∗β = mπ, (5.45)

where m ∈ Z. Stationary states that satisfy this condition represent holomorphic

extensions of the paired UHF formalism.98,126
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5.5.1.3 PT -Symmetry

Finally consider the conditions for PT -symmetry [see Eq. (5.15)] which, for the density

matrix (5.42), becomes
(

Dαα 0

0 Dββ

)
=

(
PD∗ββP 0

0 PD∗ααP

)
. (5.46)

For the parametrisation (5.41), this condition then reduces to
(

cos2 θ∗β −1
2 sin 2θ∗β

−1
2 sin 2θ∗β sin2 θ∗β

)
=

(
cos2 θα

1
2 sin 2θα

1
2 sin 2θα sin2 θα

)
, (5.47)

which is satisfied when

tan(θα) = tan
(
−θ∗β

)
=⇒ θα + θ∗β = mπ, (5.48)

where m ∈ Z. Comparing (5.45) and (5.45) along with the restriction of θα and θβ

to the range (−π/2, π/2] demonstrates that it is impossible for a given density to

simultaneously satisfy both PT - and T -symmetry.

5.5.2 Real Orbital Coefficients

To visualise these symmetries, first consider the real UHF case, i.e. (θα, θβ) ∈ R. Clearly

every state in this parametrisation will preserve K-symmetry and retain real-valued

energies. However, it is still possible to observe the presence of T - and PT -symmetry

by identifying lines of symmetry in the h-HF energy surface. As the h-HF energy is

real, the energy of points interconverted by these lines of symmetry will be strictly

degenerate.

From Eq. (5.45), T -symmetry is satisfied when θα − θβ = mπ for m ∈ Z, leading to

the constrained molecular orbitals

φα = σg cos θα + σu sin θα, (5.49a)

φβ = σg cos θα + σu sin θα. (5.49b)

These constrained orbitals align exactly with the real RHF parametrisation (5.38) and

create a plane of symmetry demonstrated in Fig. 5.2 (cyan line). Furthermore, it is

simple to understand why this symmetry must exist. Since the orbital coefficients (and

by extension the density) are all real, the action of T simply interconverts the two

spin states. Since there is no magnetic field, this spin-flip operation leaves the h-HF

energy unchanged and densities interconverted by this symmetry operation are strictly

degenerate.
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Figure 5.2: The UHF energy of H2 at 4 Å bond length as a function of θα and θβ showing spin-flip

T -symmetry (dashed cyan line) and PT -symmetry (dashed red line). The parity (site-flip) operation

corresponds to the mapping (θα, θβ) → (−θα,−θβ), as indicated by inversion through the black star.

Spatial symmetry-pure stationary points are indicated by red (RHF) and blue (UHF) circles, while

stationary points breaking spatial symmetry are illustrated by cyan (sb-RHF) and purple (sb-UHF)

diamonds.

Alternatively, the PT -symmetry condition (5.48) is satisfied when θα + θβ = mπ for

m ∈ Z. This constraint leads to the molecular orbital parametrisation

φα = σg cos θα + σu sin θα, (5.50a)

φβ = σg cos θα − σu sin θα, (5.50b)

forming a real-valuedPT -doublet. In fact, these orbitals align exactly with the parametri-

sation provided by Eq. (5.36) and result in an additional line of symmetry in the h-HF

energy (red line in Fig. 5.2). This observation justifies the use of the parametrisation

(5.36) and the well-known diradical sb-UHF states lie on this line of symmetry. Further-

more, the existence of this symmetry can be understood by noting that the action of

the spatial parity operator corresponds to a site-flip and thus the overall PT -symmetry

operation for real orbitals corresponds to the combined action of a spin- and site-flip.
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Schematically, the action of T on the sb-UHF and sb-RHF can be illustrated as

•� •�
T−−−−→

spin-flip
•� •� (5.51a)

• •��
T−−−−→

spin-flip
• •�� (5.51b)

respectively, while PT operation corresponds to

•� •�
P−−−−→

site-flip
•� •�

T−−−−→
spin-flip

•� •� (5.52a)

•�� • P−−−−→
site-flip

• •��
T−−−−→

spin-flip
• •�� (5.52b)

Therefore, in the minimal basis considered here, the (real) sb-UHF solutions (which

correspond to diradical configurations) are PT -symmetric while the sb-RHF solutions

(5.38) (corresponding to ionic configurations) are not PT -symmetric but do satisfy the

spin-flip T -symmetry. Note also that the spatial symmetry-pure σ
2
g and σ

2
u states both

also satisfy PT -symmetry, while the σgσu solutions are T -symmetric.

5.5.3 Complex Orbital Coefficients

Next consider the case of complex orbital coefficients with (θα, θβ) ∈ C. The condition

for T -symmetry (5.45) can then be decomposed into real and imaginary parts

Re(θα)− Re(θβ) = mπ, Im(θα) = − Im(θβ), (5.53)

while the PT -symmetry condition (5.48) can be similarly represented as

Re(θα) + Re(θβ) = mπ, Im(θα) = Im(θβ). (5.54)

Along these lines of symmetry, the h-HF energy is expected to be real, while the energy

of density matrices interconverted by the T or PT operators will be related by complex

conjugation. Again, a state clearly cannot satisfy PT - and T -symmetry simultaneously.

To visualise PT -symmetry, consider first the h-RHF case where θα = θβ = θ. For

this parametrisation, PT -symmetric densities are expected when

θ = mπ/2 + iϑ, (5.55)

for ϑ ∈ R, while no T -symmetric densities are possible. The h-HF energy is complex in

general and so the real and imaginary parts of the energy must be visualised separately

as functions of Re(θ) and Im(θ), shown in Fig. 5.3 for a bond length of 0.75 Å. As

expected, lines of PT -symmetry exist along the values of θ satisfying Eq. (5.55). Here,

the energy along the line of symmetry is real-valued, while the energies either side of
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Figure 5.3: Real (top) and imaginary (bottom) components of the h-RHF energy for H2 at 0.75 Å bond

length as a function of Re(θ) and Im(θ). The parity (site-flip) operator produces the inversion symmetry

θ → −θ, as indicated by inversion through the black star. Vertical lines of symmetry (dashed red lines)

along Re(θ) = 0 and Re(θ) = ±π/2 coincide with the condition (5.55) for PT -symmetry, along which

the energy is real. Spatial symmetry-pure stationary points are indicated by red (RHF) circles, while

complex holomorphic stationary points are illustrated by green (h-RHF) diamonds. Note the energy is

also real along the K-symmetry line Im(θ) = 0 (dashed green line) along which the orbital coefficients

are real.

this line are related by complex conjugation. More explicitly, the (vertical) red lines

in Fig. 5.3 along Re(θ) = 0 and Re(θ) = ±π/2 coincide with the condition (5.55) for

PT -symmetry and correspond to real h-HF energies. Note that the energy is also real

along the line Im(θ) = 0 (green line) corresponding to K-symmetry.

As illustrated in Fig. 5.3, the h-RHF stationary solutions (green diamonds) lie on

the red PT -symmetry line and are therefore PT -symmetric. The complex-conjugate

relationship of the two h-RHF states is in fact a manifestation of PT -symmetry, and

the conservation of this hidden symmetry is responsible for their strict degeneracy.

Furthermore, since the h-RHF states parametrised by θα = θβ = θ are all spin-flip

symmetric, the presence of PT -symmetry in the energy landscape can be justified as

the combination of site-flip (centre of inversion at θ = 0) and complex conjugation.

Next consider the complex h-UHF case. As the h-UHF energy is a function of

four real variables (real and imaginary parts of θα and θβ), the energy can only be

visualised if two variables are set constant. To illustrate the presence of PT -symmetry,

the specific case Im(θα) = Im(θβ) = π/8 is shown for H2 at a bond length of 0.75 Å
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Figure 5.4: Real (left) and imaginary (right) components of the h-UHF energy of H2 at 0.75 Å bond length

for the illustrative case of fixed imaginary components Im(θα) = Im(θβ) = π/8. Two lines of symmetry

exist along Re(θα) = Re(θβ) and Re(θα) + Re(θβ) = π, corresponding to spin-flip (dashed cyan line) and

PT -symmetry (dashed red line) respectively. The energy along the PT -symmetry line is real while the

energies related by PT -symmetry form complex-conjugate pairs. Note that in this particular illustration

of the h-UHF energy surface, there are no stationary points.

in Fig. 5.4. Here, the PT -symmetry line (red dashed) occurs as in Fig. 5.2, although

now the complex-conjugation of energies related by the PT -symmetry line is explicitly

observable. Since the orbitals are now complex, spin-flip symmetry (cyan dashed) is no

longer equivalent to T and, although the energies related by spin-flip are degenerate,

they are now complex-valued in general. Furthermore, because the site-flip operation

takes (θα, θβ)→ (−θα,−θβ), its effect on the h-HF energy landscape cannot be observed

under the constraint Im(θα) = Im(θβ) = π/8.

Notably there are no h-UHF stationary points in Fig. 5.4. In fact, inspection of the

stationary points corresponding to the h-UHF solutions in Fig. 5.1 reveals that they

follow the form (θα, θβ) = (iϑ,−iϑ), for ϑ ∈ R, leading to the conclusion that the h-UHF

solutions in H2 are not PT -symmetric.

In contrast, the presence of T -symmetry can be visualised using the specific case

Im(θα) = − Im(θβ) = π/8, as shown for the same H2 geometry in Fig. 5.5. Here,

the T -symmetry line (cyan dashed) occurs along the line Re(θα) = Re(θβ). As with

PT -symmetry, the energy of either side of the T -symmetry line is related by complex

conjugation, while the energy along the line itself remains real. In fact, although they do

not appear in Fig. 5.5, the h-UHF stationary states in Fig. 5.1 correspond to stationary

points satisfying T -symmetry and retain real-valued energies. Furthermore, inspecting

the orbital coefficients of these h-UHF states reveals that they adopt the expected

T -doublet form (5.32).
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Figure 5.5: The real (left) and imaginary (right) components of the h-UHF energy of H2 at 0.75 Å bond

length for the illustrative case of fixed imaginary components Im(θα) = − Im(θβ) = π/8. The line of

T -symmetry exists along Re(θα) = Re(θβ) (dashed cyan line) while the site-flip operation occurs along

Re(θα) + Re(θβ) = 0 (purple dashed line). The energy along the T -symmetry line is real, as predicted,

while the energies for states related by T -symmetry form complex-conjugate pairs. We also note that

there are no holomorphic HF stationary points on this illustrative landscape representing only a slice of

the full holomorphic HF energy surface.

It is no longer possible to visualise the spin-flip operation under the restriction

Im(θα) = − Im(θβ) = π/8, however the site-flip operation can be observed along the

line Re(θα) = −Re(θβ) (purple dashed). Similarly to spin-flip symmetry in Fig. 5.4, the

site-flip operation leads to the strict degeneracy of states on either side of this line, but

does not guarantee real energies along the line itself.

In summary, the PT -symmetric stationary h-HF solutions for H2 are the σ
2
g, σ2

u, sb-

UHF and h-RHF states, although the effect of PT -symmetry can be observed through-

out the h-HF energy landscape. For these PT -symmetric solutions, the molecular

orbital coefficients possess the PT -doublet form [see Eq. (5.26)]. In contrast, the sb-

RHF and h-UHF solutions satisfy T -symmetry and also retain real energies. The onset

of PT - or T -symmetry breaking therefore coincides with the disappearance of the

corresponding states at Coulson–Fischer points in a similar manner to other types of

symmetry-breaking in HF theory.98,125,126

5.5.4 Breaking Spatial Symmetry

To fully demonstrate how T - and PT -symmetry control whether the h-HF energy is

real, consider the effect of breaking the left-right symmetry in the HZ molecule [see

Section 4.4.2]. Taking the nuclear charge QZ = 1.15 a.u., it was found in Section 4.4.2

that complex h-RHF states now possess complex energies, while the h-UHF states retain
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Figure 5.6: Real (top) and imaginary (bottom) components of the h-RHF energy for HZ (QZ = 1.15 a.u.) at

0.75 Å bond length as a function of Re(θ) and Im(θ). The loss of parity symmetry in the molecule means

that no states can preserve PT -symmetry and the only condition for real h-RHF energies is preserving

K-symmetry (dashed green line). Real RHF stationary points (red circles) lie on this line of K-symmetry.

In contrast, the holomorphic stationary points (green diamonds) can no longer satisfy PT -symmetry and

now have complex energies, although they are mutually related by complex conjugation.
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Figure 5.7: Real (top) and imaginary (bottom) components of the h-UHF energy for the HZ molecule

(QZ = 1.15 a.u.) at 0.75 Å bond length under the constraint Im(θα) = − Im(θβ) = π/8. The only

symmetry evident here is T -symmetry (cyan dashed) along which the h-UHF energy is strictly real.

Energies on either side of this symmetry-line are related by complex conjugation. As the molecule has no

left-right symmetry, the degeneracy induced by the site-flip operation in H2 [see Fig. 5.5] is lost. Note

that there are no stationary points on this particular slice of the h-UHF energy surface.
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real energies [see Fig. 4.5]. It is now possible to understand why this must be the case.

In what follows, the basis Eq. (5.34) is used without loss of generality, although the

gerade and ungerade symmetry labels must be dropped.

Take first the complex energies for the h-RHF states. When the left-right symmetry

is broken, there is no longer any parity symmetry in the molecule. It is therefore

impossible for the h-RHF states to satisfy PT -symmetry. Since these stationary states

also break K- and T - symmetry, there is no rigorous guarantee that their energies

are real, as illustrated for a bond length of 0.75 Å in Fig. 5.6. While the h-RHF states

in the symmetric H2 molecule are PT -symmetric (and possess real h-HF energies),

when they are followed onto the corresponding h-RHF states in HZ (green diamonds

Fig. 5.6), they lose this symmetry and their energy becomes complex. Note that these

two h-RHF states are symmetry related by the K operator and thus their energies form

a complex-conjugate pair.

Finally, consider the real energies for the h-UHF states. Although the loss of parity

symmetry in the molecule removes the possibility of satisfying PT -symmetry, the

presence of T -symmetry in the molecule is left unaffected. This can be illustrated

using the Im(θα) = − Im(θβ) = π/8 slice of the h-UHF energy [see Fig. 5.7], where

T -symmetry (dashed cyan line) continues to ensure real-valued energies. As a result,

the h-UHF states that conserved T -symmetry in H2 continue to conserve this symmetry

in the asymmetric HZ molecule and retain real-valued energies.

5.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, the conditions for real energies in the non-Hermitian h-HF approxima-

tion — namely the conservation of K-, T - or PT -symmetry — have been outlined. The

key results derived include:

1. A set of molecular orbitals is PT -symmetric if and only if the effective Fock

Hamiltonian is PT -symmetric, and vice versa.

2. Starting with a PT -symmetric guess density matrix, PT -symmetry can be con-

served throughout the self-consistent process.

3. If an optimal self-consistent solution is invariant under PT , then its eigenvalues

and corresponding HF energy must be real.

4. PT -symmetry can be explicitly satisfied for ms = 0 by constructing the molecular

orbitals coefficients in the structure of a so-called PT -doublet, i.e. pairing each

occupied orbital with its PT -transformed analogue.
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5. Slater determinants built from PT -doublets lead to PT -symmetric many-electron

wave functions.

These conditions explain the observed real energies in previous chapters and provide

further insights into the fundamental symmetry and properties of the h-HF energy

surface.

The effect of T - and PT -symmetry on the h-HF energy landscape has been illus-

trated using the minimal basis H2 molecule, and its asymmetric HZ variant. In particu-

lar, the sb-UHF and h-RHF wave functions in H2 are found to be PT -symmetric, while

the sb-RHF and h-UHF wave functions break PT -symmetry but conserve T -symmetry.

The transitions between broken and unbroken T - or PT -symmetry regions coincide

with the disappearance of the corresponding solutions at Coulson–Fischer points. Fur-

thermore, when the molecular parity is lost in the asymmetric HZ molecule, the h-RHF

state no longer satisfies PT -symmetry, while the sb-RHF and h-UHF solutions retain

T -symmetry.

5.6.1 Scope for Future Development

By viewing the h-HF framework as a complex-analytic continuation of HF, the results

presented in this chapter expose T - and PT -symmetry as previously hidden symme-

tries in HF approximation. These new symmetries can either be conserved or broken in

HF wave functions and are of particular interest since the restoration of broken sym-

metries through Half-Projected235–238 or Projected HF48,121,192,235 provides a promising

route for capturing electron correlation. As a result, it is possible that restoring broken

T - or PT -symmetry may complement Projected HF approaches, allowing them to

be applied in cases where no symmetry-breaking is identified for currently available

symmetries.

Demonstrating the existence of PT -symmetric solutions with real energies in the HF

approximation also removes the rigorous condition of Hermiticity that is usually applied

in electronic structure theory. This opens the possibility of new wave function ansätze

or complex non-Hermitian Hamiltonians that would have previously been regarded

as unphysical. Of particular note is the similarity between the PT -doublet form and

geminal wave functions built from UHF natural orbitals.239,240 The demonstration

of PT -symmetry in HF provides only the first study of PT -symmetry in electronic

structure, and a great deal of further work is required to understand the possible

applications of wave functions conserving PT -symmetry.

Finally, the existence of real energies in non-Hermitian HF formalisms related to

h-HF theory raises interesting questions for non-Hermitian approaches that study
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metastable resonances [see Section 3.4.3]. In these approaches, complex states represent

resonances with a finite lifetime, where the decay rate is given by the imaginary com-

ponent of the energy.168 Complex non-Hermitian stationary states that conserve T - or

PT -symmetry and possess real energies should therefore have infinite lifetimes and

correspond to bound states. This makes conceptual sense since these states must be

unchanged when time (T ) or space-time (PT ) is reversed, and so they cannot represent

either an outgoing or ingoing state. It is therefore possible that, with further work,

h-HF states conserving T - or PT -symmetry could be assigned to physical bound elec-

tronic states while complex h-HF states that break these symmetries may correspond to

metastable resonances.168
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Chapter 6

Analytically Continuing the Hamiltonian

The work in this chapter has contributed to the publication Ref. (3)

Summary

Until now, h-HF solutions have only been explored using a real molecular Hamiltonian,

where complex states are induced by dressing the Hamiltonian with complex orbital

coefficients. In the current chapter, h-HF theory is extended further by constructing

complex-analytic continuations of the Hamiltonian itself. By extending to an inherently

non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, a fundamental topology of h-HF solutions is revealed

in the complex plane where discrete stationary states are unified as one continuous

Riemann surface. On this Riemann surface, it is then shown that a ground-state HF

wave function can be continuously evolved into an excited-state HF wave function

by following a suitable ‘complex adiabatic connection’. This conceptual unification

of ground and excited states creates new possibilities for understanding quantised

molecular energy levels, with the potential to revolutionise excited-state electronic

structure theory.
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6.1 Context and Scope

Solutions of the h-HF equations have so far only been considered for the real-valued

molecular Hamiltonian. The existence of complex h-HF states is therefore induced

only by the non-Hermitian dressing of the Hamiltonian by the molecular orbitals to

construct the one-electron effective Fock operator. As a result, h-HF states exist as

complex-analytic extensions of real HF states and always occur in pairs where both

the orbital coefficients and energies are related by complex conjugation. In the current

chapter, the behaviour of complex-valued h-HF solutions is investigated when the

Hamiltonian operator itself is complex-analytically continued to become an inherently

non-Hermitian operator.

The introduction of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians has revolutionised our understand-

ing of multiple eigenstates in quantum systems.193 In particular, when a real-symmetric

Hamiltonian is analytically continued into the complex plane to become non-Hermitian,

a more fundamental topology of eigenstates can be exposed. For example, with non-

Hermitian Hamiltonians, quantisation of eigenvalues emerges from different sheets of a

continuous Riemann surface.203 These Riemann surfaces imply that our view of quan-

tised energy levels in Hermitian quantum mechanics arises from restricting energies to

real values.

Although Hermitian and non-Hermitian Hamiltonians are closely related, the be-

haviour of their eigenvalues near degeneracies is starkly different.241,242 For example,

encircling non-Hermitian degeneracies at “exceptional points” leads to the intercon-

version of states241,243 and can introduce a geometric phase.222 In contrast, encircling

Hermitian degeneracies at “conical intersections”226 introduces only a geometric phase

and leaves the states unchanged.244 More dramatically, while eigenvectors remain or-

thogonal at conical intersections, the eigenvectors at non-Hermitian exceptional points

become equivalent. The result is a self-orthogonal (quasi-null) state and a set of eigenvec-

tors that no longer span the full space.168 Exceptional points are becoming increasingly

important in quantum chemistry and are thought to play a role for non-adiabatic decay

in metastable systems.242

In the current chapter, h-HF solutions are explored for a complex-analytically con-

tinued Hubbard model, revealing a more fundamental topology where stationary states

are connected as a single Riemann surface. As part of this Riemann surface, h-HF states

form a continuous manifold of connected sheets that each represent a different state.

Coulson–Fischer points then correspond to the intersection of two or more sheets at an

exceptional point. Significantly, this suggests that ground and excited HF states can be

naturally and smoothly connected across the complex plane.
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By introducing a complex-scaled electron-electron interaction, it is shown how the

Riemann surface perspective of ground and excited HF states can be generalised to

molecular systems. Finally, it is demonstrated that a ground HF state wave function

can be continuously evolved into an excited HF state wave function by following a

complex adiabatic connection through the complex plane. This conceptual unification

of ground and excited states into a single Riemann surface opens new opportunities for

developing methods that directly compute approximate excited-state wave functions

without relying on ground state information.

6.2 Analytic Continuation of the Hubbard Model

The (symmetric) one-dimensional periodic Hubbard model provides a pedagogical

model for the transition between weak and strong electron correlation.245 With a Hamil-

tonian parametrised by one variable, this model creates the ideal environment for

understanding h-HF states as the Hamiltonian itself is analytically continued into the

complex plane. In a periodic Hubbard lattice of n sites, the energy is controlled by the

kinetic energy term t, representing the ‘hopping’ of electrons between sites, and the

on-site electron repulsion U. Taking t as the unit of energy reduces the parametrisation

to only one variable: the ratio U/t. By varying this ratio, the Hubbard model provides

an archetypal example for the transition between the weak (U/t → 0) and strong

(U/t → ∞) electron correlation regimes.246

In what follows, the h-HF wave function is expressed using the localised Wannier

basis built from a set of orthogonal n spatial orbitals {χµ} each localised on a lattice

point of the n-periodic chain.245 Using this basis, the one-electron integrals incorporate

only the electronic kinetic energy as

hµν = −t
(

δµ,ν+1 + δµ,ν−1

)
, (6.1)

where periodic boundary conditions must be respected. The two-electron integrals,

containing only the on-site Coulomb repulsion, are given by

〈µν|στ〉 = Uδµνδµσδµτ. (6.2)

6.2.1 Hubbard Dimer

Consider first the n = 2 periodic Hubbard dimer. In this case, Eq. (4.36) dictates that

a total of eight h-UHF states (including four h-RHF) can be expected for all values of

U/t, as shown in Fig. 6.1. Mirroring H2, these states include a spatially symmetric

“σ2
g-like” ground RHF state and a lower energy doubly-degenerate symmetry-broken
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Figure 6.1: Holomorphic energy of the h-HF states in the Hubbard dimer for real U/t. Positive and

negative U/t regions correspond to the repulsive and attract regimes respectively. At U/t = 0, the

h-HF energy of the complex h-RHF (dotted red) and h-UHF (dotted blue) becomes singular as the

self-consistency is lost [see main text for more details].

UHF (sb-UHF) state existing in the strong correlation region (large U/t) with ‘diradical’

character. As the correlation weakens towards smaller U/t values, this state coalesces

with the ground RHF state at the Coulson–Fischer point, while its h-UHF counterpart

continues with complex orbital coefficients. In addition, there exists a doubly degenerate

UHF state representing the “σgσu-like” state, a spatially symmetric excited RHF state

representing the “σ2
u-like” state, and a degenerate pair of spatially symmetry-broken

RHF (sb-RHF) states with ionic character in the strong correlation limit. These ionic

states coalesce with the excited RHF state, while their h-RHF counterparts continue

with complex orbital coefficients. While all real HF states are also solutions to the h-HF

equations, only solutions with complex orbital coefficients will be referred to as h-RHF

or h-UHF states.

A similar pattern of HF states can be observed in the attractive regime (negative

U/t). However, in this regime the sb-RHF state now represents the overall ground state

and coalesces with the “σ2
g-like” as the strength of the correlation is reduced, while the

sb-UHF state represents an excited state and coalesces with the “σ2
u-like” state. In both

cases, the corresponding h-RHF and h-UHF stationary points continue with complex

orbital coefficients towards U/t→ 0−.

To explicitly understand how the correlation strength controls the existence of sb-
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UHF states, consider the sb-UHF states represented by the molecular orbitals

φα = χL cos
(π

4
+ θ
)
+ χR sin

(π

4
+ θ
)

(6.3a)

φβ = χL cos
(π

4
− θ
)
+ χR sin

(π

4
− θ
)

, (6.3b)

where χL and χR are the (real and orthogonal) basis orbitals on the ‘left’ and ‘right’

sites respectively. In this parametrisation, the h-UHF energy can be expressed as

Ẽ(θ) = cos 2θ

(
−4t +

U
2

cos 2θ

)
, (6.4)

and the optimal h-UHF states can then be identified as the roots of the differential

dẼ
dθ

= 2 sin 2θ
(
− 4t + U cos 2θ

)
. (6.5)

Upon factorisation, and noting that distinct h-UHF states lie in the domain θ ∈ (−π
2 , π

2 ],

this condition yields stationary states at

θ = 0,
π

2
and θ =

1
2

arccos
(

4t
U

)
. (6.6)

Here the multi-valued nature of the arccos function leads to the two-fold degeneracy of

the sb-UHF states.

Understanding the evolution of the optimal θ values for real U/t is trivial. Firstly,

the RHF bonding “σ2
g-like” (θ = 0) and antibonding “σ2

u-like” (θ = π/2) states re-

main constant for all U/t and are fixed by the symmetry of the model. Furthermore,

their energies, given by −t±U/2 respectively, scale linearly with the strength of the

correlation.

In contrast, the form of the sb-UHF states depends intimately on the strength of

the correlation. Towards the strong-correlation limit (U/t→ ∞), where θ → 0 or π/2,

the electrons localise on opposite sites and the energy approaches zero as the relative

contribution of the kinetic energy becomes negligible. As the correlation weakens, the

sb-UHF states approach the RHF state, eventually coalescing at U = 4t. After this

Coulson–Fischer point, the h-UHF states continue with pure-imaginary θ and complex

orbital coefficients, although their h-UHF energy −8t2/U remains real. These real h-HF

energies are in fact the result of conserving time-reversal T -symmetry in the h-UHF

state, as discussed in Section 5.4.1.

When the electron repulsion vanishes completely in the repulsive regime (U/t→
0+), the energy of the h-UHF states approaches a singularity at −∞. Approaching the

same loss of electron repulsion from the attractive regime (U/t→ 0−), the energy of the

attractive sb-UHF state also approaches a singularity at +∞. Similar singularities occur

for the h-RHF ‘ionic’ solutions and together these points represent the poles on the
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Figure 6.2: Real components of the orbital mixing angle θ for the h-UHF states [Eq. (6.3)] as a function

of the real and imaginary parts of U/t. The colouring indicates the phase of θ, and periodic repeats of

these surfaces exist with a vertical offset of π. In this representation, h-UHF states become connected as

individual sheets of a continuous Riemann surface. The Coulson–Fischer points (black dots) represent

branch points on the Riemann surface and are connected by branch cuts (dotted black line).

holomorphic energy function that result from the a non-constant holomorphic function

being unbound [see Section 3.3.3.1]. Furthermore, these singularities appear to have

physical significance, arising from the complete loss of self-consistency in the model,

and a more detailed discussion follows in Section 6.2.3.

Until now, the h-UHF states in the Hubbard model directly mirror those seen in

H2. However, the full power of this analytic model is harnessed when the correlation

strength itself is analytically continued to complex U/t values. Combining the h-HF

description with this analytically-continued Hamiltonian reveals a hidden topology of

h-UHF states across the complex plane. Extending Eq. (6.6) to complex values of U/t

can be achieved by introducing the logarithmic form of arccos as

θ = 0,
π

2
and θ = − i

2
ln

(
1 +

√
1− z2

z

)
, (6.7)

where z = −U/(4t). As a complex multi-valued function, Eq. (6.7) must be visualised

using a Riemann surface, illustrated in Fig. 6.2. On this surface, each individual ‘sheet’

represents a different optimal value of θ, defining a different h-UHF stationary state. The
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two flat planes represent the symmetry-pure RHF states with θ = 0 or π/2. Significantly,

in this Riemann surface representation, the Coulson–Fischer points (black dots) and

the singularity at U/t = 0 now appear as isolated points on the real U/t axis where

multiple sheets intersect. There is no longer any distinction or threshold separating the

h-UHF and sb-UHF states or the stationary states in the repulsive and attractive regimes.

Instead, the corresponding sb-UHF and h-UHF states become smoothly unified across

the complex plane. Furthermore, the degenerate h-UHF states that previously appeared

as discretised values of θ now emerge as one continuous manifold of stationary states.

Remarkably, this implies that the apparent discrete nature of multiple HF solutions

arises as a direct consequence of restricting the conventional description to real U/t

values.

Mathematically, the Coulson–Fischer points on this surface represent branch points

(black dots) that are required to represent the complex multi-valued function as multiple

sheets. Branch cuts (black dashed lines) connect these branch points and represent

the joining ‘seams’ between sheets. The observed branch points fall into two classes:

‘square-root’ algebraic branch points at U = ±4t, and a ‘logarithmic’ transcendental

branch point at U/t = 0. The existence and classification of these branch points and

branch cuts plays an important role in revealing the fundamental nature of both the

Coulson–Fischer point and the singularity at U/t = 0.

6.2.2 Coulson–Fischer Points as Exceptional Points

The first implication of representing multiple h-HF states using a Riemann surface

concerns the nature of the Coulson–Fischer point. On the Riemann surface, the Coulson–

Fischer point where the h-UHF and RHF states coalesce is represented by a ‘square-root’

branch point. Therefore, if a h-UHF state is followed along a path around this point

and across the branch cut, for example by passing between U = 0 and U = 4t, then

the two symmetry-broken states that coalesce are interconverted (solid red lines in

Fig. 6.3). Completing a second rotation restores the solutions to their original states

(dashed red lines in Fig. 6.3), although no geometric phase occurs. Remarkably, by

extending U/t into the complex plane, the Coulson–Fischer point has been revealed as

a non-Hermitian exceptional point220,222,241 of the complex Hamiltonian.

Chemically, encircling the Coulson–Fischer point causes the electrons to evolve

from a distribution with the α (β) electron on the left (right) site to a distribution with

the α (β) electron on the right (left) site. Therefore, by creating a complex effective

electron interaction, it is possible to induce a spatial rearrangement of the electrons

at the mean-field level. If the Coulson–Fischer point is viewed as a representation of

the Mott–Hubbard metal-insulator phase transition,247 then following a path around
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Figure 6.3: Following a path (solid red) around the Coulson–Fischer point (black dot) and across the

branch cut (black line) interconverts the symmetry-related h-UHF states, while completing a second

rotation returns the solutions to their original state (dashed red). Along this path, the h-UHF state remains

stationary with respect to the parametrised Hamiltonian.

this point interconverts the symmetry-related ferromagnetic insulating configurations.

It seems plausible that such a transformation might be achieved experimentally if an

appropriate complex effective electron interaction could be realised.

From an electronic structure perspective, this interconversion represents a double

excitation. Furthermore, if one considers the equivalent Coulson–Fischer point in a

larger half-filled Hubbard chain, then the equivalent interconversion would correspond

to an N-fold excitation. Therefore, by following a relatively simple pathway in the

complex U/t plane, it is possible to evolve a reference configuration to a highly excited

configuration, while retaining stationarity with respect to the parametrised Hamiltonian.

As a result, this feature of the h-HF Riemann surfaces creates new opportunities for

computing direct approximations to excited state configurations that will be explored

further in Section 6.3.
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6.2.3 Singularity in the Tight-Binding Limit

The second insight into the fundamental nature of HF states lies in the singularity at

U/t = 0. This point corresponds to a ‘logarithmic’ branch point with a starkly different

behaviour to the conventional Coulson–Fischer point. When a solution is followed

along a path around this logarithmic branch point and crosses the branch cuts on either

side in turn, it will never return to its original state. Instead, on the first complete

rotation, the solution will become its symmetry-related copy, while the second rotation

will take the state to its periodic repeat at θ → θ + π.

Furthermore, at U/t = 0, both the h-UHF states coalesce at θ → ±i∞ with an infinite

negative energy. This singularity can be understood because, in the U/t→ 0 limit, the

electron interaction is completely removed from the Hamiltonian and self-consistency

is lost. Only the symmetric non-interacting tight-binding Hamiltonian remains which,

for n = 2, can have only four stationary states. Since symmetry breaking is induced

by self-consistency in the effective Fock Hamiltonian, the remaining stationary states

must share the symmetry of the kinetic operator. The stationary states in this limit

therefore correspond to the symmetry-pure RHF ground and excited state, and the

symmetry-pure UHF state with two-fold degeneracy.

In contrast, the h-UHF states still break spatial symmetry when they possess complex

orbital coefficients. As a result, they cannot be stationary states of the non-interacting

Hamiltonian. In fact, as θ → ±i∞, the h-UHF orbital coefficients become ‘points-at-

infinity’ [see Section 4.2.2], representing the quasi-null vectors154 with non-normalisable

orbital coefficients described in Section 3.3.2.1. When the orbital coefficients reach these

unphysical quasi-null vectors, the Fock operator becomes ill-defined and a singularity

appears in the energy. The existence of these quasi-null vectors with singular energies is

the mathematical manifestation of ‘removing’ the unphysical states in the tight-binding

limit. Furthermore, the behaviour of approximate HF states as the self-consistency is

removed may indicate which HF solutions correspond to ‘physical’ states and which

are ‘unphysical’ artefacts of self-consistency.

Similar singularities in the energy occur in a wide-range of self-consistent theories be-

yond the HF approximation, particularly those that exploit the non-linear self-consistent

Dyson equation.248,249 In each case, the singularities are associated with a complete loss

of self-consistency in the equations and are often used to identify which states should be

regarded as ‘unphysical’. It is likely that the mathematical physics behind singularities

in the self-consistent Dyson equation is a manifestation of the same effect observed for

the complex Hubbard model investigated here.

Finally, visualising the occurrence of h-UHF quasi-null vectors can be achieved using

the phase-rigidity Ξ, defined for an orbital φ as the ratio between the Hermitian and
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Figure 6.4: Phase rigidity (6.8) of the h-UHF states for complex U/t. Towards the strongly correlated

regimes beyond the Coulson–Fischer point (black dots), the h-UHF states for real U/t have real coefficients

(black lines) and Ξ = 1 . Approaching the singularity at the tight-binding limit (U/t = 0), the phase

rigidity tends to zero and the orbital coefficients become quasi-null, tending to a point-at-infinity.

complex-symmetric inner-product as250

Ξ =
〈φ∗|φ〉
〈φ|φ〉 . (6.8)

For real orbital coefficients, Ξ = 1 (solid black line in Fig. 6.4), while when the orbital

coefficients become complex, Ξ becomes smaller and eventually vanishes at a point-at-

infinity, as shown for the h-UHF states in Fig. 6.4. Quasi-null vectors are also found at

exceptional points for linear non-Hermitian Hamiltonians, where the phenomenon is

referred to as ‘self-orthogonality’.168 In contrast, quasi-null vectors are not observed at

the conventional Coulson–Fischer point (U = 4t) since the presence of self-consistency

means that orthogonality is not required between the multiple solutions when they

coalesce (black dots in Fig. 6.4). In this sense, the singularity at U/t = 0 behaves

more like a conventional exceptional point than the Coulson–Fischer point at U = 4t.

There appear to be few (if any) previously reported cases of exceptional points without

self-orthogonality, and so the Coulson–Fischer point at U = 4t represents an important

case-study of a potential new class of non-Hermitian degeneracies.
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Figure 6.5: Holomorphic energies of the 13 h-RHF stationary states in the two-electron periodic Hubbard

trimer using the parametrisation (6.10). Each state corresponds to a real RHF solutions in the U/t→ ±∞

limit, with degeneracies in order of ascending Re[Ẽ/ε] of one, three, three, three and three for the

repulsive regime.

6.2.4 Hubbard Trimer

To demonstrate that the correspondence between Coulson–Fischer points, exceptional

points, and singularities in the tight-binding limit extends beyond the analytically

solvable Hubbard dimer, consider the h-HF stationary states of the two-electron periodic

Hubbard trimer. For clarity, only the closed–shell h-RHF solutions are considered, for

which a total of 13 stationary states exist according to Eq. (4.29). With one occupied

and two virtual spatial orbitals, the h-RHF orbital coefficients can be parametrised in

terms of two complex orbital rotation angles θ1, θ2 ∈ C using the exponential form of a

complex-orthogonal matrix155

(
Cocc Cvir

)
= exp




0 −θ1 −θ2

θ1 0 0

θ2 0 0


 . (6.9)

These rotation angles provide a local coordinate system that uniquely defines a h-RHF

determinant.

Covering the full range of U/t values can be achieved using the parametrisation

(t, U) = (1− |ε|, ε) for ε ∈ [−1, 1], (6.10)
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Figure 6.6: Stationary θ1 values corresponding to the pair of h-RHF states that coalesce in the two-electron

periodic Hubbard trimer at (U/t)CFP ≈ 13.3 plotted along the path U/t = (U/t)CFP + exp(iφ) around

the Coulson–Fischer point. A single rotation interconverts the solutions while a second rotation restores

each solutions to their original states, demonstrating the equivalence between general Coulson–Fischer

points and non-Hermitian exceptional points.

yielding a total of 13 h-RHF solutions for all non-zero U/t values as shown in Fig. 6.5.

In the strongly correlated repulsive and attractive limits (U/t → ±∞), every h-RHF

state corresponds to a real RHF stationary state with degeneracies of one, three, three,

three and three in ascending order of energy. As the strength of the correlation is

reduced in the repulsive regime, the second and third lowest energy states coalesce at a

pair annihilation Coulson–Fischer point at (U/t)CFP ≈ 13.3. Meanwhile their h-RHF

counterparts continue with complex orbital coefficients and energies. Note that there

are three symmetry-related copies of this Coulson–Fischer point and, at each point, only

two states coalesce.

The equivalence of this Coulson–Fischer point and a non-Hermitian exceptional

point can be demonstrated by following a path around the coalescence point in the

complex U/t plane, as demonstrated for two coalescing states in Fig. 6.6. After the first

rotation, the two states that coalesce at the Coulson–Fischer point are interconverted,

while the second rotation restores both solutions to their original state. Note that,

contrary to the Coulson–Fischer point in the Hubbard dimer, the two states that are
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interconverted in this example are neither related by symmetry nor as excitations of each

other. In fact, the relationship between the Coulson–Fischer point and an exceptional

point is the only way that these two states can be meaningfully associated.

Continuing towards the tight-binding limit U/t → 0, the complex-valued h-RHF

states tend towards singularities analogous to the two-site Hubbard dimer. However,

although only three real RHF can exist when self-consistency is lost with three basis

functions, there appears to be seven real RHF states (unique ground state and two

three-fold degenerate excited states) tending towards this limit. In fact, the loss of

self-consistency at U/t = 0, combined with a two-dimensional degenerate subspace

in the basis functions, leads to a one-dimensional line of RHF stationary points in

the tight-binding limit along which the degenerate basis functions can be arbitrarily

mixed. The two sets of three-fold degenerate excited RHF states both reach this line

of stationary points as U/t → 0 rather than tending towards quasi-null vectors, and

therefore they still correspond to physically allowed solutions. If the degeneracy of

these basis functions is lifted, for example in a non-periodic lattice, then these h-RHF

states do indeed become complex-valued and tend to quasi-null singularities.

6.3 Complex Adiabatic Connection

Among the most surprising consequences of representing h-UHF states using a Riemann

surface — and the subject for the remainder of this chapter — lies in the observation

that the h-UHF state is a ground state for the repulsive regime (U/t > 0) but becomes

an excited state in the attractive regime. Therefore, by slowly varying U/t in a suitable

manner, a ground-state wave function can be naturally “morphed” into an excited-

state wave function along a parametrised pathway of stationary states. Clearly, any

such pathway from the repulsive to the attractive regime must avoid the singularity

at U/t = 0. However, the continuous structure of the Riemann surface enables such a

pathway to be built around the singularity in the complex plane.3 By allowing complex

orbitals and energies, the orderability of states is lost, and the ground and excited states

can be readily interchanged along a stationary pathway in the complex plane.

Defining effective methods that reliably provide accurate excited-energies remains a

major challenge in theoretical chemistry. Among the most popular approaches include

the time-dependent version of density-functional theory85,251,252 (TD-DFT), which relies

on the linear response formalism, and the equation-of-motion ansatz of coupled cluster

approach253,254 (EOM-CC), where the similarity transformed Hamiltonian (usually

truncated) is diagonalised. However, both cases are restricted to only single excitations,

and the quality of the computed excited-state energies relies heavily on the similarity
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between the single reference ground state and the excited state wave function. As a

result, excited states with diffuse wave functions,255,256 double excitations,257,258 or with

charge transfer259 are notoriously difficult to compute using TD-DFT or EOM-CC.

In contrast, direct approximations to excited states that do not rely on the nature

of the ground state description are growing in popularity, particularly in the context

of the HF,20,26,27,29 CASSCF,96 and CC23,260 approaches. However, identifying and

converging direct excited-state approximations often proves difficult as variational

collapse onto the ground state must be avoided.29,96 Naturally connecting approximate

ground and excited states via the complex plane — as has been demonstrated using

the h-HF approximations — provides a promising alternative for directly identifying

excited state energies and wave functions.

In what follows, the Riemann surface perspective of h-HF states in the Hubbard

model is extended to molecular Hamiltonians by introducing a complex adiabatic

connection where the electron-electron interaction is scaled by a complex value. Using

the hydrogen dimer as a proof-of-principle example, it is shown how a ground HF state

can be naturally evolved into an excited HF state by following a suitable path in the

complex electron-electron plane.

6.3.1 Extension to Molecular Hamiltonians

To generalise the h-HF Riemann surface description beyond the Hubbard model to

molecular Hamiltonians, the crucial observation is that the U/t ratio simply rescales the

relative contribution of the two-electron component in the Hamiltonian. This relative

contribution of the one- and two-electron components is known to induce symmetry-

breaking in HF theory and the emergence of multiple solutions to the real HF equations.

For molecular Hamiltonians, the equivalent analytic continuation therefore involves

introducing an adiabatic scaling parameter λ that explicitly controls the strength of the

electron-electron interaction. The λ-scaled Hamiltonian is then given by

Ĥλ = VN +
N

∑
i

ĥ(i) + λ
N

∑
i<j

1
rij

, (6.11)

where λ = 0 for the non-interacting system and λ = 1 for the physical (i.e. interacting)

system.

Optimal h-HF states in molecular systems can now be connected as a continuous

Riemann surface in the same manner as the Hubbard dimer, as shown for H2 in Fig. 6.7.

Crucially, by smoothly varying λ through the complex plane, an approximate molecular

ground-state can be smoothly transformed into an excited-state wave function in exactly

same manner as the Hubbard model. Such a pathway resembles an adiabatic connection
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Figure 6.7: An example of a complex adiabatic connection pathway (green) in H2 enabling the physical

transition σ
2
g → σ

2
u (at λ = 1) to be obtained. A minimal (STO-3G) basis is used and the bond length

is fixed at 1.5 Å. The real component of θ along the contour (left) illustrates the connecting pathway

between the ground and excited state, while the h-HF energy along this contour (right) demonstrates the

resulting physical transition.

in DFT261,262 although, in contrast to DFT, the molecular wave function is relaxed for

each λ along this ‘complex adiabatic connection’. As a result, the h-HF density remains

a stationary state at all points along this connecting pathway.

6.3.2 Hydrogen Dimer

To demonstrate the complex adiabatic connection, consider the H2 model as a direct

molecular counterpart to the Hubbard dimer. Using the minimal (STO-3G) basis, the

h-UHF orbitals are again parametrised in terms of the orthogonal σg and σu molecular

orbital basis by a single rotation angle θ as

φα(r) = σg(r) cos θ + σu(r) sin θ (6.12a)

φβ(r) = σg(r) cos θ − σu(r) sin θ. (6.12b)

For a given molecular bond length, the optimal h-UHF states under parametrisation

(6.12) emerge as a Riemann surface for complex values of the electron-electron scaling

λ, illustrated for a bond length of 1.5 Å in Fig. 6.7 (left panel). The structure of this

Riemann surface is directly equivalent to the Hubbard dimer, although the implicit

dependence on the one- and two-electron integrals in H2 makes constructing an analytic

form difficult.

One possible complex adiabatic pathway in H2 that allows the σ
2
g → σ

2
u physical

transition (at λ = 1) to be obtained along a stationary pathway of h-HF states is
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demonstrated in Fig. 6.7 (green curve). Note that the molecular geometry, and one- and

two-electron integrals are fixed for all values of λ. Starting on the RHF ground-state

wave function at λ = 1, the scaling parameter λ is decreased to reach the Coulson–

Fischer point in the repulsive regime (λ > 0) at λ ≈ 1/2. At this point, the optimised

state can continuously and smoothly transfer onto the h-UHF branch of solutions. The

h-UHF can then be followed along the complex contour shown in Fig. 6.7 (left panel),

avoiding the singularity at λ = 0 and the branch cuts running along the real axis. In

doing so, the h-UHF state evolves into an excited (real) h-UHF state in the attractive

regime (λ < 0). By increasing λ again, the pathway then reaches the attractive Coulson–

Fischer point at λ ≈ −1/2, where one can transfer continuously and smoothly from the

h-UHF state to the excited σ
2
u RHF state. From here, adiabatically following the σ

2
u RHF

state up to λ = 1 completes the complex adiabatic connection path.

Although the physical transition in the hydrogen dimer provides only a proof-of-

principle demonstration of a complex adiabatic connection approach, this new perspec-

tive on excited states has the potential to revolutionise how excited-state wave functions

are located. By choosing the appropriate complex-scaled parameter, the Riemann sur-

face framework can in principle be extended to any method with multiple solutions,

including linear approaches such as CI expansions.

6.4 Concluding Remarks

The behaviour of electronic states for complex non-Hermitian Hamiltonians is only

starting to be understood, and this chapter presents a first study in the context of the

HF approach. Here, the topology of h-HF stationary states has been explored when the

electron-electron interaction is itself analytically-continued into the complex plane. For

this inherently non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, it has been shown that discrete h-HF states

can be connected as a single, continuous Riemann surface across the complex plane. On

this Riemann surface, each h-HF state is represented by an individual sheet, and the

Coulson–Fischer points represent exceptional points where multiple sheets intersect.

From the h-HF perspective, there are two key implications from the Riemann surface

framework. Firstly, the Coulson–Fischer points are revealed as isolated points on the

real axis which, by following a symmetry-broken state around such a point, allow two

discrete h-HF states to be interconverted. This isolation of Coulson–Fischer points will

play an important role in routinely following h-HF states past the Coulson–Fischer

point in Chapter 7. Secondly, the point where self-consistency is completely lost can

be shown to correspond to a singularity in the h-HF energy where ‘unphysical’ states

become quasi-null. This singularity accounts for the fact that the number of HF states
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can be larger than the size of the Hilbert space, and provides an indicator for which

states correspond to FCI solutions.

Finally, the most surprising feature of the h-HF Riemann surface arises from the

observation that a ground HF wave function can be naturally evolved into an excited

state wave function by following a suitable pathway in the complex plane. The con-

struction of this ‘complex adiabatic connection’ exploits the fact that ground states in

the repulsive regime can be connected to excited states in the attractive regime and,

when the energies become complex, the orderability of ground and excited states is

lost. Albeit simple, a connection of this type has been demonstrated in the hydrogen

dimer to construct the σ
2
g → σ

2
u transition. Directly connecting ground and excited

states through the complex plane in this way has the potential to revolutionise excited

state methods, and allow more accurate approximations to wave functions representing

double (and higher) excitations.

6.4.1 Scope for Future Development

The use of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians for computing excited state wave functions

in electronic structure theory is in its infancy, and many insightful properties remain

to be found and understood. For example, this non-Hermitian framework can in

principle be extended to compute direct excited states in a wide range of non-linear

correlated methods including CC, self-consistent Green’s function methods249 and DFT.

In particular, the CC family of methods offers a powerful wave function approach

with a range of multiple solutions23,177,178,260 that can almost certainly be connected

as a single Riemann surface. Furthermore, the nature of singularities and unphysical

solutions in self-consistent Green’s function methods248 249 could be better understood

if the coupling of the self-consistent term were extended to the complex plane.

Alongside non-linear methods, the Riemann surface framework can also be extended

to linear approaches including FCI or truncated CI. Although the FCI eigenstates are

usually considered as eigenvectors of the FCI Hamiltonian, they also correspond to

stationary points of the fully correlated energy function. Therefore, by analytically

continuing a suitable parameter in the Hamiltonian, it is possible that ground and

excited states could also be connected through the complex plane. Choosing this

parameter is less obvious than scaling the self-consistent term in HF theory, although

it is possible that the Riemann surface structure of FCI states could be revealed by

analytically continuing the molecular structure itself, for example with a complex

nuclear position or bond length.

The ability to construct a complex adiabatic connection between CI states opens the

possibility of directly computing excited-state wave functions without diagonalising the
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full Hamiltonian matrix. At present, solutions to the CI equations are usually obtained

using iterative diagonalisation schemes, such as the Davidson algorithm,49 and so only

the lowest energy states are computationally accessible. Since all the states lower in

energy than the target state must be computed simultaneously, the level of excitations

that are accessible is greatly restricted. In contrast, if complex adiabatic connections

between ground and excited states can be realised in practice, then excited states could

be located without needing to compute a large number of intermediate-energy states. To

achieve this, a low-energy wave function could be identified using an iterative scheme

and then followed along a stationary pathway in the complex plane and evolved into

an excited-state wave function.

If the complex adiabatic connection is to be applied as a routine method for lo-

cating excited states, then there are a number of practical aspects that must first be

addressed. In particular, the topological features of exceptional points in electronic

structure methods need to be better understood. For example, what controls the posi-

tions of exceptional points in the complex plane? Is every state connected? And how

do these exceptional points evolve from approximate to exact methods? Furthermore,

computational methods for locating exceptional points need to be developed since these

points provide the crucial pathways for connecting ground and excited states. Recent

research on locating non-Hermitian degeneracies for metastable resonances provides a

promising route in this direction.242

Finally, introducing Riemann surfaces in electronic structure methods has potential

implications beyond identifying excited-state wave functions. In perturbation theory, for

example, if a Riemann surface expresses the eigenvalues of the perturbed Hamiltonian

Ĥλ = Ĥ0 + λV̂, (6.13)

then the location of exceptional points in the complex λ-plane controls the radius of

convergence of the perturbation expansion.11,59 Investigating the topology of this type

of Riemann surface may therefore provide a new approach to understand the slow

convergence of the Møller–Plesset series with particular reference wave functions57 or

the difference between alternative partitionings of the Hamiltonian.

Overall, by introducing the complex adiabatic connection and Riemann surface

frameworks in the HF approximation, this chapter has presented an entirely new

perspective on ground and excited states in electronic structure theory, with the potential

to revolutionise methods for computing excited states.
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Chapter 7

General Approach for Multireference

Molecules

The work in this chapter has contributed to the publication Ref. (4)

Summary

Combining symmetry-broken HF states in NOCI has been proposed as an effective

multireference alternative to the CASSCF approach. Until now, the construction of

potential energy surfaces using NOCI has been limited by the disappearance of HF

states as the molecular geometry changes. The development of holomorphic Hartree–

Fock theory in Part II now allows NOCI to be generalised across all molecular structures.

In this chapter, a general NOCI protocol is derived for locating chemically relevant HF

states and extending them as h-HF states across all geometries. This protocol captures

static correlation to a similar accuracy as CASSCF, while avoiding the simultaneous

optimisation of the SCF and CI components of the multireference wave function.
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7.1 Context and Scope

A balanced treatment of ground and excited states is essential for the description of a

wide range of physical processes, including singlet fission,263–265 electron transfer,33

and primary mechanisms of vision.29,266,267 When the exact FCI wave function contains

one dominant electronic configuration, single-reference correlation methods such as

truncated CI, CC and MP2 approaches can provide accurate ground states.11,60 Similarly,

excited states can be predicted using single-reference techniques such as CIS88 and EOM-

CC,268,269 although the latter is usually limited to only single and double excitations

(EOM-CCSD) by the prohibitive cost of including full triple excitations.95 However,

when the exact wave function has many dominant configurations in the presence of

strong static correlation, the range of available ground- and excited-states methods

remains more limited.

Multiconfigurational SCF11 (MCSCF) methods provide the prevailing family of

multireference techniques, with CASSCF being the most widely used approach for both

ground and excited states.19 Preventing variational collapse when computing multiple

excited states requires a state-averaged formalism (sa-CASSCF), where the weighted

energy of states is optimised rather than using a single target state.97 However, in

MCSCF methods, both the orbital and CI coefficients must be optimised simultaneously.

This optimisation can suffer from redundant parameters or convergence issues, and

often requires sophisticated second-order minimisation procedures.67,68 Furthermore,

identifying a suitable set of active orbitals to define the CAS space is difficult to automate

and requires a significant amount of expertise.70 Finally, CASSCF ultimately scales

exponentially with the active space size and remains a challenge for larger systems,

despite recent advances using stochastic270 and selected CI53 approaches. Alternative

multireference methods are therefore needed to avoid the computational challenges of

MCSCF wave functions.

Alongside conventional multireference methods, recent research has focused on

building multiconfigurational wave functions by combining multiple HF solutions in

NOCI expansions, as described in Section 2.3.25,31–34,134 In NOCI, the wave function is

constructed as a linear combination of multiple HF states corresponding to the dominant

configurations in a molecule.25 Since each determinant is constructed from a bespoke

set of orbitals — each optimised individually at the SCF level — NOCI can provide

a more balanced treatment of ground and excited states, leading to its application

for multi-electron excitations,31 core excitations,34,35 and charge transfer processes.33

Furthermore, including symmetry-broken HF solutions representing dominant electron

configurations can produce potential energy surfaces for multireference molecules and
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provide chemical insight through the diabatic nature of HF states.20,25,33

Previously, applying NOCI using symmetry-broken HF states over a range of molecu-

lar geometries has been limited by the disappearance of HF solutions at Coulson–Fischer

points,24 leading to unphysical kinks or discontinuities in the NOCI energy.25 However,

the development of h-HF theory in Part II now enables analytic continuations of real

HF solutions to be constructed for all molecular geometries. The stationary points of

the h-HF energy therefore exist across the full potential energy surface and extend with

complex orbital coefficients beyond the points where their real counterparts vanish.

Furthermore, complex h-HF wave functions are found to smoothly evolve from real HF

wave functions. As a result, h-HF stationary states now provide a continuous basis for

NOCI calculations with the potential to yield smooth potential energy surfaces across

all geometries.

In the current chapter, h-HF theory and NOCI are combined to derive a general

approach for constructing smooth and continuous energies across all geometries. First,

the modifications of the NOCI approach required to exploit a basis of h-HF states

are described. An approach is then developed that easily allows h-HF states to be

followed past the Coulson–Fischer point and into the complex orbital coefficient plane.

Furthermore, it is shown how a suitable subset of chemically relevant HF states can be

identified by applying SCF metadynamics20 in an active orbital space. The combined

h-HF and NOCI approach is then applied to the dissociation of F2, the torsional barrier

of ethene, and the pseudo-Jahn–Teller distortion of cyclobutadiene. In each case, NOCI

produces qualitatively correct potential energy surfaces free from unphysical cusps

or discontinuities while avoiding the challenging optimisation of the MCSCF wave

function.

7.2 Theoretical Development

7.2.1 NOCI using h-HF States

Generalising NOCI to handle a basis set comprising h-HF states requires minimal

modifications to the computational algorithm. Following Section 2.3.1, the NOCI wave

function is constructed as a linear combination of ndet mutually non-orthogonal basis

states {|xΨ〉} as

|ΨNOCI〉 =
ndet

∑
x
|xΨ〉cx. (7.1)

Each state |xΨ〉 corresponds to a single Slater determinant constructed from a bespoke

set of N occupied molecular orbitals (MOs), {|xψi〉}, which themselves are formed from
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a linear combination of 2n (non-orthogonal) atomic spin orbitals (AOs), {|ηµ〉}, as

|xψi〉 =
n

∑
µ

xCµ·
·i |ηµ〉, (7.2)

where n is the size of the spatial basis set. These Slater determinants may represent

either a real HF solution or a complex h-HF stationary point. The NOCI eigenstates are

identified by solving the generalised eigenvalue problem

ndet

∑
x

(
Hwx − ESwx) cx = 0. (7.3)

Here Hwx = 〈wΨ|Ĥ|xΨ〉 and Swx = 〈wΨ|xΨ〉 are the Hamiltonian and overlap matrix

elements in the non-orthogonal basis and can be evaluated using the approach outlined

in Appendix C.

Note that the matrix elements in Eq. (7.3) are always computed using the conven-

tional (Hermitian) inner product. The NOCI energy is therefore always variational,

even though the constituent h-HF states may not be. Although the optimised h-HF

orbitals are not stationary with respect to the conventional Hermitian HF equations, and

do not satisfy Brillouin’s theorem,8 the application of the generalised Slater–Condon

rules for computing matrix elements remains the same. Furthermore, the nonorthonor-

mality of individual h-HF wave functions with respect to the Hermitian inner product

is accounted for by the overlap matrix in the generalised eigenvalue equation (7.3). As a

result, the only required alteration is the use of complex-valued codensity matrices [see

Appendix C] constructed from the h-HF orbital coefficients to compute the Hamiltonian

and overlap matrix elements.

7.2.2 Moving Past the Coulson–Fischer Point

The h-HF approach allows real HF states to be analytically continued across all molec-

ular structures. However, identifying the correct complex orbital rotation beyond the

Coulson–Fischer point becomes challenging when the number of electrons or basis

functions grows. Following h-HF states past the Coulson–Fischer point is particularly

difficult for the (real-valued) molecular Hamiltonian since the h-HF energy is symmet-

ric about the real MO coefficient axis. As a result, if an SCF calculation starts from a

real guess (for example a real HF solution from a previous geometry), it will show no

preference towards any particular complex direction. Furthermore, the coalescence of

symmetry-broken HF states often coincides exactly with a real symmetry-pure solution

at a cusp catastrophe, as discussed in Section 4.4. Consequently, attempts to computa-

tionally trace real HF states onto their complex h-HF counterparts often become stuck

on a real symmetry-pure HF state instead.
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Routinely connecting real-valued HF states and their complex-valued h-HF coun-

terparts is vital for developing a practical NOCI approach using h-HF states. Any

method to achieve this must be computationally efficient, ideally incurring no increase

in scaling beyond the mean-field O(n4) scaling, and must perform reliably for any type

of Coulson–Fischer point described in Chapter 4. Furthermore, this method should

have the potential to be automated without user input, and should require no prior

information about the location of any Coulson–Fischer points.

The complex adiabatic connection described in Section 6.3 presents one solution for

this problem. By scaling the electron-electron interaction using the complex parameter

λ, i.e. creating the perturbed molecular Hamiltonian

Ĥλ = VN +
N

∑
i

ĥ(i) + λ
N

∑
i<j

1
rij

, (7.4)

multiple h-HF states emerge as a continuous interconnected manifold in the complex

λ-plane with each state represented by an individual sheet of a Riemann surface.3 On

this complex manifold, Coulson–Fischer points exist as isolated exceptional points along

the real λ-axis. Crucially, Coulson–Fischer points can therefore be avoided by simply

moving around these exceptional points in the complex λ-plane. Stationary h-HF states

can then be identified across all molecular structures using a complex-perturbed λ,

before being relaxed to the physical case λ = 1 and combined in a NOCI expansion.

Since the holomorphic SCF optimisation procedure is unchanged for complex λ,

this approach retains mean-field scaling and the cost only increases due to the need for

additional SCF optimisations at different λ-values. Furthermore, once the HF states

at the initial structure have been identified, and the structures of interest have been

defined, this approach requires no further input from the user or prior knowledge about

the location of any Coulson–Fischer points.

To illustrate this idea, consider the symmetry-broken (h-)UHF solutions of H2 in a

minimal basis set (STO-3G) using two spatial orbitals φα(r) and φβ(r) parameterised by

the complex angle θ,

φα(r) = σg(r) cos θ + σu(r) sin θ, (7.5a)

φβ(r) = σg(r) cos θ − σu(r) sin θ. (7.5b)

Stationary points correspond to the critical values θc [see Fig. 7.1]. In the unperturbed

case (λ = 1), the RHF σ
2
g state (red solid line) and doubly degenerate (h-)UHF states

(blue solid line) coalesce at the Coulson–Fischer point (black dot) on the real λ-axis.

At shorter bond lengths, the real RHF state remains a stationary point on the real axis

while the h-UHF states extend into the complex-θ plane.
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Figure 7.1: The stationary values θc (left) for the RHF (red) and h-UHF (blue) states in the unperturbed

λ = 1 (solid) and perturbed λ = eiπ/20 (dashed) cases. In the unperturbed case, the three states coalesce

simultaneously at the Coulson–Fischer point (black dot), while in the perturbed case the h-UHF solution

can be followed smoothly into the complex plane. The h-HF energy (right) is only slightly affected by the

perturbation.

To move smoothly from the real symmetry-broken UHF branch, past the Coulson–

Fischer point and onto the complex h-UHF branch, the real solutions are first perturbed

by taking λ = eiπ/20 (dashed lines). Although the critical value θc for the RHF state

(fixed spatial symmetry) remains unchanged, the corresponding θc values for the (h-

)UHF state become complex-valued even for long bond lengths. These stationary points

now smoothly connect the real symmetry-broken UHF states and the complex h-UHF

states without ever passing through the Coulson–Fischer point. Relaxing the perturbed

stationary points at each bond length back to the physical value λ = 1 then yields the

unperturbed states required for NOCI.

7.2.3 Locating Relevant Hartree–Fock States

With the ability to follow h-HF states across all molecular structures and use them in

a NOCI expansion, the final challenge is identifying a manageable subset of relevant

HF solutions. Selecting a relevant set of determinants for NOCI is less trivial than in

orthogonal CI since the lack of a universal set of MOs removes the concept of excitation

levels (i.e. singles, doubles). Furthermore, to capture symmetry-broken determinants,

methods must ideally search for stationary states on the HF energy landscape without

relying on orbital excitations or a particular set of reference orbitals.
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SCF metadynamics provides an effectively black-box approach for locating multiple

stationary points.20 Starting from an optimised solution, SCF metadynamics generates

new initial guess determinants by randomly mixing occupied and virtual MOs. These

determinants are then optimised in the presence of a biasing potential to prevent re-

convergence onto a previously known stationary point. However, as shown in Chapter 4,

the total number of HF states grows rapidly with the size of the system, often exceeding

the dimensions of the full Hilbert space. Furthermore, the solutions identified by SCF

metadynamics often include very high-energy determinants with little contribution to

the NOCI wave functions. Identifying a suitable set of relevant determinants is therefore

both critically important, and surprisingly challenging.

In many cases, a dominant subset of “active” MOs can be identified that strongly

influence the characteristics of the HF energy surface. The most relevant HF deter-

minants are usually then related to different active orbital configurations, along with

symmetry-broken states formed from mixing these MOs, as illustrated by the eight UHF

states for the double-bond rotation of ethene in Section 4.4.4. Exploiting this property, an

active space SCF metadynamics approach can be defined that uses these active orbitals

to identify a suitable subset of HF states.

Starting from an initial symmetry-pure reference determinant, e.g. the RHF ground

state, a metadynamics calculation is run in which only the active MOs are allowed to mix,

and where the SCF optimisation proceeds only in this active space — i.e. the inactive

orbitals remain frozen throughout. This process leads to a set of determinants that differ

only in the composition of their active MOs, but are not themselves fully optimised

HF stationary points. Subsequently relaxing the inactive orbitals by optimising each

determinant in the full orbital space then yields true HF solutions that form the basis

for NOCI. A detailed description of this active space SCF metadynamics procedure is

provided in Appendix D.

Crucially, the number of partially optimised HF states with frozen inactive orbitals

is controlled by the size of the active orbital space and is generally much smaller

than the number of states in the full unfrozen HF space. As a result, active space

SCF metadynamics provides a manageable approach to identify a chemically relevant

basis of HF states for NOCI, while also retaining the ability to locate symmetry-broken

determinants. Finally, it was observed in Section 4.4 that the multiple HF states of

interest usually exist as real HF states at molecular structures with strong multireference

character, for example in the dissociation limit or at transition states. Since the active

space SCF metadynamics approach can only identify real HF stationary points, these

are the structures at which relevant HF states should be located.
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7.2.4 Combined Protocol

The theoretical tools developed in Sections 7.2.1–7.2.3 now allow a general protocol to

be defined that combines active space SCF metadynamics, h-HF and NOCI to compute

the ground and excited states of molecular systems. First, initial active space SCF

metadynamics calculations are run at the geometries of particular interest (usually

those with suspected multireference character) to identify a relevant subset of HF states.

These real states are then perturbed away from the real orbital coefficient axis using

a complex λ-scaling. The perturbed states can then be followed across all required

structures and past any Coulson–Fischer points, extending onto their h-HF extensions

when real solutions coalesce and vanish. Finally, the states at each geometry are relaxed

back to λ = 1 and used to construct the NOCI expansion.

The full combined approach can be summarised as follows:

1. Identify real HF solutions at the geometries of interest using active space SCF

metadynamics [see Appendix D];

2. Perturb states off the real axis using a complex λ scaling;

3. Trace the perturbed solutions across all geometries, identifying any corresponding

complex h-HF solutions required;

4. Relax all states back to λ = 1;

5. Compute NOCI energies using the resulting basis of multiple h-HF solutions.

In principle, every stage of this combined approach can be automated, except for

the initial active space SCF metadynamics calculation. However, a judicious choice

of the active orbital space and initial molecular structures is critically important since

this will control which HF solutions can be located, in turn influencing the states that

can be computed by NOCI. For example, in a diatomic molecule, HF states that are

symmetry-broken in the π-symmetry will only be identified if multiple π-orbitals

are included in the active space. It is possible that recent developments in locating

symmetry-broken SCF solutions271,272 or automatically selecting active orbital spaces70

may provide routes to remove this element of user input.

7.2.5 Algorithm Implementation

The computational components of the combined approach, including active space SCF

metadynamics, h-HF and NOCI, are implemented in a new dedicated LIBNOCI library

available in Q-CHEM 5.2.186 Additional processing in NUMPY 185 is used to manage the

process of following states across different molecular structures and complex λ scaling.
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First, the lowest energy symmetric RHF state is identified at initial geometries

believed to possess multireference character. For diatomics, these geometries lie towards

the dissociation limit, while geometries of high symmetry or transition state structures

are used for larger molecules. From these ground-state RHF orbitals, an active orbital

space is chosen to include the states that intuitively account for the multireference

character. Active space SCF metadynamics is then run to identify the low-energy HF

states that appear to have the most chemical relevance.

When following states across all molecular structures, a complex value of λ =

exp
(
i π

20

)
is usually sufficient to safely navigate past the Coulson–Fischer point. At each

structure and complex scaling, h-HF states are optimised using the holomorphic SCF

procedure with DIIS extrapolation [see Chapter 3]. A complex-orthogonal variant of

the initial maximum overlap method — where orbitals on each iteration are populated

according to their overlap with the initial guess orbitals — is found to provide the most

stable approach for following particular stationary states across multiple geometries.

Once h-HF solutions are identified across all structures at λ = exp
(
i π

20

)
, the states

are relaxed to the physical case λ = 1 by taking the complex-perturbed states as an SCF

guess for incremental λ steps. This relaxation can be performed in parallel for every

molecular structure and h-HF state of interest. The final stationary h-HF states at λ = 1

are then used to build the NOCI overlap and Hamiltonian matrix, and the generalised

eigenvalue problem is solved to yield the multireference NOCI wave functions. Note

that any null space in the NOCI overlap matrix must be accounted for before solving

this generalised eigenvalue problem. This is achieved by projecting into the non-null

space spanned by the eigenvectors of the NOCI overlap matrix with eigenvalues above

a certain threshold value. A null-space threshold of 10−6 is found to ensure numerical

stability.

7.3 Results and Discussion

The combined active space SCF metadynamics, h-HF and NOCI approach is first

illustrated on the hydrogen dimer. NOCI energies for a selection of archetypal molecular

systems are then considered including the ground-state dissociation of F2, the torsional

rotation of ethene, and the ground and excited states in the pseudo-Jahn–Teller distortion

of cyclobutadiene. Each system exhibits a challenging electronic structure including

multireference character in the ground and excited states. Finally, the performance of

combining h-HF and NOCI is assessed by comparing to currently available methods

including CIS, CASSCF, EOM-CC and FCI. The cc-pVDZ basis set is used throughout,

and all energies are provided in atomic units of Hartrees, Eh.
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7.3.1 Computational Details

All h-HF and NOCI energies, along with geometry optimisations (performed at the RHF

level) and CIS excitation energies, were calculated using the LIBNOCI implementation

in Q-CHEM 5.2.186 Where h-HF energies become complex, only the real component

is plotted. CASSCF energies were computed using the ORCA quantum chemistry

package273 and CC calculations, including EOM-CC,274 were computed using MRCC.*

Approximate benchmark comparisons for ethene and cyclobutadiene were obtained

using a selected CI (sCI) method51,52,275,276 shown to provide near FCI accuracy for both

ground and excited states.257,277–279 In particular, the CIPSI (CI using a perturbative

selection made iteratively) algorithm51,275,276 implemented in QUANTUM PACKAGE

2.0280 was used with the frozen core approximation. Further information on sCI

calculations, including detailed results, is available in Appendix E.

7.3.2 Hydrogen Dimer

To demonstrate the combined h-HF and NOCI approach, first consider the hydrogen

dimer. At short bond lengths close to equilibrium, H2 has single reference character and

the correlation energy is predominantly dynamic in nature. In contrast, the 1σg and 1σu

orbitals become degenerate in the dissociation limit, leading to multireference character

and the breakdown of the RHF approximation. However, a symmetry-broken UHF

state with diradical character emerges for large bond lengths with the correct energy

in the dissociation limit.8 Correcting the dissociation behaviour of the ground-state

requires the combination of at least the 1σ2
g and 1σ2

u configurations.

To identify the lowest eight HF states that correspond to the minimal basis solutions

[see Section 4.4.2], an SCF metadynamics active space can be defined using the 1σg and

1σu orbitals from the RHF ground-state. In this active space, eight h-HF states can be

identified which, once relaxed in the full orbital space, correspond to the symmetry-

broken UHF diradical states, RHF σ
2
g state, doubly degenerate σgσu UHF states, RHF σ

2
u

state and symmetry-broken ionic RHF states (in order of increasing energy). Although

the symmetry-broken UHF state dissociates to the correct energy, it suffers from spin

contamination and represents a superposition of a singlet and triplet state.8

By perturbing these states off the real axis using λ = exp
(
i π

20

)
and then relaxing

the stationary points at each bond length to λ = 1, each HF state (and their complex

*MRCC, a quantum chemical program suite written by M. Kállay, P. R. Nagy, Z. Rolik, D. Mester, G.

Samu, J. Csontos, J. Csóka, B. P. Szabó, L. Gyevi-Nagy, I. Ladjánszki, L. Szegedy, B. Ladóczki, K. Petrov,

M. Farkas, P. D. Mezei, and B. Hégely. See also Z. Rolik, L. Szegedy, I. Ladjánszki, B. Ladóczki, and M.

Kállay, J. Chem. Phys. 139, 094105 (2013), as well as: www.mrcc.hu
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h-HF counterparts) can be identified across the full binding curve, as shown in Fig. 7.2.

Combining these eight h-HF states in NOCI yields the four lowest energy states 1 1Σ+
g ,

1 3Σ−u , 1 1Σ+
u and 2 1Σ+

g , in order of ascending energy (solid green). The lowest singlet

and triplet states dissociate to the exact FCI limit (black stars) while the broken spin-

symmetry of the symmetry-broken UHF state is restored. This demonstrates that NOCI

is able to capture the static correlation required to correctly describe the multireference

character in the dissociation limit.

In contrast, the quality of the ground-state energy deteriorates at shorter bond

lengths, indicating that the NOCI expansion lacks the dynamic correlation which

dominates in this region. Furthermore, although the NOCI excited 1 1Σ+
u and 2 1Σ+

g

states correspond qualitatively to FCI, they are both variationally higher than the exact

result. This offset error further indicates that this NOCI formalism struggles to capture

the dynamic correlation present in these excited state wave functions.
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Figure 7.2: Real RHF (solid red) and UHF (solid blue) energies identified using SCF metadynamics with

the (σg,σu) active space for the hydrogen dimer (cc-pVDZ). Complex h-RHF (dotted red) and h-UHF

(dotted blue) states exist when real HF states coalesce. NOCI energies (solid green) using this set of HF

states are compared to their exact FCI counterparts (black starts).
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7.3.3 Dissociation of the Fluorine Dimer

Due to the combination of strong static and dynamic correlation effects, the ground-

state binding curve for the fluorine is notoriously difficult to compute.17,64,103,281–284

The particularly challenging electronic structure is present even at the HF level, where

RHF vastly overestimates the binding energy64 (as found with most single bonds)

and UHF predicts a completely unbound potential.103,284 Moreover, the RHF ground

state provides a poor reference wave function at both equilibrium and dissociation

geometries,282 posing further difficulties for post-HF methods. For example, CCSD

overbinds the molecule by almost a factor of two,64 while the “gold standard” CCSD(T)

fails completely at large bond lengths.64 Even conventional multireference methods

struggle to describe the dissociation energy correctly, with full valence CASSCF(14, 8)

underestimating the potential well depth by around a factor of a half.103 In contrast,

CCSDT — known to describe single bond breaking well64 — provides a remarkably

close approximation to the exact FCI potential energy surface computed by Bytautas

and Ruedenberg285

Taking an active space for SCF metadynamics comprising the valence 3σg bonding

and 3σu antibonding molecular orbitals (leaving the π orbitals frozen), eight real UHF

states can be identified in the dissociation limit that directly mirror those of H2. After

relaxation in the full orbital space, these correspond to two spatially symmetry-broken

UHF states with diradical character (�F···F� and �F···F�), the bonding σ
2
g and antibond-

ing σ
2
u RHF states, two non-bonding σgσu/σuσg UHF solutions, and two spatially

symmetry-broken RHF states resembling the ionic configurations F+···F– and F– ···F+,

as shown in Fig. 7.3. As the bond length is shortened, two distinct Coulson–Fischer

points arise, involving the coalescence of the diradical UHF and ionic RHF solutions

with the σ
2
g and σ

2
u states respectively. The pattern of these coalescence points mirrors

the Coulson-Fischer points in H2. Furthermore, for shorter bond lengths, the corre-

sponding h-RHF (dotted red) and h-UHF (dotted blue) solutions continue to exist with

complex orbital coefficients.

First, consider a minimal NOCI basis containing only the “σ2
g-like” RHF ground

state and the two radical UHF states along with their h-UHF counterparts, denoted from

here-on as “NOCI(3)”. The resulting binding curve closely matches the CASSCF(14, 8)

result, as shown in Fig. 7.3, suggesting that NOCI(3) can capture the static correla-

tion that is accounted for by CASSCF(14, 8). Furthermore, the variational flexibility

offered by these three determinants appears sufficient to overcome the deficiency of

the unbound UHF approximation, leading to a qualitatively correct bound potential.

However, like CASSCF(14, 8), the NOCI(3) result underestimates the binding energy

and overestimates the equilibrium bond length, implying that NOCI(3) fails to capture
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Figure 7.3: Absolute (top) energies for the eight multiple h-HF solutions of F2 (cc-pVDZ), along with

NOCI(3) and NOCI(8) ground state energies computed using only the three lowest and all eight h-

HF states respectively. Binding curves (bottom) are computed relative to the value of each method at

RF−F = 4.0 Å and compared to FCI energies from Ref. (285) .
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the dynamic correlation that dominates at shorter bond lengths.

In contrast, including all eight h-HF solutions in the NOCI basis, denoted NOCI(8),

lowers the ground state energy further relative to CASSCF(14, 8), particularly in the

equilibrium region. Introducing these extra HF solutions in the NOCI expansion appears

to allow some dynamic correlation to be computed at shorter bond lengths. Although

NOCI(8) now overestimates the molecular binding energy, the absolute error is reduced

in comparison to both NOCI(3) and CCSD. Furthermore, the equilibrium bond length

predicted by NOCI(8) shows a promising correspondence to both FCI and CCSDT

(bottom panel in Fig. 7.3).

Overall, even with only eight HF determinants from a Hilbert space of dimension

4.7× 1013, NOCI provides a good representation of the relative binding curve across the

full range of geometries. However, a large error remains in the absolute energy due to

the lack of dynamic correlation between the electrons on the same fluorine atom. This

error further illustrates that NOCI primarily accounts for static correlation, in a similar

manner to CASSCF with an active space of an equivalent size.

RF-F = 2Å RF-F = 8Å

RHF −198.55412 −198.32475
CASCI(2, 2) −0.18046 −0.39945
CASSCF(2, 2) −0.19724 −0.41897
CASSCF(14, 8) −0.19834 −0.41897
Unrelaxed NOCI(8) −0.18046 −0.39945
NOCI(8) −0.21596 −0.42576
FCI −0.51470 −0.73070

Table 7.1: Total ground-state RHF energy and the correlation energy captured by the multi-reference
methods considered for fluorine dimer (cc-pVDZ). The CASCI(2, 2) and CASSCF(2, 2) energies are
computed using the same active space (3σg and 3σu) as the SCF metadynamics. FCI energies are taken
from Ref. (285) .

To emphasise the importance of orbital relaxation outside the SCF metadynamics

active space, the NOCI correlation energies before and after the final relaxation step

in the full orbital space are compared with CASSCF(2, 2) and CASCI(2, 2) using the

equivalent active space [see Table 7.1]. Firstly, although the number of HF states

identified by SCF metadynamics in the (2, 2) active space is larger than the number of

CASCI(2, 2) states, the “unrelaxed” NOCI energy using partially optimised HF states

(i.e. with frozen inactive orbitals) is identical to the CASCI(2, 2) ground-state energy.

This indicates that the CASCI(2, 2) space is completely spanned by the multiple partially

optimised HF states, and these HF states must contain redundancies. In contrast, once

the multiple HF states are relaxed in the full orbital space, the NOCI energy is lowered

by a further 20–40 mEh, falling below the CASSCF(2, 2) and CASSCF(14, 8) results.
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The final relaxation step is therefore essential to the performance of NOCI, providing a

similar effect to the orbital relaxation that distinguishes CASSCF from CASCI.

7.3.4 Torsional Rotation of Ethene

The ethene molecule is the simplest example of an unsaturated polyene and possesses a

rich electronic structure. In particular, the torsional isomerisation of ethene provides

a prototype for photo-induced processes, including the isomerisation of retinal in

mechanisms of vision.286,287 Moreover, the twisted D2d structure of ethene is a prime

example of diradical systems that provide promising targets for singlet-fission288,289

and arise as reactive intermediates.290 However, describing the torsional rotation of

ethene is challenging because the single-reference character of the planar D2h must

be balanced with an even treatment of the (π)2 and
(
π
∗)2 configurations that become

degenerate at the twisted D2d structure.17 As a result, single-reference methods such as

CCSD and CCSD(T) suffer from unphysical cusps in the rotational barrier.

x y z

C 0.6603068 0.0000000 0.0000000
C −0.6603068 0.0000000 0.0000000
H 1.2293090 0.9225699 0.0000000
H 1.2293090 −0.9225699 0.0000000
H −1.2293090 0.9225699 0.0000000
H −1.2293090 −0.9225699 0.0000000

Table 7.2: Initial geometry for ethene optimised at the RHF (cc-pVDZ) level in Angstroms.

To compute the NOCI energies of ethene, the initial planarD2h equilibrium geometry

is first identified as the RHF minimum energy structure [see Table 7.2]. From this geom-

etry the molecule is twisted around the central C−C double bond by the torsional angle

φT to reach the multireference D2d structure (φT = 90 deg), as illustrated schematically

in Fig. 7.4. At the D2h geometry, the out-of-plane π and π
∗ ground state RHF orbitals

have symmetries b1u and b2g respectively, while at the twisted D2d geometry, these

C C

H H

HH

T

Figure 7.4: Schematic demonstrating the rotational torsion of ethene. Bond lengths and angles are held

constant for all torsion angles φT.
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Figure 7.5: Left: Real RHF (solid red) and UHF (solid blue) states for the torsional rotation of ethene.

When real states disappear, their holomorphic counterparts continue as complex h-RHF (dotted red)

and h-UHF (dotted blue) solutions. Right: The four lowest energy NOCI states computed using these

multiple HF solutions, compared to the sa-CASSCF(2, 2) energies for the lowest four states (including

three singlets and one triplet). Term symbols are given relative to the twisted D2d geometry.

orbitals become a degenerate e pair. As a result, the low-lying 1Ag, 3B3u, 1B1u and 1Ag

states of planar ethene correlate with the 1B1, 3A2, 1B2 and 1A1 states at the twisted D2d

geometry respectively.

Using an active space for SCF metadynamics containing the π and π
∗ orbitals

from the symmetric RHF ground state, eight real HF solutions can be identified at the

multireference D2d geometry, mirroring those found in Section 4.4.4. After relaxation in

the full orbital space, these states (in ascending order of energy) correspond to a pair of

diradical UHF states with one electron occupying a p-orbital on each carbon, two UHF(
ππ
∗) states, the doubly degenerate RHF states with (π)2 and

(
π
∗)2 configurations,

and a pair of symmetry-broken RHF solutions with ionic configurations. Following

each state away from φT = 90 deg, towards the planar structure, the degeneracy

of the lowest energy RHF solution breaks and the system becomes predominantly

single-reference [left panel in Fig. 7.5]. Furthermore, as observed in Section 4.4.4, the

symmetry-broken UHF states coalesce with the lower energy (π)2 state, while the ionic

RHF states coalesce with the higher energy
(
π
∗)2 solution. Beyond these coalescence

points the corresponding h-UHF and h-RHF states continue to exist with complex

orbital coefficients.
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of methods for the torsional barrier of ethene. Each curve is plotted relative to

the minimum ground-state energy for the corresponding method. Single-reference CCSD and CCSD(T)

calculations fail to describe the multireference twisted geometry (φT = 90 deg), resulting in unphysical

cusps. In contrast NOCI and state-averaged sa-CASSCF(2, 2) produce smooth torsional barriers. Term

symbols are given relative to the twisted D2d geometry.

When a basis for NOCI is built using these eight HF states (and their complex h-HF

counterparts), smooth ground- and excited-state energies can be computed across all

torsional angles (solid lines in Fig. 7.5). Each NOCI state corresponds qualitatively to the

equivalent sa-CASSCF(2, 2) result (dashed lines in Fig. 7.5) using the same active space,

demonstrating that the NOCI wave function is able to capture the static correlation.

Moreover, the relative NOCI energy remains smooth for all angles along the torsional

barrier (see Fig. 7.6), in contrast to the unphysical cusps that are present in the single-

reference CCSD and CCSD(T) energies at φT = 90 deg.

However, for the torsional isomerisation, NOCI overestimates the barrier height

compared to all other methods considered. One possible cause of this error is the relative

contributions of the symmetry-broken HF states to the singlet and triplet NOCI states.

At the D2d structure, only the ground state RHF and lower energy diradical UHF states

have the correct symmetry to contribute to the 1B1 state, while only the diradical and(
ππ
∗) UHF states contribute to the 3A2 state. Each state is therefore constructed from a

basis of four HF states, leading to a similar degree of variational flexibility in both cases.

In contrast, at the planar D2d structure, the h-RHF state corresponding to the ionic RHF
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Etot(1
1Ag)

3B3u
1B1u 2 1Ag

NOCI −78.09715 0.19374 0.39026 0.58006
CASSCF(2, 2) −78.06744 0.16520 — —
sa-CASSCF(2, 2) −78.05927 0.16052 0.38460 0.57237
CIS −78.04017 0.14166 0.31308 0.33712
EOM-CCSD −78.34912 0.17119 0.33010 0.33854
EOM-CCSDT −78.35947 0.17331 0.32584 0.33629

ex-FCI −78.36025(5) 0.17323(8) 0.3246(2) 0.33604(7)

Table 7.3: Total energy Etot of the ground singlet state, and first three vertical excitation energies for
planar D2h ethene (φT = 0 deg).

Etot(
1B1)

3A2
1B2

1A1

NOCI −77.95681 −0.00422 0.12262 0.12847
CASSCF(2, 2) −77.94419 −0.00356 — —
sa-CASSCF(2, 2) −77.93581 −0.00494 0.14838 0.15331
CIS −77.86163 −0.83382 0.03888 0.22485
EOM-CCSD −78.20237 −0.02913 0.08789 0.12639
EOM-CCSDT −78.23797 0.00032 0.08985 0.10300

ex-FCI −78.2389(4) 0.00134(7) 0.0950(3) 0.0992(5)

Table 7.4: Total energy Etot of the ground singlet state, and first three vertical excitation energies for
twisted D2d ethene (φT = 90 deg).

state can also contribute to the ground-state singlet, and thus the ground-state singlet is

now constructed from a total of six states, in contrast to four states for the ground-state

triplet. As a result, the relative variational freedom of the singlet and triplet NOCI states

is not constant across the torsional barrier, leading to the observed non-parallelity error.

Finally, the vertical excitation energies at the D2h and D2d structures provide an im-

portant testing ground for electronic structure methods.257,291–297 Predicting the singlet

(1 1Ag → 2 1Ag) excitation at the D2h geometry is particularly challenging due to the

diffuse Rydberg nature of the 2 1Ag state.291–295 Moreover, at the twisted D2d geometry,

dynamic correlation is known to lower the singlet state below the triplet state,293,298,299

resulting in a violation of Hund’s rules through the dynamic spin-polarisation effect.290

In Table 7.3 and Table 7.4, the NOCI excitation energies are compared to EOM-CCSD,

EOM-CCSDT, CASSCF(2, 2) and ex-FCI for the D2h and D2d structures respectively.

At each geometry, state-specific CASSCF(2, 2) energies are included for the ground-

state singlet and triplet states, along with state-averaged energies targeting the four

lowest states simultaneously. For the D2h structure, the dominant single-reference

character leads to accurate EOM-CCSD and EOM-CCSDT results relative to ex-FCI.

However, the uneven treatment of the singlet and triplet states in NOCI is evident

as the (1 1Ag → 3B3u) transition is overestimated. In contrast, the singlet–singlet
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NOCI excitation energies are of comparable accuracy to sa-CASSCF(2, 2), while both

approaches lack the dynamic correlation required to correctly predict the challenging

(1 1Ag → 2 1Ag) transition. The accuracy of the singlet–singlet NOCI excitation energy

further indicates the uneven characterisation of singlet and triplet states using this

NOCI basis.

At the multireference D2d geometry, only EOM-CCSDT predicts the correct ordering

of the 1B1 and 3A2 states. In contrast, both NOCI and CASSCF(2, 2) fail to capture

the dynamic correlation required to account for the dynamic spin polarisation effect.

For higher singlet–singlet excitations, NOCI reduces the error in the sa-CASSCF(2, 2)

by a factor of about a half, in particular predicting the (1B1 →1 A1) transition to a

similar degree of accuracy as the EOM-CCSD. The accuracy of NOCI for these higher

singlet–singlet excitations demonstrates the superior representation of the excited state

wave function by using multiple (excited) HF stationary states.

7.3.5 Distortion of Cyclobutadiene

Finally, consider the cyclobutadiene molecule. Correctly describing the ground and

excited states of cyclobutadiene has long been of interest as an archetypal anti-aromatic

and highly reactive system.282,300–309,309–321 In particular, methods must balance the mul-

tireference nature of the square D4h geometry with the single-configurational character

of the rectangular D2h energy minimum.

At the D4h geometry, the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) comprises

a doubly-degenerate pair of singly occupied orbitals, leading to the π-configuration

(a2u)
2(eg)

2. This configuration results in a 1B1g ground state and a low-lying 3A2g first

excited state, followed by two higher energy states of 1A1g and 1B2g symmetry. As the

molecule distorts towards the rectangular geometry, the symmetry drops from D4h to

D2h and the π-configuration becomes (b1u)
2(b2g)

2. The associated descent in symmetry

of the ground state (1B1g → 1Ag) and excited singlet state (1B2g → 1Ag) leads to a

second-order pseudo-Jahn–Teller effect that favours a distortion towards the rectangular

geometry.302–305

Starting from the rectangular geometry optimised at the RHF level [see Table 7.5],

the pseudo-Jahn–Teller distortion through the square geometry is modelled by simul-

taneously rotating two opposite corners around the central C4 rotation axis with the

distortion angle φD, as illustrated in Fig. 7.7. The C−H and diagonal C−C distances are

held constant for each distortion angle.

While the ground-state RHF solution provides a suitable reference for the D2h ge-

ometry, it becomes doubly-degenerate at the D4htransition state. In each degenerate

RHF solution (sketched as RHF 1 in Fig. 7.8), only one of the degenerate HOMO or-
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x y z

C −0.6615206 −0.7841690 0.0000000
C 0.6615206 −0.7841690 0.0000000
C −0.6615206 0.7841690 0.0000000
C 0.6615206 0.7841690 0.0000000
H −1.4260054 −1.5465327 0.0000000
H 1.4260054 −1.5465327 0.0000000
H −1.4260054 1.5465327 0.0000000
H 1.4260054 1.5465327 0.0000000

Table 7.5: Initial geometry for cyclobutadiene optimised at the RHF (cc-pVDZ) level in Angstroms.

C

C C

C

H

H H

H

D

Figure 7.7: Schematic demonstrating the modelled distortion of cyclobutadiene, where two opposite

corners of the square are rotated by the distortion angle φD around the central C4 rotation axis. For all

distortion angles φD, the C−H and diagonal C−C distances are held constant.

bitals is doubly-occupied. As a result, single reference methods such as CCSD and

CCSD(T) fail to provide even a qualitatively correct description of the energy surface,

with unphysical cusps propagated from the RHF description occurring at the square

geometry. Removing these cusps requires either the full inclusion of triple excita-

tions (i.e. CCSDT),310–312 or multireference approaches such as multi-configurational

SCF,304,320 generalised valence-bond theory,316,321 or multireference CC.306,307,309,315,322

At the square D4h transition state geometry, an active space for SCF metadynamics

is defined with the four π orbitals (a2u, eg and b2u) from the ground state RHF solution.

In this active space, a total of twelve low-energy real HF states are then located which,

after relaxation in the full orbital space, have degeneracies of two, four, two, two and

two (in order of ascending energy). In what follows, the nth-lowest RHF and UHF state

at the square geometry are denoted “RHF n” and “UHF n” respectively.

Inspecting the π orbitals for each solution — sketched for one state of each degenerate

set at the square geometry in Fig. 7.8 — spatially symmetry-broken orbitals are found

in the UHF 1, UHF 2 and RHF 2 solutions. In contrast, the orbitals of the UHF 3 states
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Figure 7.8: Sketch of the α (left) and β (right) occupied π molecular orbitals for the multiple RHF (red)

and UHF (blue) states of cyclobutadiene, along with the HF energy and degeneracy of each state at the

D4h geometry. Empty/filled circles (not to scale) indicate significant negative/positive contributions to

the orbitals from the out-of-plane carbon p-orbitals. See main text for more details.

preserve spatial symmetry, representing the (a2u)
2(eg)

2 configuration in which both

orbitals in the degenerate eg pair are singly occupied. The RHF 1 orbitals represent the

same valence configuration but with only one of the degenerate eg orbitals holding both

electrons. Degeneracies for each state can be deduced by considering the spatial and

spin symmetries of the system. The (h)-HF energies of each states across the potential

energy surface are shown in the left panel of Fig. 7.9.
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Figure 7.10: Comparison of NOCI and other methods for the relative autoisomerisation barrier and first

excited state of cyclobutadiene. Each curve is plotted relative to the ground state minimum energy for

the corresponding method. Term symbols are given relative to the square D4h geometry.

Moving away from the square geometry, the RHF 1 and UHF 2 states split into lower

(higher) energy states RHF 1a (RHF 1b) and UHF 2a (UHF 2b) with one- and two-fold

degeneracies respectively. The single degeneracy of the RHF 1a ground state leads

to the dominant single-reference character at the rectangular geometry. In addition,

each of the symmetry-broken solutions coalesces with the symmetry-pure RHF 1a state

at a different Coulson–Fischer point shown in Fig. 7.9. For distortion angles further

away from 90 deg, the h-HF counterparts of the vanishing states continue to exist with

complex orbital coefficients (dotted lines in Fig. 7.9).

Using these HF solutions as a basis for NOCI recovers continuous and smooth

energies that are all variationally lower than their sa-CASSCF(4, 4) counterparts (right

panel in Fig. 7.9). Again, NOCI recovers the static correlation required to provide

a qualitatively correct description of the ground and excited states, while the use of

individually optimised HF states quantitatively improves the energy relative to sa-

CASSCF. Furthermore, NOCI yields a smooth relative ground-state autoisomerisation
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Etot(
1B1g)

3A2g
1A1g

1B2g

NOCI −153.72075 0.01630 0.06987 0.12331
CIS −153.60216 −0.06703 0.01840 0.22862
CASSCF(4, 4) −153.70956 0.01657 — —
sa-CASSCF(4, 4) −153.70721 0.01465 0.08204 0.14176
EOM-CCSD −154.18974 −0.02062 0.24389 0.25355
EOM-CCSDT −154.23741 0.00271 — —

ex-FCI −154.234(1) 0.013(3) 0.058(2) 0.078(1)

Table 7.6: Total energy Etot of the singlet ground state, and the first three vertical excitation energies for
square cyclobutadiene.

barrier [see Fig. 7.10] with a close agreement to CCSDT. In fact, even a state-specific

CASSCF(4, 4) ground-state calculation fails to reproduce the relative accuracy of NOCI.

Notably, however, the NOCI ground state exhibits a bump at around φD = 99 deg.

This feature appears to result from a complicated “avoided crossing” between the h-HF

extension of the RHF 2 state and another solution (complex for all geometries and not

shown) in the complex orbital coefficient plane. Exploring the topology of these states

for complex λ in the vicinity of this bump reveals a Coulson–Fischer point away from

the real axis, although a detailed investigation is beyond the scope of the current work.

Instead, it suffices to note that the h-HF states used for NOCI are consistent across all

distortion angles without any coalescence, and thus the NOCI energies remain both

smooth and continuous.

Finally, consider the vertical excitation energies for D4h cyclobutadiene. At this ge-

ometry, dynamic correlation lowers the singlet below the triplet state,301,304,314 leading to

a violation of Hund’s rules through the dynamic spin-polarisation effect.290 In Table 7.6

the excitation energies calculated using NOCI are compared to those computed using

CIS, EOM-CCSD, EOM-CCSDT, both state-specific CASSCF(4, 4) and sa-CASSCF(4, 4),

and ex-FCI. In sa-CASSCF(4, 4), the four lowest energy states are simultaneously opti-

mised, while the state-specific variant focuses on only the lowest energy singlet and

triplet states in separate calculations.

For the (1B1g → 3A2g) transition, NOCI matches the state-specific CASSCF(4, 4)

result, although both overestimate the excitation energy. In contrast, the uncorrelated

CIS leads to an incorrect ordering of the singlet and triplet states, as does the absence

of static correlation in EOM-CCSD. For the higher energy singlet-singlet transitions,

NOCI gives the closest estimate to the ex-FCI result in comparison to all the methods

considered. In contrast, EOM-CCSD significantly overpredicts the excitation energies,

while the EOM-CCSDT calculations failed to converge for these transitions. Overall,

NOCI appears to match the performance of state-specific CASSCF(4, 4) and outperforms
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EOM-CCSD to provide accurate estimates of multireference excitation energies at a

significantly lower cost.

7.4 Concluding Remarks

This chapter has presented a general protocol that uses h-HF stationary states to con-

struct NOCI wave functions with smooth and continuous energies for all molecular

structures along a particular trajectory. Firstly, it was shown that minimal modifica-

tions are required to solve the generalised NOCI eigenvalue problem constructed using

complex h-HF solutions. Secondly, to identify a relevant subset of real HF solutions

that contribute towards capturing the multireference character along the trajectory, an

active space SCF metadynamics approach has been defined. In this approach, the HF

orbitals are first mixed and optimised in the active space while the inactive orbitals are

kept frozen. Each state is then relaxed in the full orbital space to identify a ‘true’ HF

stationary state. Finally, introducing a complex-perturbed electron-electron interaction

λ allows real HF solutions to be extended onto their corresponding complex h-HF states

by going around the Coulson–Fischer point in the complex λ-plane. A h-HF solution

can then be easily followed across all geometries using a complex-valued λ and then

relaxed back to λ = 1 to use in the NOCI expansion.

The application of the combined h-HF and NOCI approach has been demonstrated

by considering the ground and low-lying excited states in the dissociation of H2 and

F2, the double-bond rotation in ethene, and the pseudo-Jahn–Teller distortion of cy-

clobutadiene. NOCI appears to capture correlation to a similar, if not better, accuracy

than CASSCF using an equivalent active space, and can provide multireference exci-

tation energies with remarkably small NOCI expansions. Moreover, the final orbital

relaxation of each HF state in the full orbital space provides a similar effect to the

orbital optimisation in CASSCF. As a result, NOCI presents a promising alternative to

CASSCF while avoiding the difficulties of simultaneously optimising the orbital and CI

expansion coefficients. Furthermore, this NOCI approach is systematically improvable

by increasing the number of HF states included, and scales favourably with the system

size.

7.4.1 Scope for Future Development

The applications of using fully optimised multiple HF solutions as a basis for NOCI still

remain relatively unexplored, and this approach holds great potential for larger systems

that are out of reach for conventional multireference techniques. In particular, the

inclusion of symmetry-broken solutions that qualitatively represent physical states can
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provide chemical insight into complicated processes such as electron transfer.33 More-

over, there are a range of possible opportunities for further developing and improving

this NOCI approach to create a fully fledged, black-box method.

Firstly, using a complex-perturbed Hamiltonian to follow HF states across all molec-

ular structures can in principle be applied for any set of HF states. In particular, this

means that the use of active space SCF metadynamics could be replaced by any other

method for locating HF states, for example SF-NOCI or NOCIS. Identifying the relevant

HF states is currently the limiting factor of this NOCI approach and it is possible that

future computational developments may alleviate this bottleneck. For example, recent

advances in selecting active orbital spaces70 or identifying HF states using algebraic

approaches271,272 may provide effective alternatives.

Secondly, developing optimised computational implementations of this NOCI ap-

proach could increase the size of the molecular systems that can be computed. In

particular, the most computationally intensive component of the algorithm is perform-

ing the large number of SCF optimisations that are needed to locate multiple HF states

and follow them across all molecular structures. Improved methods for more intelli-

gently locating multiple HF states (as described above) would help reduce this cost.

Furthermore, since many of the SCF optimisations are independent of each other (for

example following one state across all geometries), performing these optimisations in

parallel would reduce the total time required.

Thirdly, in this work and others, NOCI has been found to predominantly account for

static rather than dynamic correlation. In this sense, the NOCI wave function performs

a similar role to the CASSCF wave function. A perturbative correction to NOCI should

therefore provide improved quantitative energies that include dynamic correlation.

However, defining perturbative corrections to the NOCI wave function is challenging

because there are no common reference orbitals or single-particle energies, and the

NOCI wave function can have a non-zero overlap with the entire Hilbert space. The

NOCI-MP2 approach provides one possible ‘perturb-then-diagonalise’ route where

each HF state is individually perturbed and the resulting states are combined in the

NOCI expansion.134,146 In contrast, developing a NOCI perturbation theory through

a similar approach to CASPT275,76 or NEVPT282 has the potential to provide a more

rigorous and direct perturbative correction to the NOCI energy. Developing this type of

perturbation correction for NOCI forms the focus of Chapter 8.

Finally, to construct a fully self-contained theoretical framework, the derivation of

nuclear gradients for NOCI should be considered. With nuclear gradients, it would then

be possible to energetically optimise the molecular structure and reaction pathways to

identify ground and excited state energies that are fully consistent within the NOCI
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approximation. Furthermore, molecular gradients would allow the NOCI potential

energy surface to be used for efficient ab initio molecular dynamics simulations with-

out relying on finite difference approximations. Using fully optimised real HF states

should simplify the derivation of NOCI molecular gradients through the application of

the Hellmann–Feynman theorem.323 However, since complex h-HF solutions are not

stationary states on the conventional (Hermitian) HF energy surface, explicit molecular

gradients for these states must be developed.

Ultimately, by developing a systematic and routine NOCI approach, this chapter

has laid the foundations for using NOCI to describe multireference ground and excited

states in general. This approach provides a similar accuracy to CASSCF for both

ground and excited states, presenting a viable multireference approach that avoids the

computational challenges of CASSCF.
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Chapter 8

Second-Order NOCI Perturbation Theory

The work in this chapter has contributed to the publication Ref. (5)

Summary

In Chapter 7, and in previous work, NOCI was found to mainly capture static electron

correlation to provide similar accuracy to CASSCF with a comparable active space size.

For CASSCF wave functions, the remaining dynamic correlation is often captured using

the highly successful diagonalise-then-perturb CASPT2 approach, allowing quantitative

energies to be computed. While a perturbative correction to NOCI has previously been

introduced through the NOCI-MP2 approach, this uses the alternative perturb-then-

diagonalise philosophy and relies on a series of approximations. Instead, this chapter

develops a rigorous diagonalise-then-perturb correction to NOCI that directly mirrors

CASPT2. The resulting “NOCI-PT2” theory is found to provide similar accuracy to

CASPT2, allowing quantitative energy surfaces to be computed through the NOCI

framework.
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8.1 Context and Scope

Electron correlation in molecules is often partitioned into so-called static effects, describ-

ing large spatial rearrangements of electron density, or dynamic effects arising from

the detailed relative motion of electrons. Static correlation can be accounted for using

multireference methods such as the CASSCF approach,18 and Chapter 7 shows that

NOCI captures static correlation with a similar accuracy to CASSCF. In contrast, strong

dynamic correlation is most successfully addressed through single-reference many-body

perturbation theory such as the MP2 method,12 or the closely related coupled-cluster

approach.63

Handling systems where both static and dynamic correlation effects become im-

portant presents a more difficult challenge for electronic structure theory. Methods

such as CASSCF fail to efficiently capture dynamic correlation, while single-reference

perturbation theory and coupled-cluster break down in the presence of strong static

correlation.11 The most popular solution is to add perturbative corrections on top of

multireference wave functions, leading to methods such as CASPT2,75,76 or NEVPT2.82

In this way, static correlation is handled by the multiconfigurational reference wave

function while dynamic correlation is captured “in the presence of” static correlation

through so-called “diagonalise-then-perturb” corrections. However, these methods

suffer from the same limitations as the reference CASSCF approach, including the need

for specialised experience in selecting the active orbitals and issues associated with

variations in the active space as the molecular geometry change.77

Since NOCI captures mainly static correlation with a similar accuracy to CASSCF,

adding a rigorous perturbative correction to NOCI is the obvious next step towards

a quantitative theory. Any NOCI-based perturbation theory should ideally reduce

to either MP2 for a single determinant NOCI wave function, or a multireference ap-

proach such as CASPT2 if a suitable set of orthogonal reference determinants is chosen.

The only previous attempt to add a perturbative correction to NOCI was NOCI-MP2

theory,134,146,147 where the NOCI basis determinants are perturbed using MP2 theory

in a perturb-then-diagonalise approach. However, the original NOCI-MP2 approach

was found to suffer from size-consistency issues that required ad hoc alterations to the

working equations.146 Furthermore, while NOCI-MP2 reduces to MP2 theory for a

single reference determinant, it does not recover either CASPT2 or NEVPT2 when a

suitable orthogonal set of NOCI determinants is chosen.

Instead, this chapter considers building a rigorous diagonalise-then-perturb correc-

tion to the reference NOCI wave function. This is achieved by identifying a suitable

zeroth-order Hamiltonian and first-order interacting space in a similar manner to
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CASPT2. The resulting theory — referred to as “NOCI-PT2” — is a closer analogue to

conventional multireference perturbation theory than the NOCI-MP2 approach, and

is found to provide a similar level of accuracy to CASPT2. By defining this rigorous

NOCI-PT2 correction, the combined NOCI and NOCI-PT2 framework becomes a direct

mirror of CASSCF and CASPT2. This finally establishes NOCI-based methods as a fully

fledged alternative to the conventional orthogonal CASSCF framework.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 8.2 describes the

challenges of NOCI-based perturbation theory and the development of the NOCI-

PT2 approach. In Section 8.3, NOCI-PT2 is applied to a series of molecular examples

and its performance is compared to currently available methods. Finally, Section 8.4

summarises the key conclusions and highlights potential directions for future research.

8.2 Theoretical Development

8.2.1 Prerequisites to NOCI Perturbation Theory

Constructing a rigorous diagonalise-then-perturb NOCI correction starts by defining

the reference wave function

|Ψ(0)〉 = |ΨNOCI〉 =
ndet

∑
x
|xΨ〉cx, (8.1)

where each basis state |xΨ〉 corresponds to a single Slater determinant constructed from

a bespoke set of N occupied MOs {|xψi〉}. Following the NOCI approach outlined in

Chapter 7, this set of determinants may correspond to real HF solutions or complex-

valued h-HF stationary states.4 It will be assumed that the basis determinants are

normalised but not necessarily stationary states of the real HF energy and do not

satisfy Brillouin’s condition.8 For complex h-HF stationary states, normalisation can be

achieved by orthonormalising the occupied orbitals with respect to the unitary condition

and then constructing the virtual orbitals from the corresponding orthogonal subspace.

Formally defining a second-order perturbative correction requires three key compo-

nents:

(i) Constructing a well-defined and simple reference Hamiltonian Ĥ0;

(ii) Identification of the first-order interacting space;

(iii) Avoiding intruder states and quasi-degeneracies.

However, the nonorthogonal structure of the NOCI reference wave function makes each

of these components more challenging than single-reference approaches such as MP2,

or orthogonal multireference perturbation theories including CASPT2.
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8.2.2 Defining the Reference Hamiltonian

The reference Hamiltonian Ĥ0 lies at the heart of all perturbation theories and should

have a simple form with eigenfunctions corresponding to the zeroth-order wave func-

tions. For the single-reference case, Ĥ0 is almost universally defined using the one-

electron Fock operator,

Ĥ0 = F̂ =
N

∑
i

f̂ (i) (8.2)

leading to Møller–Plesset partitioning.12 However, when a multireference reference

wave function is used, there is no longer a common set of occupied one-electron orbitals

and the Fock operator definition becomes ambiguous. The most common solution is to

introduce a generalised Fock operator F̂ defined in the atomic spin-orbital basis as75,76

F[PΨ]µν = hµν +
2n

∑
στ

〈µσ||ντ〉(PΨ)
τσ, (8.3)

where PΨ is the one-electron reduced density matrix of the multireference wave function

Ψ [see Appendix C]. For a single determinant reference wave function, this generalised

Fock operator reduces to the Møller–Plesset zeroth-order Hamiltonian since the molec-

ular orbitals become eigenfunctions of the Fock operator. However, to ensure that a

multireference wave function remains an eigenfunction of Ĥ0, the generalised Fock

operator must be further modified using projectors onto the subspaces corresponding to

the reference wave function and external interacting space. For example, including these

projectors for a CASSCF wave function leads to the CASPT2 zeroth-order Hamiltonian

defined in Eq. (1.66).

Like all multireference approaches, the NOCI wave function |ΨNOCI〉 also suffers

from the lack of well-defined occupied orbitals. Furthermore, each NOCI basis state

is an independently optimised Slater determinant. There is therefore no common set

of MOs to build any model reference Hamiltonian and the perturbing determinants

cannot be split into subspaces corresponding to those used in the CASPT2 reference

Hamiltonian. Instead, the most unambiguous choice of zeroth-order Hamiltonian is to

use a generalised Fock operator built from the NOCI one-particle density matrix PNOCI

and split it using projectors onto the reference wave function and external space to give

Ĥ0 =M F̂GM+Q F̂GQ, (8.4)

where F̂G = F̂[PNOCI] and the model- and external-space projectors are defined as

M = |ΨNOCI〉〈ΨNOCI| and Q = I − |ΨNOCI〉〈ΨNOCI|. (8.5)

Crucially, this reference Hamiltonian reduces to the Møller–Plesset zeroth-order Hamil-

tonian for a single determinant wave function and is closely related to the CASPT2
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zeroth-order Hamiltonian if the NOCI basis states span an orthogonal complete active

space.

8.2.3 Identifying the First-Order Interacting Space

Deriving a second-order energy correction requires the identification of the first-order

wave function. Usually an ansatz for the first-order wave function is built from the set

of external-space determinants that can couple to the reference wave function, defining

the ‘first-order interacting space’. However, partitioning the Hilbert space determinants

into model and external spaces is impossible for NOCI as every determinant can have a

component in the reference wave function. The absence of well-defined Hilbert space

partitioning is shared with other reference wave functions such as matrix product states

used in the density matrix renormalisation group approach.324–326

Despite the lack of a well-defined Hilbert space partitioning, the model space projec-

torM can be easily defined in terms of the NOCI expansion determinants as

M =
ndet

∑
wx
|wΨ〉Swx〈xΨ|, (8.6)

where Swx = 〈wΨ|xΨ〉 is the metric tensor in the multiple HF solution basis. In contrast,

the external space projector Q cannot be constructed explicitly as there is no well-

defined resolution of the identity since each reference NOCI determinant is build from

a different set of orbitals. Instead, it is possible to proceed with the representation

Q = I −M and identify the first-order wave function by solving
(
Q(Ĥ0 − E(0))Q

)
|Ψ(1)〉 = −QV̂M|Ψ(0)〉, (8.7)

where E(0) = 〈ΨNOCI|Ĥ0|ΨNOCI〉.
Note that this first-order wave function equation also corresponds to minimising

the Hylleraas functional40

L[Ψ(1)] = 〈Ψ(1)|Q(Ĥ0 − E(0))Q|Ψ(1)〉+ 〈Ψ(1)|QV̂M|Ψ(0)〉+ 〈Ψ(0)|MV̂Q|Ψ(1)〉.
(8.8)

For a given approximate first-order wave function, the value of this Hylleraas functional

also provides a variational estimate of the true second-order energy.11

In orthogonal perturbation theory, |Ψ(1)〉 can be expanded in terms of the single

and double replacement determinants from each reference determinant in the multi-

determinantal reference wave function.75,76 However, since the NOCI wave function

can span the whole Hilbert space, expanding the first-order wave function in terms

of excited determinants built from a single orthogonal set of MOs requires excitations
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of all orders. Instead, the first-order wave function ansatz can be built by considering

the set of determinants in the combined Hilbert spaces constructed from every refer-

ence determinant in the NOCI wave function. While this approach requires multiple

representations of the full Hilbert space, it will be shown that only single and double

excitations from each reference determinant are required.

Considering the zeroth-order Hamiltonian (8.4) and the expansion

QV̂|Ψ(0)〉 = (I −M)(Ĥ − Ĥ0)|Ψ(0)〉
= (Ĥ − Ĥ0 −MĤ +MĤ0)|Ψ(0)〉
= (Ĥ − Eref)|Ψ(0)〉,

(8.9)

the second-order energy (1.47c) is then given by

E(2) = 〈Ψ(1)|QV̂|Ψ(0)〉 = 〈Ψ(1)|Ĥ − Eref|Ψ(0)〉, (8.10)

where Eref = 〈Ψ(0)|Ĥ|Ψ(0)〉 = E(0) + E(1) and |Ψ(1)〉 may not be orthogonal to |Ψ(0)〉.
Inserting the NOCI wave function (8.1) and expanding the action of the Hamiltonian

on each determinant then gives

E(2) =
nref

∑
w
〈Ψ(1)|Ĥ − Eref|w0Ψ〉cw

=
nref

∑
w

[
SD
∑

I∈W
〈Ψ(1)|wIΨ〉〈wIΨ|Ĥ|w0Ψ〉+ 〈Ψ(1)|w0Ψ〉

(
〈w0Ψ|Ĥ|w0Ψ〉 − Eref

)]
cw,

(8.11)

where |wIΨ〉 denotes an excitation from the reference determinant, |w0Ψ〉 ≡ |wΨ〉 and

∑SDI∈W indicates the sum over single and double excitations in the Hilbert spaceW built

from determinant w. Crucially, any triple (or higher) replacement determinant in one

Hilbert space representation can only couple to the reference wave function if it corre-

sponds to a linear combination of single and double excitations from other reference

wave functions. The first-order interacting space can therefore be represented using

only single and double excitations from each reference determinant in the NOCI expan-

sion. Note that the reference determinants {|w0Ψ〉} are not included in the first-order

interacting space as they satisfy the NOCI eigenvalue problem and do not contribute to

the second-order energy.

8.2.4 Computing the Second-Order Energy

Using the first-order interacting space allows an ansatz for the first-order wave function

to be constructed as

|Ψ(1)〉 =
nref

∑
w

SD
∑

I∈W
|wIΨ〉awI , (8.12)
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where awI represents coefficients that remain to be identified. The first-order wave

function equation can now be fully expanded as

nref

∑
w

SD
∑

I∈W

(
Q(Ĥ0 − E(0))Q

)
|wIΨ〉awI = −(Ĥ − Eref)|Ψ(0)〉. (8.13)

The variable coefficients awI can be solved by projecting Eq. (8.13) onto the first-order

interacting space to give the simultaneous equations

nref

∑
w

SD
∑

I∈W
〈xJΨ|

(
Q(Ĥ0 − E(0))Q

)
|wIΨ〉awI = −〈xJΨ|Ĥ − Eref|Ψ(0)〉, (8.14)

defining the rigorous diagonalise-then-perturb “NOCI-PT2” equations. Higher exci-

tations can in principle couple to the single and double excitations through
(
Q(Ĥ0 −

E(0))Q
)
. However, the approximate first-order wave function obtained from Eq. (8.14)

provides a variational estimate of the second-order energy to be computed through the

Hylleraas functional (8.8).

Introducing the matrix elements

FxJ,wI = 〈xJΨ|QĤ0Q|wIΨ〉, (8.15a)

SxJ,wI = 〈xJΨ|Q|wIΨ〉, (8.15b)

VxJ = 〈xJΨ|Ĥ − Eref|Ψ(0)〉, (8.15c)

allows the NOCI-PT2 equations to be expressed as the linear equation
(

F − E(0)S
)

a = −V , (8.16)

with the corresponding second-order energy given by E(2) = a†V . Explicitly expanding

Q = I − |Ψ(0)〉〈Ψ(0)| and noting that QĤ0Q = QF̂GQ allows (8.15a) and (8.15b) to be

expressed as

FxJ,wI =〈xJΨ|F̂G|wIΨ〉+ E(0)〈xJΨ|Ψ(0)〉〈Ψ(0)|wIΨ〉
− 〈xJΨ|F̂G|Ψ(0)〉〈Ψ(0)|wIΨ〉 − 〈xJΨ|Ψ(0)〉〈Ψ(0)|F̂G|wIΨ〉

(8.17)

and

SxJ,wI = 〈xJΨ|wIΨ〉 − 〈xJΨ|Ψ(0)〉〈Ψ(0)|wIΨ〉, (8.18)

respectively. In these expansions, terms containing Ψ(0) account for any components of

the first-order interacting space that are already present in the reference wave function.

The matrix form of the NOCI-PT2 equations highlights the relationship to the

CASPT2 approach.78 Furthermore, the recently derived Spin-Symmetry-Projected HF

Perturbation Theory (SUPT2) provides a closely related nonorthogonal first-order wave

function equation.327 However, the first-order wave function in SUPT2 is expanded
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using symmetry-projections of the single and double replacement determinants through

a “projection-after-excitation” style. In contrast, NOCI-PT2 considers excitations from

each reference determinant individually, allowing the perturbative contribution from

each Hilbert space representation to be explicitly captured.

Solving the NOCI-PT2 equations can be achieved using the same approach as solving

the most general form of the CASPT2 equations [for more details, see Ref. (78) ]. Like

CASPT2, it is possible for redundancies to exist among the perturbing determinants,

particularly since single and double excitations built from different NOCI reference

determinants are likely to be linearly dependent. The presence of these redundancies

leads to a null space in the overlap matrix (8.15b) and must be taken into account by first

diagonalising the overlap matrix to identify the non-null eigenvectors. Constructing

the projection matrix into the non-null space X, where

X†SX = I, (8.19)

allows the first-order wave function to be transformed into

(F̃ − E(0)I)ã = −Ṽ , (8.20)

where F̃ = X†FX, ã = X†Sa and Ṽ = X†V . Identifying the diagonal matrix

∆ = Y† F̃Y − E(0)I (8.21)

then allows the the first-order wave function coefficients to be evaluated as

˜̃a = −∆−1 ˜̃V , (8.22)

where ˜̃a = Y†ã and ˜̃V = Y†Ṽ . The second-order energy correction can then be com-

puted as

E(2) = ˜̃a† ˜̃V = − ˜̃V †∆−1 ˜̃V . (8.23)

In practice, since all single and double excitations from each reference determinant

are included in the first-order wave function, the dimensions of the NOCI-PT2 matrices

will scale asO(nrefN
2n2) and exact diagonalisation will generally be intractable. Further-

more, in contrast to CASPT2, the NOCI-PT2 matrices do not possess any block-diagonal

form that would reduce the cost of exact diagonalisation. Instead, the NOCI-PT2 equa-

tions can be evaluated using an iterative linear solver such as DIIS150,151 or MINRES328

by casting Eq. (8.16) into the form

Ma = −V (8.24)
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where M = F − E(0)S. Using Eqs. (8.17) and (8.18) allows the matrix elements of M to

be explicitly expanded as

MxJ,wI =〈xJΨ|F̂G|wIΨ〉
− 〈xJΨ|F̂G|Ψ(0)〉〈Ψ(0)|wIΨ〉 − 〈xJΨ|Ψ(0)〉〈Ψ(0)|F̂G|wIΨ〉
− E(0)

[
〈xJΨ|wIΨ〉 − 2〈xJΨ|Ψ(0)〉〈Ψ(0)|wIΨ〉

]
.

(8.25)

The consistency of the linear problem (8.24) is ensured since the redundancy in the

perturbing determinants appears in both M and V in exactly the same way, ensuring

that a unique solution exists. However, the likely presence of a null-space in M can

lead to slow iterative convergence, although this effect can be alleviated using a suitable

preconditioning scheme.

8.2.5 Intruder States and Imaginary Shifts

Like all perturbation theories, and in particular multireference approaches, NOCI-PT2

is susceptible to the effects of intruder states from singularities in the second-order

perturbation equations. In the full NOCI-PT2 approach, intruder states arise when

the eigenvalues of F̃ (diagonal elements of ∆) are close to zero, creating poles in ∆−1

that cause the first-order wave function coefficients to blow-up. While the presence of

intruder states often indicates a bad choice of Hamiltonian partitioning or reference

wave function, their effects can be mitigated using either a real79 or imaginary shift80

in the reference energy. Real energy shifts only move the poles in ∆−1 along the real

axis, often causing the divergences to simply occur at a different molecular geometry.

In contrast, imaginary shifts move the poles into the complex plane and provide a more

robust way of removing intruder state divergences. Both real and imaginary shifts also

introduce a small distortion into the potential energy landscape, although this effect is

smaller using imaginary shifts.80 For these reasons, only the imaginary shift philosophy

will be considered for removing singularities in the NOCI-PT2 approach.

In orthogonal multireference perturbation approaches, the imaginary shift is intro-

duced using the transformation Ĥ0 → Ĥ0 + iε.80 However, identifying the first-order

wave function using this shifted reference Hamiltonian requires both F and S to be

considered separately, rather than the combined matrix M. This approach is easy when

the perturbing wave functions are mutually orthogonal, but becomes more challenging

for the nonorthogonal first-order interacting space in NOCI-PT2. Instead, it is easier to

introduce an imaginary shift iε by following an alternative approach described for the

related SUPT2 method in Ref. (327) .

The derivation for this alternative approach starts by noting that the exact (non-null)
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eigenvalues of M are given by327

∑
wI,xJ

Z∗p,xJ MxJ,wIZwI,q = ∆pδpq, (8.26)

where the transformations X and Y defined in Eqs. (8.19) and (8.21) are combined

to construct the unitary transformation Z = XY . Note that the orthogonal non-null

space (indexed by p, q, . . . ) will have a lower dimensionality than the full first-order

interacting space (indexed by wI, xJ, yK, . . . ) when there are redundancies in the NOCI-

PT2 equations. In this orthogonal non-null space, the exact first-order wave function

coefficients with an imaginary shift are given by

˜̃ap = −
˜̃Vp

∆p + iε
. (8.27)

While the first-order wave function coefficients may be complex when the reference

NOCI wave function is complex-valued, the second-order energy must always be real.

To ensure a real-valued second-order correction using an imaginary shift, the coefficients

can be defined as

˜̃ap = −
∆p

˜̃Vp

∆2
p + ε2 , (8.28)

where the additional contribution that would lead to a complex-valued energy is

neglected.

Using Eq. (8.26) and the relations

∆2 = Z†MS−1MZ (8.29a)

˜̃a = Z†Sa (8.29b)
˜̃V = Z†V (8.29c)

allows Eq. (8.28) to be back-transformed to give a new linear problem for the shifted

first-order wave function coefficients as

(MS−1M + ε2S)a = −MS−1V . (8.30)

Crucially, while this new linear problem requires the construction of a modified input

matrix and vector, it can still be solved with a conventional linear solver. However, it

is generally not possible to exactly diagonalise S to compute the required inverse S−1.

Instead, since only an approximate first-order wave function is needed to account for

the imaginary shift, it can be assumed that this additional overlap matrix is diagonal,

giving the simpler linear problem

(M2 + ε2I)a = −MV . (8.31)
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Once the approximate imaginary-shifted coefficients have been identified, a varia-

tional estimate of the second-order energy can then be obtained through the unshifted

Hylleraas functional (8.8),80 given in matrix form as

E(2) = a†Ma + a†V + V †a. (8.32)

8.2.6 Algorithm Implementation

The current NOCI-PT2 implementation begins by assuming a suitable set of (h-)HF

states {|xΨ〉} have been provided. The combined NOCI and NOCI-PT2 approach then

proceeds as follows:

1. Orthogonalise the occupied orbitals for each reference state |xΨ〉 with respect to

the unitary constraint and construct the corresponding virtual orbitals.

2. Solve the reference NOCI problem (7.3) to identify the reference wave function

|Ψ(0)〉 = |ΨNOCI〉.
3. Construct the generalised Fock operator (8.3) and zeroth-order Hamiltonian (8.4)

using the NOCI density matrix defined in Eq. (C.20).

4. Build the MxJ,wI [Eq. (8.25)] and VxJ [Eq. (8.15c)] matrix elements using the gener-

alised Slater–Condon rules outlined in Appendix C.

5. Define the linear problem Ax = B depending on whether an imaginary shift is

used:

• Unshifted approach: A = M and B = −V ;

• Imaginary shift of iε: A = M2 + ε2I and B = −MV ,

6. Iteratively solve the linear problem using the MINRES algorithm to identify the

first-order wave function coefficients x.

7. Compute E(2) from the Hylleraas functional using (8.32).

Iteratively solving the NOCI-PT2 linear problem in Step 6 can be accelerated by intro-

ducing a simple symmetric diagonal preconditioner Dij = |Aii|δij to give the modified

matrices A′ = D−1/2AD−1/2 and B′ = D−1/2B. The optimal first-order wave func-

tion coefficients are then given in the un-preconditioned space as x = D−1/2x′, where

A′x′ = B′. Convergence of the MINRES algorithm is judged using the length of the

residual vector r′ = A′x′ − B′, with a threshold value of |r′| < 10−7.

This algorithm has been implemented in a developmental version of Q-CHEM 5.2

using the LIBNOCI library. Although it is primitive and far from optimal, it is sufficient

for a first investigation into NOCI-PT2. In the longer term, the algorithm may be
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accelerated by using the nonorthogonal Wick’s theorem to compute matrix elements

without repeatedly performing Löwdin pairing for the excited determinants.329 This

acceleration may then allow matrix elements to be computed on-the-fly, removing the

high memory requirements of explicitly storing the M matrix and V vectors.

8.3 Results and Discussion

The NOCI-PT2 approach is first illustrated on the hydrogen dimer. Its application

to strongly correlated wave functions is assessed using the symmetric stretch of the

square H4 molecule, which possesses a degenerate HOMO and LUMO across the full

binding curve. The ground-state dissociation of the fluorine dimer is then considered

as a molecular example exhibiting strong static and dynamic correlation. In each case,

NOCI-PT2 is compared to the CASPT2 approach using an equivalent active space and

NOCI-MP2 computed with the same NOCI reference wave function. All NOCI-MP2

calculations use the size-consistent “version 2” approach described in Refs. (146) and

(147) . Energies are provided in atomic units of Hartrees, Eh.

8.3.1 Computational Details

All h-HF and NOCI energies were calculated using the LIBNOCI library in Q-CHEM

5.2.186 Where h-HF energies become complex, only the real component is plotted.

NOCI-PT2 energies were calculated using the algorithm described in Section 8.2.6 and

implemented in a developmental version of the LIBNOCI library in Q-CHEM 5.2. All

NOCI-MP2 energies were computed using an in-house implementation in a develop-

mental version of the LIBNOCI library in Q-CHEM 5.2. CASSCF and CASPT2 energies

were computed using the OPENMOLCAS package.330 Exact FCI energies for H2 and H4

were computed using ORCA.273 Near-exact energies for F2 were computed using the

CIPSI method implemented in QUANTUM PACKAGE 2.0280 and were converged to an

extrapolated error less than 0.01 mEh.

8.3.2 Hydrogen Dimer

The hydrogen dimer is the simplest molecular system that exhibits a transition between

dominant static and dynamic correlation. At large bond lengths, the strong static

correlation arises from the near-degeneracy of the bonding σg and antibonding σu

molecular orbitals and is associated with the physical dissociation of the closed-shell

H2 molecule into an open-shell singlet comprising two H radicals. Since this open-

shell singlet cannot be faithfully described by a single HF determinant, the true wave
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Figure 8.1: Top: Absolute NOCI(3) and NOCI(3)-PT2 energies for the hydrogen dimer (cc-pVDZ)

computed using the lowest RHF and degenerate UHF states with their h-UHF counterparts. Bottom:

Error in the NOCI(3)-PT2 energy with respect to the exact FCI energy compared to CASPT2(2,2) with an

equivalent number of configuration state functions and NOCI(3)-MP2 using the same reference NOCI

wave function.

function adopts predominantly multireference character. At the HF level, this strong

static correlation causes the breakdown of the closed-shell RHF approximation and the

emergence of a lower energy symmetry-broken UHF (sb-UHF) state. In contrast, the
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single determinant RHF state provides a qualitatively correct description of the energy

near the equilibrium geometry and the remaining error arises from dynamic correlation.

Taking the cc-pVDZ basis set, the lowest-energy RHF state (σ2
g) and the two degen-

erate sb-UHF states along with their h-UHF counterparts can be used to construct a

symmetry-restored NOCI wave function (top panel in Fig. 8.1). The corresponding

NOCI(3) energy becomes exact in the dissociation limit since here the sb-UHF states

tend towards the FCI energy. Using the same number of configuration state functions

in the CASSCF(2,2) approach also allows the dissociation limit to be described exactly.

However, NOCI(3) and CASSCF(2,2) only effectively account for static correlation and

fail to capture the dynamic correlation that becomes significant for short bond lengths.

For example, the error in the NOCI(3) and CASSCF(2,2) energies close to the equilibrium

structure range between around 20–25 mEh and 15–25 mEh respectively (bottom panel

in Fig. 8.1).

Adding the NOCI-PT2 correction on top of the NOCI(3) wave function significantly

improves the energy, providing an error of < 5 mEh close to the equilibrium structure.

Across all geometries, the NOCI-PT2 energy matches the CASPT2(2,2) result to within

1 mEh, demonstrating that the CASPT2 and NOCI-PT2 approaches provide a closely

related perturbative correction for the CASSCF and NOCI reference wave functions

respectively (bottom panel in Fig. 8.1). Furthermore, the NOCI-MP2 energy can also

be computed using the same reference NOCI(3) wave function when the real sb-UHF

states exist. While NOCI-MP2 also improves the NOCI(3) energy, it provides a worse

perturbative correction in comparison to NOCI-PT2. When the h-UHF states becomes

complex for bond lengths shorter than the Coulson–Fischer point, the NOCI-MP2

correction fails completely as unphysical negative eigenvalues appear in the perturbed

overlap matrix (2.14b).

Ideally the quality of the NOCI-PT2 perturbative correction should not deteriorate

as the size of the basis set and corresponding Hilbert space increases. The dependence

of NOCI-PT2 on the basis set can be tested by considering the hydrogen dimer using the

larger cc-pVTZ basis. The equivalent NOCI(3) reference wave function built using the

RHF and sb-UHF states and the corresponding CASSCF(2,2) wave function still capture

the static correlation in the dissociation limit. Since the quality of the NOCI energy

varies across the binding curve, a fair assessment of NOCI-PT2 can be introduced by

defining the percentage correction of a perturbation theory compared to the error in the

reference wave function energy, given by

Percentage Correction =
EPT2 − Eref
EFCI − Eref

× 100%. (8.33)

This perturbative correction is compared for NOCI-PT2, CASPT2 and NOCI-MP2 using
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Figure 8.2: Comparing the percentage correction [see Eq. (8.33)] for NOCI-PT2, CASPT2 and NOCI-MP2

using the cc-pVDZ and cc-pVTZ illustrates that the NOCI-PT2 correction does not deteriorate for larger

basis sets. The kink in the NOCI(3)-PT2 percentage correction at large bond lengths is likely to be a

numerical result of the small error in the reference NOCI(3) energy.

the cc-pVDZ (solid lines) and cc-pVTZ (dashed lines) basis sets in Fig. 8.2. Significantly,

no deterioration in the NOCI-PT2 correction occurs on moving from the cc-pVDZ basis

to the cc-pVTZ basis; in fact the NOCI-PT2 correction is often more effective in the

larger basis. Furthermore, NOCI-PT2 appears to provide a similar percentage correction

to CASPT2 in the equilibrium regime, while NOCI-MP2 is clearly the least efficient

approach. Finally, NOCI-PT2 yields non-variational energies for large bond lengths

where the percentage correction rises over 100%.

8.3.3 Square H4 Symmetric Stretch

Next consider the square H4 molecule as an example of a molecule with a degenerate

HOMO and LUMO across the full symmetric stretch. With the cc-pVDZ basis, one can

locate ten low lying HF states that provide a dominant contribution to a NOCI wave

function, with degeneracies of two, four, two and two in order of ascending energy

in the dissociation limit. Using these states along with their h-UHF counterparts as

a basis for a NOCI(10) calculation allows the ground-state singlet state (top panel in

Fig. 8.3) and triplet state (top panel in Fig. 8.4) to be computed with a similar accuracy to
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Figure 8.3: Top: Absolute NOCI(10) and NOCI(10)-PT2 energies for the ground-state singlet along the

symmetric stretch of square H4 (cc-pVDZ). The NOCI basis comprises the two degenerate ground RHF

states and eight (h-)UHF solutions with degeneracies of two, four, and two in order of ascending energy

at the dissociation limit. Bottom: Error in the singlet NOCI(10)-PT2 energy with respect to the exact FCI

energy compared to NOCI(10)-MP2 using the same reference NOCI wave function and CASPT2(4,4).

CASSCF(4,4). Here the CASSCF active space contains the four lowest energy molecular

orbitals. Like the hydrogen dimer, both approaches become exact in the dissociation
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Figure 8.4: Top: Absolute NOCI(10) and NOCI(10)-PT2 energies for the ground-state triplet along the

symmetric stretch of square H4 (cc-pVDZ). The NOCI basis comprises the two degenerate ground RHF

states and eight (h-)UHF solutions with degeneracies of two, four, and two in order of ascending energy

at the dissociation limit. Bottom: Error in the triplet NOCI(10)-PT2 energy with respect to the exact FCI

energy compared to NOCI(10)-MP2 using the same reference NOCI wave function and CASPT2(4,4).

limit but fail to capture the dynamic correlation that dominates near the equilibrium

geometry.
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Adding the NOCI-PT2 correction to the NOCI(10) wave function provides a signifi-

cant improvement to both the singlet and triplet energies. For example, the error in the

NOCI-PT2 energy in the equilibrium region falls to around 6 mEh or less, providing

a marginally better estimate than CASPT2 even though the CASSCF reference wave

function has a lower energy than NOCI(10) in both cases (bottom panels in Figs. 8.3

and 8.4). Furthermore, NOCI-PT2 provides a significantly improved estimate of the

equilibrium geometry compared to the reference NOCI energy for both the singlet

and triplet binding curves. In contrast, adding the NOCI-MP2 correction to the same

NOCI(10) reference wave function provides the worst perturbative correction across all

geometries, and breaks down completely in the vicinity of the Coulson–Fischer point

and at shorter bond lengths.

While the CASPT2 energy is smooth across all geometries, both the singlet and

triplet NOCI-PT2 energies exhibit a small “kink” in the binding curve corresponding to

a singularity in the NOCI-PT2 equations. Adding a small imaginary shift of ε = 0.2 Eh

as described in Section 8.2.5 allows the effect of these singularities to be successfully

mitigated. For the triplet state, the imaginary shift leaves the NOCI-PT2 energy virtually

unchanged away from the position of the unshifted singularities. However, near the

Coulson–Fischer point in the singlet binding curve (square side length ≈ 1.15 Å), the

imaginary-shifted NOCI-PT2 equations fails to converge. Since the modified linear

problem (8.31) also fails to converge with ε = 0.0 Eh, this failure can be attributed to the

use of Eq. (8.31) rather than introduction of an imaginary shift. Furthermore, the degree

of redundancy in the M matrix will be greatest in the vicinity of a Coulson–Fischer point,

and taking M2 amplifies the effect of these redundancies in any iterative approach.

8.3.4 Fluorine Dimer

Finally, the fluorine dimer provides an example of a system where both static and

dynamic electron correlation are present across all geometries, making it a challenging

test case for electronic structure methods.17,284 For example, the UHF approximation

fails completely in F2 and predicts an unbound potential.284 In Section 7.3.3, it was

shown that a NOCI(3) wave function built from the RHF ground state and the two

degenerate sb-UHF ground states allows a bound potential to be recovered that closely

matches the full valence CASSCF(14,8) energy. However, both full valence CASSCF(14,8)

and NOCI only capture static correlation and have a remaining error of approximately

300 mEh relative to the exact FCI energy (see Fig. 7.3). The fluorine dimer therefore

presents an ideal test for assessing the performance of NOCI-PT2 when both static and

dynamic correlation effect become significant.

Given the additional electrons in F2 compared to H4 or H2, the cc-pVDZ basis set
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Figure 8.5: Absolute NOCI(3) and NOCI(3)-PT2 energies for the F2 binding curve (6-31g) using the

symmetric RHF state and low-lying diradical UHF states as the NOCI basis . The NOCI(3)-PT2 energy

shows a close correspondence to an equivalent CASPT2 calculation and reduces the energy error to

within 10 mEh of the exact FCI result across all bond lengths.

is beyond the capabilities of the current NOCI-PT2 implementation. Instead, the 6-

31G basis set can be used and HF solutions corresponding to those in Fig. 7.3 can be

identified. The simplest NOCI(3) reference wave function can then be constructed

from the RHF ground state and two degenerate symmetry-broken (h-)UHF states. This

NOCI(3) expansion recovers a bound potential that closely mirrors the CASSCF(2,2)

result, where the active space contains the valence σg and σu molecular orbitals (see

Fig. 8.5). Note that the NOCI(3) energy is variationally lower than CASSCF(2,2) in the

dissociation limit. However, the NOCI(3) binding curve is only qualitatively correct and

misses between 170–190 mEh of the exact energy. Furthermore, NOCI(3) underestimates

the binding energy by over 50 % and overestimates the bond length by around 0.1 Å.
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Adding the NOCI-PT2 correction to the NOCI(3) reference wave function signif-

icantly improves the energy, reducing the error to within 10 mEh of the FCI energy

across the full binding curve and only 4.8 mEh in the equilibrium region. The NOCI-PT2

energy also shows a remarkable similarity to the CASPT2 energy across the majority of

the binding curve. Furthermore, the NOCI-PT2 correction significantly improves the

shape of the potential energy surface, with a better estimate of the equilibrium bond

length and a reduction in the error of the dissociation energy to only 10 %. These im-

provements occur even though the properties of the reference NOCI(3) potential energy

were comparatively poor. Given the improvement of NOCI gained by adding the non-

bonding σgσu, antibonding σ
2
u and ionic HF states in Section 7.3.3, it is likely that using

the NOCI(8) reference wave function will provide an even more accurate NOCI-PT2

energy. The NOCI-MP2 energy can also be computed using the same NOCI(3) reference

wave function. While NOCI-MP2 closely matches NOCI-PT2 in the equilibrium regime,

it fails catastrophically for larger bond lengths when the MP2 correction to the reference

RHF state breaks down.284

Finally, NOCI-PT2 again suffers from the presence of intruder-state singularities

along the F2 binding curve, demonstrated by the kink at around 2.5 Å in Fig. 8.5.

Adding an imaginary shift of 0.2 Eh again recovers a smooth potential energy with

only a minor distortion of the binding curve away from the singularity. However, like

H4, the modified imaginary shift equations (8.31) are significantly more ill-conditioned

than the real linear problem (8.24). This ill-conditioning causes a much slower iterative

convergence that fails completely in the vicinity of the Coulson–Fischer point (around

1.32 Å) where there is the greatest redundancy in the NOCI-PT2 first-order interacting

space.

8.4 Concluding Remarks

This chapter has derived a rigorous diagonalise-then-perturb correction to NOCI that

captures the remaining dynamic correlation to provide quantitative accuracy. The

resulting NOCI-PT2 theory uses a generalised Fock operator to define the reference

Hamiltonian and is conceptually related to the CASPT2 extension for CASSCF wave

functions.75,76 Despite the lack of any convenient Hilbert space partitioning when using

a NOCI reference wave function, it has been shown that a first-order interacting space

can be constructed using the combined set of single and double excitations built from

each reference determinant in the NOCI wave function. This first-order interacting

space allows the first-order wave function and second-order energy correction to be

defined in terms of a polynomially-scaling number of perturbing determinants. The
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resulting NOCI-PT2 equations are closely related to CASPT2 theory78 and the recently

developed SUPT2 approach,327 and can be solved using any iterative linear method.

The performance of NOCI-PT2 has been demonstrated by considering a series of

small but challenging molecular systems where both static and dynamic correlation

effects are important. In each case, NOCI-PT2 provides a similar level of accuracy to

CASPT2 computed with a comparable CASSCF reference wave function, highlighting

the close relationship between the two theories. Furthermore, NOCI-PT2 has been found

to consistently outperform the previous NOCI-MP2 approach,134,146,147 particularly in

the challenging F2 molecule where NOCI-MP2 fails completely for large bond lengths.

However, like many multireference perturbation theories, NOCI-PT2 suffers from the

effects of intruder states that create singularities in the perturbative correction. It has

been shown how these singularities can be mitigated by introducing an imaginary shift

into the NOCI-PT2 equations in a similar way to the SUPT2 approach.327

Introducing NOCI-PT2 represents a major theoretical step forward for the NOCI

framework. While NOCI provides a similar accuracy to CASSCF wave functions with

a similar size, neither are able to capture the dynamic correlation that is required for

quantitative energy predictions. In contrast, adding the NOCI-PT2 correction performs

an equivalent role to CASPT2 and now brings the combined NOCI/NOCI-PT2 frame-

work level in accuracy to the CASSCF/CASPT2 framework. Furthermore, NOCI-PT2

has similar advantages to NOCI that make both methods conceptually simpler than

the CASSCF family of approaches. For example, once a suitable set of reference HF

states have been identified, they can simply be followed across a reaction trajectory

to compute a smooth energy surface. In this way, NOCI avoids any issues associated

with defining an active space or changes in the active orbitals along a reaction trajectory

that plague the application of CASSCF. Note that the NOCI-PT2 approach has been

derived with sufficient generality that h-HF states can be easily included to ensure

smooth energies when real HF states disappear, and complex h-HF solutions have been

used extensively throughout this chapter.

8.4.1 Scope for Future Development

While this chapter presents a promising first study on NOCI-PT2, there are several areas

that must be addressed to construct an efficient computational approach.

Firstly, the current NOCI-PT2 implementation has been found to suffer from numer-

ical instabilities and slow convergence of the linear perturbation problem, particularly

when an imaginary shift is used. This slow convergence is associated with the presence

of redundancies in the first-order interacting space that arise by using the combined set

of single and double excitations from different nonorthogonal determinants. Further-
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more, these effects are most severe in the vicinity of the Coulson–Fischer point where

two (or more) reference states and their corresponding excited determinants become

equivalent. Approximations to the NOCI-PT2 equations may be required to remove

these redundancies by construction, allowing a reliable and efficient computational

procedure to be developed. For example, contraction schemes may allow a NOCI-PT2

correction to be solved in the space of non-redundant single and double excitations from

each reference. These contracted first-order wave functions could then be interacted

through a smaller nonorthogonal expansion.

Secondly, the current NOCI-PT2 implementation involves explicitly building the

perturbation matrices and solving them using an iterative linear approach. However,

the number of determinants in the first-order interacting space has relatively steep

polynomial scaling of O
(

nrefN
2n2
)

and the perturbation matrices rapidly develop

prohibitive memory costs. Extending the applications of NOCI-PT2 to larger molec-

ular systems or basis sets will therefore require direct iterative approaches where the

relevant matrix elements are computed on-the-fly. Furthermore, the matrix elements

themselves will then need to be computed using a more efficient approach than the

generalised Slater–Condon rules described in Appendix C. The nonorthogonal Wick’s

theorem, where matrix elements are described in terms of the corresponding reference

determinants, provides a promising alternative to achieve this acceleration.329

Once a more computationally stable and efficient implementation has been devel-

oped, it will be possible to explore how the NOCI-PT2 approach performs in different

chemical scenarios. For example, it will be important to establish how the quality of

the NOCI-PT2 energy depends on the choice of determinants in the reference NOCI

wave function. Only the simplest NOCI wave functions have been considered in this

chapter, and the improvement found in Chapter 7 when certain HF states were added

to the NOCI basis suggests that the current NOCI-PT2 results can be improved in a

similar manner. Furthermore, the performance of NOCI-PT2 for predicting properties

beyond the energy must be also be assessed, while a complete theoretical framework

will require the development of nuclear gradients of the NOCI-PT2 energy.

Finally, the NOCI-PT2 framework must be generalised and tested for excited state

problems. Taking a suitable set of higher energy HF stationary points allows excited

states to be considered in the NOCI framework without the state-averaging procedures

that are required in excited-state CASSCF. Furthermore, the individual orbital relaxation

of high-energy HF solutions can provide a more accurate foundation for constructing

the excited-state NOCI energies. The addition of NOCI-PT2 to these reference NOCI

wave functions could then present a highly accurate and conceptually simple approach

for predicting excited-state properties. While these excited-state NOCI-PT2 calculations
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are likely to suffer from intruder-state effects, the imaginary shift developed in this

chapter should allow any singularities to be removed.

Ultimately, this chapter has developed a rigorous perturbative correction that now

allows quantitative energies to be computed from the NOCI framework. This NOCI-PT2

method provides a similar accuracy as CASPT2, developing the combined NOCI/NOCI-

PT2 approach into a viable quantitative alternative to the combined CASSCF/CASPT2

framework.
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Chapter 9

Concluding Remarks

Predicting potential energy surfaces for molecules with competing electronic structures

is essential for describing dissociating bonds and reactive transition states. However,

such cases present major challenges for electronic structure methods that build a corre-

lated wave function from a single reference HF state. The most common solution is to

use the multireference CASSCF approach,18,19 but optimising the CASSCF wave func-

tion is computationally challenging and the cost scales exponentially with the number of

correlated electrons. Instead, combining several HF states in a NOCI expansion has been

proposed to exploit the natural description of strong correlation provided by multiple

HF solutions.20,25 However, until now the development of NOCI has stalled because

the disappearance of HF states as the molecular structure changes causes unphysical

kinks and discontinuities in the NOCI energy.25

This thesis has introduced a new theory — holomorphic Hartree–Fock (h-HF) — to

construct a continuous basis for NOCI across all molecular geometries. In h-HF theory,

the real HF equations are analytically continued into the complex plane by removing

the complex-conjugation of orbital coefficients in the HF energy function. Crucially,

every real HF state remains a stationary point of this modified energy function and,

when a real HF state coalesces and disappears, its h-HF counterpart continues to exist

with complex orbital coefficients. As a result, h-HF states provide complex-analytic

continuations of real HF states across all molecular geometries and can be used to define

a consistent basis set for NOCI expansions.

The theoretical foundations and understanding that underpin the h-HF approach

have been derived in Part II. From a mathematical perspective, the framework of

algebraic geometry has allowed the numbers of h-RHF and h-UHF states for two-

electron systems to be rigorously derived. These numbers only depend on the size of

the spatial basis set, proving that all two-electron h-RHF and h-UHF solutions must

exist across all molecular structures. It is highly likely that this rigorous approach could

be extended to many-electron systems, supporting the belief that all h-HF states must

exist across every geometry. Moreover, since real HF states are also h-HF solutions, the
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exact number of two-electron h-RHF and h-UHF states provides a rigorous upper bound

on the number of real RHF and UHF states respectively. Surprisingly few mathematical

properties are known about the HF approach,22,23 and the h-HF framework therefore

provides incredibly valuable insights into the wider HF approximation.

By forming the complex-analytic continuation of the real HF equations, this thesis

has shown that h-HF theory also reveals profound insights into the general nature of

molecular electronic states.

Firstly, enforcing certain conditions on the non-Hermitian h-HF equations — in

particular symmetry with respect to combined parity-time inversion PT — has been

shown to guarantee real-valued h-HF energies. PT -symmetry therefore provides an

alternative condition to Hermiticity for ensuring real electronic energies, representing

a major departure from conventional quantum chemistry. Although this condition

has only been demonstrated in the h-HF approach, it is exciting to imagine where

PT -symmetry could be applied elsewhere in electronic structure theory. For exam-

ple, PT -symmetric Hamiltonians have previously been found to transform highly

non-local systems into localised forms in quantum physics.202 Deriving similar trans-

formations for molecular Hamiltonians could present a powerful tool for developing

local descriptions of electron correlation that may lead to linear-scaling methods.331

Furthermore, the addition of real energies through PT -symmetry introduces a new

aspect to non-Hermitian Hamiltonians that describe metastable resonances.168

Secondly, introducing a complex-scaled electron-electron interaction has revealed

that discrete ground and excited h-HF states form a continuous Riemann surface in the

complex plane. Each h-HF solution corresponds to an individual sheet on this surface

and Coulson–Fischer points form exceptional points where the sheets intersect. This

conceptual unification of ground and excited states into one mathematical structure

challenges the current perspective of discretised electronic states. In particular, it

appears that discrete electronic states only emerge by restricting energies to real values.

Furthermore, it has been shown how a ground-state wave function can be naturally

evolved into an excited-state wave function by following a complex adiabatic connection

on a Riemann surface. Interconverting ground and excited states in this way creates

new opportunities for directly computing approximate excited-state wave functions,

with the potential for more accurate excitation energies than conventional methods such

as CIS259 or EOM-CC.63

In Part III, the development of h-HF theory has been combined with NOCI to

construct smooth potential energy surfaces across all geometries. Using an active space

SCF metadynamics approach and a complex-scaled electron-electron interaction, it has

been shown how h-HF states can be routinely computed across all molecular structures.
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The combined h-HF and NOCI approach is found to capture static correlation to a

similar extent as CASSCF, while avoiding the coupled optimisation of CASSCF orbital

and CI coefficients. Furthermore, using multiple h-HF states to build the multireference

expansion avoids issues associated with changes in the CASSCF active orbitals as

the molecular structure changes. This thesis has therefore established a viable and

much-needed alternative to CASSCF for constructing accurate multireference wave

functions.

Finally, a rigorous diagonalise-then-perturb correction to the NOCI reference wave

function has been defined, allowing the remaining dynamic correlation to be captured.

The resulting NOCI-PT2 theory provides the nonorthogonal analogue to the CASPT2

correction for CASSCF wave functions, and reduces to CASPT2 for a suitable set of

orthogonal configurations in the reference wave function. NOCI-PT2 has been shown

to provide similar accuracy to CASPT2 energies computed with a multiconfigurational

expansion of an equivalent length. Introducing NOCI-PT2 now allows quantitative

energy surfaces to be predicted through the multireference NOCI framework.

By deriving h-HF theory, this thesis has developed a general multireference NOCI

framework that can be applied across the full potential energy surface. Static correlation

is accounted for by the reference NOCI wave function, and dynamic correlation can then

be captured through the rigorous NOCI-PT2 correction. Moving forwards, this NOCI

framework must be tested across a wider range of molecular systems to understand its

applicability and refine these computational approaches. Deriving nuclear gradients for

the NOCI energy will enable the optimisation of molecular structures and the use of

NOCI potential energy surfaces in ab initio molecular dynamics simulations. Ultimately,

further exploring these directions will turn NOCI into a self-contained theory with the

potential to revolutionise predictions of multireference electronic wave functions.
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Appendix A

Geometric Holomorphic HF Optimisation

The analytic holomorphic orbital energy gradients energy derived in Section 3.3.3 define

the rigorous derivatives required for a direct optimisation of the h-HF energy. Direct

optimisation methods including the quasi-Newton approach are widely used to locate

stationary points of high-dimensional functions332 and can provide a useful alternative

to the conventional DIIS approach for solving the SCF equations.159,161,162,164–167,333

In this appendix, a direct quasi-Newton approach to optimising the h-HF energy is

developed that explicitly satisfies the holomorphic complex-orthogonal Grassmannian

orbital constraint manifold (see Section 3.3.2.3).

A.1 Quasi-Newton Methods

Quasi-Newton methods are a family of optimisation algorithms that accumulate infor-

mation about the gradient and approximate Hessian of a function to improve conver-

gence onto local and global minima.332 Given a vector Xk on iteration k, quasi-Newton

methods attempt to locate stationary points of the function f (X) by taking steps to

minimise the Taylor expansion of the gradient as

Xk+1 = Xk − Bk∇ f (Xk), (A.1)

where the approximate inverse Hessian Bk is updated iteratively. These algorithms

require gradient information but yield quadratic convergence for smooth functions.

The most popular quasi-Newton optimisation routine is the BFGS method,332 where

an approximate inverse Hessian matrix is updated on each step as

Bk+1 =

(
I − pky†

k

y†
k pk

)
Bk

(
I − pky†

k

y†
k pk

)
+

pk p†
k

yk p†
k

. (A.2)

Here yk = ∇ f (Xk + 1)−∇ f (Xk) defines the change in the gradient and pk = Xk+1 −
Xk is the step taken. Using the BFGS algorithm, the exact minimum for a quadratic

form in N dimensions can be located in N iterations.334 For unconstrained optimisation

of a function f (X), where X ∈ C
N, the BFGS algorithm proceeds as follows:334
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1. Take an initial guess X0 and approximate inverse Hessian B0 = I;

2. Obtain the Newton–Raphson step direction pk = −Bk∇ f (Xk);

3. Minimise f (X) along a line search in direction pk to find the step size αk;

4. Update the position, Xk+1 = Xk + αk pk;

5. Compute the change in the gradient, yk = ∇ f (Xk+1)−∇ f (Xk);

6. Update the approximate inverse Hessian using Eq. (A.2);

7. Repeat steps 2–6 until the magnitude of the gradient falls below a certain threshold.

For the case of functions subject to an orthogonality constraint, the required modifi-

cations to the quasi-Newton approach have been described in detail by Edelman et al.156

and Lim and Savas.157 In particular, all gradients and steps must lie in the tangent space

to the constraint manifold at a given position. Furthermore, on each quasi-Newton

iteration, the previous steps, gradients, and approximate Hessians must be transformed

into the new tangent space at the updated position through a process known as ‘par-

allel transport’.156 The line search in Step 3 is then restricted to the constraint surface,

requiring the use of ‘geodesic’ line searches.

For real-valued Grassmann manifolds, the process of parallel transport can be

simplified by exploiting a local representation of the tangent space.157 At a given point

X, the basis for the tangent space X⊥ can be used to construct the constrained gradient

into a local representation as

∇ f (X) = Xᵀ⊥
d f (X)

dX
. (A.3)

Significantly, gradients, steps, and approximate inverse Hessians remain constant un-

der the effect of parallel transport. Instead, the tangent basis itself must be parallel-

transported along the geodesic in the direction of the step p with length α as157

X⊥(α) = X⊥(U cos(Σα)Uᵀ + I −UUᵀ)− XV sin(Σα)Uᵀ, (A.4)

where p = UΣVᵀ is a real singular-value decomposition.

A.2 Optimising the h-HF Energy

Deriving a constrained quasi-Newton method to optimise the h-HF energy can be

achieved in a similar manner to to the Geometric Direct Minimisation approach164 for

optimising the conventional HF energy, with only a few modifications.

Since the h-HF energy is a complex-valued function, it is not possible to consider the

quasi-Newton method as a minimisation approach. Instead, it is tempting to optimise
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the real-valued square-magnitude of the h-HF energy gradient |∇ẼHF|2. However,

these modified landscapes are known to suffer from a large number of non-stationary

points where |∇E|2 becomes a non-zero minimum, causing convergence issues for

quasi-Newton optimisation.335 Despite losing the concept of minimisation, the Newton

step of a complex-valued function will still point towards locations where the gradient

vanishes. Therefore, the gradient and approximate inverse Hessian of the h-HF energy

can still be used to construct search directions for the quasi-Newton algorithm, avoiding

any issues associated with |∇ẼHF|2. The optimal step length can be identified by

minimising the magnitude of the gradient or DIIS error during the line-search phase of

each iteration.

In the case of h-HF, the constraint surface corresponds to the complex-orthogonal

Grassmannian, as described in Section 3.3.2.3. For a given set of orbital coefficients C =(
Cocc Cvir

)
, the virtual orbitals represent the basis for the tangent space. Gradients

and steps in this tangent space basis can be represented using the block form of a

complex-orthogonal transformation defined in Eqs. 3.37 and 3.38. Significantly, the

constrained orbital gradient gk = ∇ẼHF(Ck) defined in Eq. (3.46) is already represented

in this tangent basis. Furthermore, once an optimal step αk pk has been identified in the

tangent basis, the updated occupied and virtual orbitals can be computed using the

exponential transformation

C(k+1) = C(k) exp

(
0 −αk pᵀk

αk pk 0

)
. (A.5)

This transformation also parallel-transports the tangent basis represented by the virtual

orbitals.

The popular BFGS Hessian update is not necessarily the optimal choice for optimis-

ing the h-HF energy. In general, the approximate inverse Hessian should be designed

to mirror the properties of the exact Hessian. For example, the BFGS update is designed

to maintain Hermiticity and positive-definiteness of the inverse Hessian to encourage

global minimisation of a function.

However, for the h-HF energy surface, the exact Hessian forms a complex-symmetric

matrix rather than a Hermitian matrix. The complex-conjugation in the Hermitian BFGS

update step (A.2) must therefore be replaced with the transpose operator to define a

complex-symmetric update. Furthermore, since the concept of minimisation is lost on

the complex-valued h-HF energy surface, attempting to maintain positive-definiteness

of the inverse Hessian is no longer desirable. Instead, a complex-symmetric variant

of the symmetric rank-one (SR1) inverse Hessian update332 provides a more suitable

option for optimising the h-HF energy. The SR1 approach iterates the inverse Hessian
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using the update

Bk+1 = Bk +
(yk − Bksk)(yk − Bksk)

ᵀ

(yk − Bksk)
ᵀsk

(A.6)

and preserves the complex-symmetry of B without maintaining positive-definiteness.

Finally, the holomorphic orbital rotation space can become very high dimensional

and many iterations may be required to obtain a good approximation of the inverse

Hessian. However, the rate of convergence can be accelerated by applying similar coor-

dinate transformations to the conventional Geometric Direct Minimisation approach.164

In particular, the molecular orbitals on each iteration can be transformed into pseudo-

canonical orbitals by diagonalising the occupied-occupied and virtual-virtual blocks

of the holomorphic Fock matrix F̃. The orbital gradients can then be transformed to

energy-weighted coordinates using the transformation

ḡai =
gai√

F̃aa − F̃ii

, (A.7)

where gai = (∇ẼHF)ai corresponds to the h-HF energy gradient in the local basis of

occupied-virtual rotations (see Section 3.3.3.2). These energy-weighted coordinates

are designed to transform the approximate Hessian Bia,jb = 2(F̃aa − F̃ii)δijδab into the

identity matrix.167

It is now possible to define a quasi-Newton optimisation scheme for the h-HF energy

as follows:

1. Start with an initial set of orbitals C(0);

2. Pseudo-canonicalise the orbitals using the holomorphic Fock matrix;

3. Transform gradients {g0, . . . , gk−1} and steps {p0, . . . , pk−1} from previous itera-

tions into the current energy-weighted pseudo-canonical orbitals;

4. Compute the new constrained gradient gk using Eq. (3.46) and convert into energy-

weighted coordinates using Eq. (A.7);

5. Build the SR1 inverse Hessian Bk from previous gradients and steps;

6. Compute the approximate Newton–Raphson step p̄k = −Bk ḡk and convert back

to an occupied-virtual rotation pai = p̄ai

√
F̃aa − F̃ii;

7. Identify the optimal step length αk by minimising the magnitude of the gradient

along a geodesic line search in the direction of pk;

8. Update the orbitals through the complex-orthogonal transformation

C(k+1) = C(k) exp

(
0 −αk pᵀk

αk pk 0

)
, (A.8)

using the expansion (3.39).
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9. Repeat Steps 2–8 until convergence is reached.

This second-order approach has been implemented using the LIBGSCF library in the

Q-CHEM 5.2 quantum chemistry software package.
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Appendix B

T -Symmetry for General Spins

The derivation presented here loosely follows Weinberg’s discussion on the nature of

T in Ref. (231) , although notation more familiar to electronic structure is used. Since

the action of T reverses angular momentum, spin-angular momentum operators ŝ are

required to satisfy

ŝT = −T ŝ, ŝ2T = T ŝ2. (B.1)

Considering a general spin state |s, ms〉 then yields

ŝz[T |s, ms〉] = −T ŝz|s, ms〉 = −ms[T |s, ms〉], (B.2)

ŝ2[T |s, ms〉] = T ŝ2|s, ms〉 = s(s + 1)[T |s, ms〉]. (B.3)

In combination, these results imply

T |s, ms〉 = γ(s, ms)|s,−ms〉, (B.4)

for some complex value γ(s, ms).

To identify the functional form of γ(s, ms), the ladder operators ŝ± = ŝx ± iŝy can be

used which, due to the anti-linear character of T , satisfy

ŝ±T = −T ŝ∓. (B.5)

From the standard ladder operator relationship

ŝ± = ξ±(s, ms)|s, ms ± 1〉, (B.6)

where ξ±(s, ms) =
√

s(s + 1)−ms(ms ± 1), one finds

ŝ±T |s, ms〉 = −T ŝ∓|s, ms〉
= −ξ∓(s, ms)T |s, ms ∓ 1〉.

(B.7)

Alternatively, the result of Eq. (B.4) leads to

ŝ±T |s, ms〉 = γ(s, ms)ξ±(s,−ms)|s,−ms ± 1〉, (B.8)
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and

T |s, ms ∓ 1〉 = γ(s, ms ∓ 1)|s,−ms ± 1〉. (B.9)

Inserting Eq. (B.8) and Eq. (B.9) into the LHS and RHS of Eq. (B.7) respectively, and

noting that ξ±(s,−ms) = ξ∓(s, ms), one finds

γ(s, ms) = −γ(s, ms ∓ 1) = (−1)s−ms γ(s, s). (B.10)

Here γ(s, s) is an arbitrary complex value that is conventionally set to unity. As a

result, the action of T on a function φ, expressed in the basis {|s, ms〉} with dimension

ns = (2s + 1), is given by

T φ = ZKφ, (B.11)

where Z is an (ns × ns) orthogonal matrix representing the action of T on the spin

eigenfunctions, given explicitly as

Zij =




(−1)2s+1−i, if i + j = 2(s + 1),

0, otherwise.
(B.12)

Next, consider the specific Z matrices for various spin cases:

s = 0 : Z =
(

1
)

,

s =
1
2

: Z =

(
0 1

−1 0

)
,

s = 1 : Z =




0 0 1

0 −1 0

1 0 0


 ,

s =
3
2

: Z =




0 0 0 1

0 0 −1 0

0 1 0 0

−1 0 0 0




,

s = 2 : Z =




0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 −1 0

0 0 1 0 0

0 −1 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0




.

...

Significantly, for the bosonic (integer s) case, Z is symmetric, i.e. Z = Zᵀ, while in

the fermionic (half-integer s) case, Z becomes skew-symmetric, i.e. Z = −Zᵀ. This
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observation leads to two key results. First, considering the operation T 2φ = Z2K2φ

yields Z2 = ZᵀZ = I in the bosonic case and Z2 = −ZᵀZ = −I for the fermionic case.

When combined with the relationship K2 = I , this result leads directly to the even and

odd character of T for bosons and fermions respectively. Secondly, since Z is symmetric

and orthogonal in the bosonic case, it can be decomposed into the form Z = VΣVᵀ,

where V is orthogonal and Σ is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues of Z, each

equal to −1 or +1. Taking Σ = λλᵀ gives

T φ = ZKφ = VλλᵀVᵀKφ = (Vλ)K(Vλ)†φ. (B.13)

Consequently, for the bosonic case, one can always find a transformation (Vλ) into a

basis under which the action of time-reversal reduces to T = K, described in Ref. (227)

as a “canonical” bosonic basis. Similarly, in the fermionic case, the properties of skew-

symmetric orthogonal matrices allow Z to be decomposed into the form Z = QΛQᵀ,336

where Q is orthogonal and Λ takes the form

Λ =




iσy
. . .

iσy


 . (B.14)

As a result, the action of T can be expressed as

T φ = ZKφ = QΛQᵀKφ = (Q)ΛK(Q)†φ, (B.15)

and thus, for fermionic systems, it is always possible to find a transformation Q into a

canonical fermionic basis in which the action of time-reversal reduces to T = ΛK.227
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Appendix C

Computing NOCI Matrix Elements

Matrix elements between nonorthogonal determinants built from different sets of molec-

ular determinants can be evaluated using the generalised Slater–Condon rules as de-

scribed in Ref. (40) . In this appendix, general forms for the matrix elements used in this

thesis are derived. Only one-particle and two-particle operators are considered, which

can be represented in their most general form as

Ô1 =
N

∑
i

ô1(i) and Ô2 =
N

∑
i<j

ô2(i, j) (C.1)

respectively. A general Slater determinant |xΨ〉 is built from N occupied molecular

orbitals (MOs), {|xψi〉}, which themselves are formed from a linear combination of 2n

(non-orthogonal) atomic spin orbitals (AOs), {|ηµ〉}, as

|xψi〉 =
2n

∑
µ

|ηµ〉xCµ·
·i , (C.2)

where n is the size of the spatial basis set.

Evaluating the matrix elements between two nonorthogonal determinants |xΨ〉 and

|wΨ〉 is greatly simplified if the orbitals are converted into a biorthogonal basis using

Löwdin’s pairing approach.137,138 First, the overlap matrix between the two sets of

occupied orbitals is constructed as

wxSij = 〈wψi|xψj〉 =
2n

∑
µν

(wC∗)·µi· Sµν(
xC)ν·

·j . (C.3)

The singular-value decomposition wxS = US̃V † then allows each set of occupied orbitals

to be transformed as

|xψ̃j〉 =
2n

∑
µ

|ηµ〉xC̃µ·
·j and |wψ̃j〉 =

2n

∑
µ

|ηµ〉wC̃µ·
·j (C.4)

such that their overlap is diagonal

wxS̃ij = 〈wψ̃i|xψ̃j〉 = siδij. (C.5)
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Here the transformed molecular orbital coefficients are given by xC̃µ·
·j = xCµ·

·i Vij and
wC̃µ·
·j = wCµ·

·i Uij. Note that when holomorphic orbitals satisfying the complex-orthogonality

constraint are used in the NOCI expansion, this transformation restores unitarity of the

occupied orbitals. The unitary U and V transformations can introduce phase factors into

the Slater determinants that must be removed by ensuring det(U) = 1 and det(V) = 1.

Although the transformed overlap matrix is diagonal, these biorthogonal orbitals

are not mutually orthononormal and the diagonal elements fall in the range 0 ≤ si ≤ 1.

The overlap matrix element between two determinants can then be trivially computed

from the diagonal elements as

wxS = 〈wΨ|xΨ〉 =
N

∏
i

si. (C.6)

In what follows, it will be useful to follow Ref. (25) and define a “reduced overlap” wxS̃

as the product of non-zero single-orbital overlaps

wxS̃ =
N

∏
i

si 6=0

si. (C.7)

Furthermore, introducing the co-density matrix

wxPµν
i = (xC̃)

µ·
·i (

wC̃∗)·νi· (C.8)

and the weighted co-density matrix

wxWµν =
N

∑
i
(xC̃)

µ·
·i

1
si
(wC̃∗)·νi· (C.9)

will allow matrix forms to be derived for each relevant integral.

For a one-electron operator Ô1 the generalised Slater–Condon rules40 lead to

〈wΨ|Ô1|xΨ〉 =
N

∑
i
〈wψ̃i|ô1|xψ̃i〉

N

∏
k 6=i
〈wψ̃k|xψ̃k〉. (C.10)

Depending on the number of zero-overlap elements between the biorthogonal orbitals,

the integral 〈wΨ|Ô1|xΨ〉 can be represented in matrix form as

None: wxS̃
2n

∑
µν

wxWνµ〈µ|ô1|ν〉, (C.11a)

si = 0 : wxS̃
2n

∑
µν

wxPνµ
i 〈µ|ô1|ν〉, (C.11b)

> 2 : 0. (C.11c)
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Here, 〈µ|ô1|ν〉 = 〈ηµ|ô1|ην〉 define the one-electron integrals in the spin-orbital basis.

Similarly, for a two-electron operator Ô2 the generalised Slater–Condon rules40 lead to

〈wΨ|Ô2|xΨ〉 =
N

∑
i<j

[
〈wψ̃i

wψ̃j|ô2|xψ̃i
xψ̃j〉 − 〈wψ̃i

wψ̃j|ô2|xψ̃j
xψ̃i〉

] N

∏
k 6=i,j
〈wψ̃k|xψ̃k〉. (C.12)

Again, the (weighted) co-density matrices can be used to define matrix forms for the

integral 〈wΨ|Ô2|xΨ〉 depending on the number of zero-overlap elements between the

biorthogonal orbitals to give

None:
1
2

wxS̃
2n

∑
µνστ

wxWνµ [〈µσ|ô2|ντ〉 − 〈µσ|ô2|τν〉] wxWτσ, (C.13a)

si = 0 : wxS̃
2n

∑
µνστ

wxPνµ
i [〈µσ|ô2|ντ〉 − 〈µσ|ô2|τν〉] wxWτσ, (C.13b)

si, sj = 0 : wxS̃
2n

∑
µνστ

wxPνµ
i [〈µσ|ô2|ντ〉 − 〈µσ|ô2|τν〉] wxPτσ

j , (C.13c)

> 2 : 0, (C.13d)

where 〈µσ|ô2|ντ〉 = 〈ηµησ|ô2|ηνητ〉 defines the two-electron integral in the spin-orbital

basis. These general forms for one- and two-electron integrals now make it possible to

explicitly define the Hamiltonian and Fock matrix elements used within this thesis, as

given in Table C.1 and Table C.2.

Finally, in Chapter 8 the one-particle NOCI density matrix is used to construct a

generalised Fock operator for a given NOCI wave function

|Ψ〉 =
nref

∑
w
|wΨ〉cw. (C.14)

Following Ref. (139) , the one-particle density operator

ρ̂(x) =
N

∑
i=1

δ(xi − x) (C.15)

can be used to define the corresponding NOCI density as

ρΨ(x) =
N

∑
i=1
〈Ψ|δ(xi − x)|Ψ〉 =

nref

∑
wx

c∗w
wxρ(r)cx, (C.16)

where wxρ(x) is the co-density operator given by

wxρ(x) =
N

∑
i=1
〈wΨ|δ(xi − x)|xΨ〉. (C.17)

Using biorthogonal molecular orbitals, the co-density can be represented as

wxρ(r) =
2n

∑
µν

|ηµ(x)〉 wxρµν〈ην(x)|, (C.18)
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where the matrix elements wxρµν can be computed using the generalised Slater–Condon

rules as given Table C.3. The combined one-particle density matrix corresponding to

the NOCI wave function is then given in the spin-orbital basis as

ρΨ(x) =
2n

∑
µν

|ηµ(x)〉(PΨ)
µν〈ην(x)|, (C.19)

where

(PΨ)
µν =

nref

∑
wx

c∗w
wxρµν cx. (C.20)
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Zeros in {si} Hwx

None
(

VN + ∑2n
µν

wxWνµhµν +
1
2 ∑2n

µνστ
wxWνµ〈µσ||ντ〉wxWτσ

)
wxS̃

si

(
∑2n

µν
wxPνµ

i hµν + ∑2n
µνστ

wxPνµ
i 〈µσ||ντ〉wxWτσ

)
wxS̃

si, sj

(
∑2n

µνστ
wxPνµ

i 〈µσ||ντ〉wxPτσ
j

)
wxS̃

> 2 0

Table C.1: Hamiltonian matrix elements Hwx = 〈wΨ|Ĥ|xΨ〉 between two nonorthogonal states |wΨ〉
and |xΨ〉 with biorthogonal orbitals |wψ̃i〉 and |xψ̃i〉 respectively. hµν and 〈µσ||ντ〉 define the one- and

antisymmetrised two-electron integrals in the atomic spin-orbital basis, while VN is the nuclear repulsion.

Zeros in {si} Fwx

None
(

∑2n
µν

wxWνµFµν

)
wxS̃

si

(
∑2n

µν
wxPνµ

i Fµν

)
wxS̃

> 1 0

Table C.2: Fock matrix elements Fwx = 〈wΨ|F̂|xΨ〉 between two nonorthogonal states |wΨ〉 and |xΨ〉
with biorthogonal orbitals |wψ̃i〉 and |xψ̃i〉 respectively. Fµν defines the Fock matrix element in the atomic

spin-orbital basis.

Zeros in {si} wxρµν

None wxS̃ wxWµν

si
wxS̃ wxPµν

i

> 1 0

Table C.3: Density matrix elements wxρµν between two nonorthogonal states |wΨ〉 and |xΨ〉 with

biorthogonal orbitals |wψ̃i〉 and |xψ̃i〉 respectively.
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Appendix D

Active-Space Metadynamics

Chapter 7 proposes an active space variant of SCF metadynamics20 to assist the identi-

fication of chemically relevant real HF states. Computationally implementing active

space SCF metadynamics requires only minimal modifications to the conventional

approach and involves:

(i) Optimising HF wave functions with frozen orbitals;

(ii) Applying the SCF metadynamics search within active orbitals.

This appendix provides a detailed description of these two components.

D.1 Hartree–Fock Optimisation using Frozen Orbitals

The HF wave function, represented by a single Slater determinant, can be parame-

terised in terms of molecular orbitals expanded in the 2n-dimensional spin-orbital basis

{η(x)} = {χ(r)} ⊗ {α(σ), β(σ)} as

ψi(x) =
2n

∑
µ

ηµ(x)Cµ·
·i , (D.1)

where {Cµ·
·i } define the molecular orbital coefficients. Consider optimising a deter-

minant of this form with inactive occupied orbitals (i, j, k, . . . ), frozen virtual orbitals

(a, b, c, . . . ), and nact active orbitals (p, q, r, . . . ). The SCF procedure with DIIS extrap-

olation150,151 can be applied using only two major modifications. In what follows,

the conventional HF approach is applied using Hermitian Fock matrices and unitary

orbitals.

Firstly, the Fock matrix on the k-th iteration F(k) is diagonalised by projecting the

full Fock matrix into the subspace spanned by the active orbitals to give

f (k)pq =
2n

∑
µν

(
C(k)∗)·µ

p·F
(k)
µν

(
C(k))ν·

·q , (D.2)
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where (C(k))ν·
·q defines the molecular orbital coefficients on iteration k. Note that the Fock

matrix F(k) is built using the density of all occupied molecular orbitals, and the active-

space Fock matrix f (k) corresponds to the active-active block of the full Fock matrix F(k)

in the molecular orbital basis. This active-space Fock matrix can be diagonalised to give

the nact × nact transformation Q among the active orbitals

nact

∑
q

f (k)pq Q(k)
qr = Q(k)

pr εr. (D.3)

New active orbitals in the full space can then be computed as

(
C(k+1))µ·

·r =
nact

∑
p

(
C(k))µ·

·pQ(k)
pr (D.4)

with corresponding orbital eigenvalues εr. The occupied orbitals chosen from these new

active orbitals can be determined using either the aufbau principle8 or projection-based

schemes such as MOM.26 In this process, the remaining inactive occupied orbitals and

frozen virtual orbitals are unchanged.

Secondly, the DIIS extrapolation scheme must be modified by projecting the full

error matrix

eµν =
2n

∑
στ

[
FµσPστSτν − SµσPστFτν

]
(D.5)

into the active orbital space to give

eµν =
2n

∑
στλγ

Sµσ(Pact)
στeτλ(Pact)

λγSγν, (D.6)

where Pact is the projector onto the active orbital space, defined as

(Pact)
µν =

nact

∑
p

Cµ·
·p(C

∗)·νp·. (D.7)

Representing the active-space error matrix in the full space in this way means that DIIS

extrapolation is still defined in the full orbital space but only changes the active-active

block of the Fock matrix. Furthermore, the magnitude of the active-space error vector

eµν provides a metric for convergence.

An active-space SCF optimisation can be summarised as follows:

1. Take an initial set of coefficients Cµ·
·i and active orbital indices {p, q, r, . . . };

2. Form the one-particle density matrix (1.29) and Fock matrix (1.28);

3. Project the DIIS error matrix (D.5) into the active orbital space using Eq. (D.6);

4. Perform the DIIS extrapolation using the projected error matrices and full Fock

matrices from the current and previous iterations;
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5. Project the extrapolated Fock matrix into the active orbital space using Eq. (D.2);

6. Diagonalise the active-space Fock matrix to identify the transformation (D.3);

7. Update the active orbitals using Eq. (D.4) and select new occupied orbitals;

8. Repeat steps 2–7 until convergence is reached.

D.2 SCF Metadynamics with Active Orbitals

Several partially-optimised HF states can be identified using the active-space SCF

approach by introducing an active-space variant on the SCF metadynamics method

described in Section 2.2.3.2. In SCF metadynamics, the conventional SCF procedure is

modified by adding a Gaussian potential to the Fock matrix to bias the optimisation

away from previously located HF solutions.20 This bias is introduced computationally

by defining a modified Fock matrix

F′µν = Fµν + ∑
w

wPµνNwλwe−λwd2
0w , (D.8)

where wPµν is the density matrix of the previous state w, Nw and λw correspond to the

height and width of the bias potential, and d2
0w is the distance between state w and

the density currently undergoing optimisation. The biasing potential is removed for a

DIIS error below 10−5 to allow a true stationary point to be identified. Crucially this

biased Fock matrix can be directly used in Step 2 of the active-space SCF optimisation

described in Section D.1. This work uses initial values of Nw = λw = 1 and scales the

height and width of the Gaussian by a factor of 1.01 each time the biased optimisation

re-converges to a previously found solution.

With the biased optimisation procedure largely unchanged using an active-orbital

space, only the generation of random guesses needs to be altered. In the original SCF

metadynamics algorithm, random initial guesses are generated by mixing two occupied

and virtual orbitals, selected either randomly or depending on how close their energies

lie to the Fermi level.20 Using active orbitals, the selection criteria is modified to only

involve rotations between an occupied or virtual orbital in the active space. In this work,

each initial guess is generated by repeatedly selecting an active orbital pair p, q and

introducing an orbital rotation selected from a uniform random number in the range

θ ∈ [0, 3π] to give the modified orbitals

φ̃p = φp cos(θ)− φq sin(θ)

φ̃q = φp sin(θ) + φq cos(θ).
(D.9)

This selection and rotation process is repeated ten times for each initial guess, and an

occupied orbital may therefore undergo repeated mixing with different virtual orbitals.
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Once a set of partially-optimised HF wave functions have been identified using active-

space SCF metadynamics, they can be individually optimised in the full orbital space to

yield fully stationary HF states. There is no guarantee that each partially-optimised HF

state corresponds to a fully stationary HF solution.



Appendix E

Benchmark Selected CI Calculations

E.1 Computational Details

To obtain an estimate of the exact FCI excitation energies in ethene and cyclobutadiene,

the CI expansion is iteratively grown using the CIPSI (CI using a perturbative selection

made iteratively) approach51,275,276 implemented in QUANTUM PACKAGE 2.0.280 Start-

ing from the CIS wave function, and using the frozen core approximation, the truncated

CI space is grown as large as computationally feasible. At each iteration, the varia-

tional energy Evar of the truncated CI wave function and a second-order perturbative

correction EPT2 are computed. In the FCI limit, one expects Evar → EFCI and EPT2 → 0.

Following previous work,257,277,278,337 Evar is extrapolated against EPT2 to obtain

the extrapolated FCI (ex-FCI) estimate Eex-FCI corresponding to EPT2 = 0. Similarly to

the approach described by Loos et al.,257 the average of a two- and three-point linear

fit is taken to estimate the value of Eex-FCI, while the spread of these fits is used to

assess the error associated with this extrapolation. Using the algorithm implemented in

QUANTUM PACKAGE 2.0, the EPT2 correction is evaluated through a hybrid stochastic-

deterministic algorithm.338 To ensure spin-purity and treat ground and excited states

as evenly as possible, all the singlet states are determined using a common set of ndet

determinants while the triplet state is computed in a separate calculation with a similar

number of determinants.
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E.2 Results

E.2.1 D2h Ethene

−0.20 −0.15 −0.10 −0.05 0.00
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Figure E.1: Extrapolation of the variational energy Evar against the perturbative correction EPT2 for the

ground and excited states of D2h ethene (cc-pVDZ) using two-point (solid lines) and three-point (dashed

lines) linear fits.
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ndet Evar(
3B3u) EPT2(

3B3u)

641 −77.89850575 −0.26131582
1287 −77.97506643 −0.18672418
2577 −78.02749474 −0.14025758
5163 −78.07067841 −0.10253654

10333 −78.11141429 −0.06739522
20673 −78.14259214 −0.03985883
41359 −78.15668333 −0.02681712
82723 −78.16102585 −0.02277490

165455 −78.16383991 −0.02020561
330927 −78.16643860 −0.01790732
661843 −78.16898308 −0.01564041

1323661 −78.17159575 −0.01336839
2646843 −78.17416444 −0.01117394
5291845 −78.17662492 −0.00902446

Table E.2: Variational energy Evar and perturbative correction EPT2 for the triplet ground state of D2h
ethene. All energies are given in Hartrees using the cc-pVDZ basis set.

Eex-FCI(1
1Ag) Eex-FCI(

3B3u) Eex-FCI(
1B1u) Eex-FCI(2

1Ag)

Two-Point −78.36020210 −78.18695516 −78.03589640 −78.02415704
Three-Point −78.36030323 −78.18708283 −78.03547488 −78.02426268

Table E.3: Extrapolated FCI energy Eex-FCI for the ground and excited states of D2h ethene using two-
and three-point linear fits. All energies are given in Hartrees using the cc-pVDZ basis set.
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Figure E.2: Extrapolation of the variational energy Evar against the perturbative correction EPT2 for the

ground and excited states of D2d ethene (cc-pVDZ) using two-point (solid lines) and three-point (dashed

lines) linear fits.
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ndet Evar(
3A2g) EPT2(

3A2g)

641 −77.94501556 −0.26939335
1295 −78.01187689 −0.20460888
2595 −78.05481541 −0.16440303
5201 −78.09849809 −0.12501541

10407 −78.13783478 −0.08981761
20815 −78.17121793 −0.05978235
41633 −78.19493467 −0.03811539
83267 −78.20533610 −0.02874323

166549 −78.20955766 −0.02482827
333163 −78.21269998 −0.02198502
666343 −78.21565460 −0.01924503

1332567 −78.21853469 −0.01673550
2664535 −78.22137491 −0.01425775
5326435 −78.22404603 −0.01188806

Table E.5: Variational energy Evar and perturbative correction EPT2 for the triplet ground state of D2d
ethene. All energies are given in Hartrees using the cc-pVDZ basis set.

Eex-FCI(
1B1) Eex-FCI(

3A2) Eex-FCI(
1B2) Eex-FCI(

1A1)

Two-Point −78.23889427 −78.23744631 −78.14417374 −78.14019599
Three-Point −78.23881785 −78.23757101 −78.14349967 −78.13910134

Table E.6: Extrapolated FCI energy Eex-FCI for the ground and excited states of D2d ethene using two-
and three-point linear fits. All energies are given in Hartrees using the cc-pVDZ basis set.
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E.2.3 Cyclobutadiene
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Figure E.3: Extrapolation of the variational energy Evar against the perturbative correction EPT2 for the

ground and excited states of square D4h cyclobutadiene (cc-pVDZ) using two-point (solid lines) and

three-point (dashed lines) linear fits.
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ndet Evar(
3A2g) EPT2(

3A2g)

1241 −153.66917033 −0.59769686
2485 −153.76478516 −0.44651819
4971 −153.81636535 −0.38268097
9947 −153.87340848 −0.31894004

19903 −153.93385178 −0.25651560
39825 −153.99483965 −0.19808227
79655 −154.05018720 −0.14733932

159313 −154.09350370 −0.10793298
318639 −154.11873101 −0.08552676
637337 −154.13004376 −0.07657975

1274669 −154.13665132 −0.07131522
2549261 −154.14189252 −0.06685546
5098453 −154.14671816 −0.06251834

10195851 −154.15161226 −0.05850315

Table E.8: Variational energy Evar and perturbative correction EPT2 for the triplet ground state of square
D4h cyclobutadiene. All energies are given in Hartrees using the cc-pVDZ basis set.

Eex-FCI(
1B1g) Eex-FCI(

3A2g) Eex-FCI(
1A1g) Eex-FCI(

1B2g)

Two-Point −154.23284756 −154.22292153 −154.17659082 −154.15580827
Three-Point −154.23480445 −154.21957696 −154.17469425 −154.15614823

Table E.9: Extrapolated FCI energy Eex-FCI for the ground and excited states of squareD4h cyclobutadiene
using two- and three-point linear fits. All energies are given in Hartrees using the cc-pVDZ basis set.
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